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lives to tell 
the tale. 
2 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
Our business lunches are selVed in 
20 minutes or less. Or your next 
lunch is on us. Guaranteed. 
11 Brown St., Portland, ME 780-1100 
Melinda R. Molin, M.D., F.A.CS. 
Announces 
The Establrshment 0/ a Surgical Pradice Specializing in 
Consultation, Evaluation, and Treatment 0/ Benign anj 
Malignant Breast Conditions 
Mercy Hospital - Fifth Floor 
144 S tate S treet 
Portland, Ma ine 04101 
Referrals A nd A ppointments Now Being Accepted 
phone' (207) 879-3088 
Telefax: (207) 879-3089 
BREWING COMPANY 
Enjov "Casco Boy Creole" cuisine in our smoke-Itee dining room 
14 York St., Portland, Maine • 773-2337 
Hand-crafted ales brewed on the premises 
''The Way Beer Should Be" 
in us Super Bowl Sunday 
January 28, 1996 
E NJOY SPECIALS ON: 
1@skis 
"Best Neighborhood Pub" 
- CBW READER's Pou. 
212 DANFORTH STREET 
774-7604 
~si'$ 
"The best tavern in The Old Port" 
- BoSTON HEJIAI.D 
330 fORE STREET 
772-5656 
Holidav Inn Bv The Bav, Porlland. Maine 
Tuesdav, Februarv 13, 1996 gam 10 6pm 
maine media market 
ADVERTISING RESOURCES '96 
I' I~ F S I', :'\ I S 
Everything to advertise & promote your business! 
Maine's largest marketing & advenising trade show. If you want new customers, 
if you're looking for ways to promote your business .. . this is the show for YOU! 
Z6 WORKSHOPS! ORDER TICKETS NOW.---
(:MeI<)IOUr choiCt of wnrkshop lim. !bat bes, lou your ,tbtdW, 
CaM c-.rr: ..... "'-. MIl ~ Roa .bVOftl ....... C-- 'I1It hIwt., o.hI& 
!J:!'.10:1.s. Qry:_ Q I2:Jj · I;I'teQtr._ ... _"'·idI ... a.. ... M.:Aael a~ 
.. , .. ..,. .. DtftaMarUdlt' Erul RoNI [] 1I 'OO .Il:O:\pal Qly:_ [] 2;OO.1~ 
0 9-.10· 10: .. QIy: _ 0 lU) · I:J%- Otr. _ "Uedi~C-a.l"" w ...... 
~n.u...".Ir.a.bI"Wahtr Bao..:u 0 1I:OO . ll«tJ-OtJ:_ 0 2: IS-1 1'pnQrr-_ 
O IO;<lj -I I.45.Qty._ ;' U , · 2.45pa Qty. _ ~Wi.r-lkWhn" Mlkt Zt:1cr 
"~~M~J.Ebbeu OIO:30 . II:lOIaOlr. _ al:OO·~Qry 
OI~I' . II! I_()y._ Olf!O ' ]«lr-Qtr_ "W'~W"'s..I """"'8i1J~ 
"1 ......... Cd arttcr I. w.- Jtd hltq' 0';00· 1O;()()nC)y._ [] 11:4' - 1·.,....Qty: _ 
09".JO - Ht.XkI.m~_ U Il:4l . I:43paQtr. _ ....,... atW.TVI'JIrdIW9" 
..,.........rr...:.P'Kti"'-tII"'MqicWeispl 0 1i.JO.11lOlnQly; _ Q lU -. -I5pmOy _ 
09;1' .1Ct;1!a. QIy _ Q 11:4' . IHSp. QLr. _ "CaWtTV: luiIo:i.cutl'll.t DinIb"1I11i Btclltlr)' 
"'WIIIO' .. __ F .... AnIu~ Ol.lO -•. ~Qtr:_ 
OlJO . ] . .q.QIy:_ Q·HIO -1.-oop.Qt)o:_ 
FAX ThU rona '0 107·781·5755 .. c.u Z07-781-5756., 
M..U br 2/5/96 '0 P.O. Box 668J8, F.ImouIh, ME 1>4105.68J8 
Workahop TodI ... $11 .. ", in .d ...... S15 •• the 
Fret: Admiuion to E:ihibitJ. 
GRAND OPENING 
SATURDAY; JANUARY 27 with Devonsquare • Tickets$10 
Upstairs in our Smoking Room 
live Entertainment, Darts and Pool 
-UPCOMING SHOWS-
2/1 Big Hot Sun w/ All About Chad • 2/2 Heavy Metal Homs 
-COMING SOON-
Boneheads, New Riders of the Purple Sage, 
Xanax 2S, Strangefolk, J.D.& the Du-Rights 
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A CONVERSATION WITH 
CHR-IS HURTUBISE 
oot"t 
~I SAID, I'LL PUT UP SOME 
GARGOYLES TO HELP ME, AND 
MAYBE I'LL KEEP THIS HOUSE.~ 
Chris Hurtubise and his brother kids says, "Boy, the guy that lives there 
Dana are renovating an old.duplex sure is lucky." 
at 206 Coyle St. in Portland by 
installing gargoyles on the house. Gotten any complaints? 
Why did you decide to decorate 
with cargoyle.? 
Having lost a couple homes to the 
bank, I felt I needed all the protec-
tion I could get. Learning about 
gargoyles, I found out they were a 
good thing and not a bad thing. They 
help keep evil spirits away, and if 
there are any evil spirits I can think 
of, it might be lawyers and bankers. 
How do your nel&hbol1l feel about 
the cargoyle.? 
We've gotten a lot of reaction. 
We've had carloads of people come 
by to view the house, especially after 
the one on the chimney was mounted, : 
because you can see him from quite 
some distance. The people next door 
at one point had three little kids stay-
ing there, and one day, they're out 
playing on their porch and one of 
them looks up and says to the others, . 
On the contrary, we've made such 
dramatic improvements to the property, 
everybody is thrilled. The house was 
built in 1893 and was vacant for many 
years before they finally sold it . The 
family that lived here before us put on 
lime-green asbestos siding about 25 years 
ago, which took on a nice patina of 
black. It was probably the most hideous 
house on the street, if not in the city. 
Nobody, so far, has said the gargoyles 
are anything but whimsical and fun to 
look at . They just seem to fit that house. 
It's not like we put them on top of a 
ranch or something. 
Do you do anythln, .paclal for 
Halloween? 
We hang up the Bates Motel sign in 
the front window with a cutout of some-
one with a knife. We have all sorts of 
sound-~ctivated and motion-activated 
a1anns that go off. 
"Gargoyle!" They all come rushing Will you put up more ,argoyle"" 
over and they're looking up and 
pointin8 and going, "Gargoyle! Gar-
goyle!" Then they run back inside 
their house and you could hear them 
screaming to whoever was in there, 
I'm looking for someone to make a 
gargoyle to cover the dryer vent, so that 
when the dryer is on, the gasses come 
out of its mouth and maybe its ears. 
"There's gargoyles overthere!" Then Interview by Al Diamon; 





4 CASCO BAY WEEKLY =J ust what the state needed - another : 
.. aml-gay rights campaign. The .. 
: Christian Civic League is toying with the : 
: idea of holding a referendum on whether : 
.. to require a referendum (you're following this, ., .. .. 
.. right!) before any civil rights bill passed by the ., 
: Legislaturecould become law. Maine's attomey : 
= general has already ruled such a requirement : 
.. illegally binds future legislatures and is therefore .. .. ., 
.. unconstitutional. Hello! .. 
* ., 
" .. 
3> • Just what The AIDS Project needed - a ., .. .. * financial crisis. Or maybe not. Immediately ., 
: after a Jan. 19 Portland Press Herald story saying : .. the organization was 
• laying offworkers to close .. .. an $80,000 budget .. 
shortfall, TAP acting " .. 
director Paul Draper ., .. 
rushed out a release .. 
denying there was any : 
.. problem. He admitted .. 
: one Pel>on had been laid off, but claimed the : 
: agency's finances were in greatshape. One has : 
• to wonder why TAP's board chairman (upon " .. .. 
" whose statements the Press Herald story was .. 
: based) seems to think the opposite. : 
3> .. 
" .. *' • Just what Portland police needed - a little .. · " " sex. An undercover officer at the .. 
: Fine Arts Theatre got felt up by a : 
" patron on Jan. 19. The officer was checking the .. · .. " porn theaterfor sex acts, which were common .. 
: there until recent publicity. The patron with : 
: the raYing hands was arrested and charged : 
" with unlawful sexual contact. Some legal sexual .. 
" .. .. contacttookplaceatTheCage,aformerdance .. 
Not goln& up, c:omlllC clown. ALE PHOTO/COUN MAlAKlE 
What happened? 
: club on Wharf Street, in September 199,.. A : 
: judge ruled recently that Portland cops were : 
.. wrong to bust The Cage for violating the city's .. 
The State shutdown leaves Portland wondering 
" .. • obscenity ordinance. An undercover officer .. • S COT T S U THE R LAN D 
: (different from the one on the Fine Arts beat) : 
There's a line in a Hemingway short " claimed male dancel> exposed their buttocks .. 
" ., story that neatly sums up the predicament 
• and simulated sex with women customel>. The .. of the State Theatre, scheduled to close 
: judge threw out the charges without even : next week. "How did you go bankrupt?" 
: hearing evidence from the club. Eyerybodyget : one character asks another. The reply: 
., naked. .. "Two ways - gradually and then sud-
" 3> .. .. denIy." 
: .Just what the Portland Press Herald needed .. The State's history of chronic Ii 
underfunding finally caught up with it last ., - fewer reporters. Guy Gannett .. 
., .. week, whenthecitY,a1ongwithlocalbanks, 
: Communications announced Jan. 23 the : refused to loan it $150,000. The theater's 
"newspaper was 'ayln, off SO Ii management, unable to raise sufficient 
: worken, including 15 in the newsroom. : money to keep the theater going, an-
.. When the cuts are final in about"S days, the ., nounced Jan. 19 that the State would close " ~ " Press Herald will have 10 percent less staff. .. at the end of the month. 
: Doomed personnel will be notified by mid- : 
: February, when they can expect free career : 
" transition workshops, but no buyouts or early .. ., " 
" retirement benefits. Press Herald management .. 
: blamed the staff slaughter on poor ad sales. : 
" " Rumors have circulated in recent weeks that '@ - ~
" Gannett wants to sell off its newspaper holdings, .. 
* • " and there's speculation the layoffs are an attempt '" 
: to improve the bottom line to boost the sale : 
" price. Editor Lou Ureneck reportedly had {pI> " * • 
., in his eyes after making the layoff announcement. '" 
& " 
'0 caw ~ 
While the announcement sent shock 
waves through Portland's arts community, 
observers familiar with the State's opera-
tion contended that the closing was more a 
matter of when, not if. Even members of 
the theater's board of trustees seemed re-
signed to the fact that time had simply run 
out for the severely underfunded State. 
"When you're not a profit-making entity, 
and you're undercapitalized, that's a tough 
proposition," said board member David 
Geary. 
The State, a former porn house that had 
fallen into disrepair, opened in November 
1993 "on a shoestring," according to 
Russell Turner, who was originally hired 
as the theater's general manager by build-
ing owners Nick and Lola Kampf. "We 
were scrambling from day one to make it 
work, but we needed more money and the 
owners needed a longer-term vision," said 
Turner, who was fired shortly after the 
theater opened. He said he had differences 
of opinions with the Kampfs. "[The 
Kampfs'] expectations weren't in line with 
the realities of the operation. There we 
were, a week after opening, and they were 
wondering why the bank account wasn't 
bulging." 
Enter Kelly Graves and Steve Bailey, 
the husband-and-wife team that had 
worked with Turner when he managed 
Raoul'sandcamewith him when he moved 
to the State. Graves and Bailey - neither 
of whom had experience running a club or 
theater - took over day-to-day manage-
ment of the State. Graves, along with Kim 
Magid, a volunteer at the theater, bought 
the State's management operations from 
the Kampfs for about $180,000, and began 
paying them $12,000 a month to rent the 
space. Graves assumed the duties of gen-
eral manager; Bailey took over booking. 
"They were biting off more than they could 
chew," said Richard Kazimer, who was 
frred as the State's marketing director 
Jan. 3 after three months on thejob. "They 
couldn't manage the business." 
Graves and Baileyinitially set out to run 
the theater as a for-profit business, as did 
Turner. As they added staff and equipment 
and monthly expenses topped $40,000, 
they decided to add a nonprofit "arm" to 
the business. The theater was still strug-
gling to make ends meet, however, and 
they decided to make the entire enterprise 
nonprofit, applying for that status last sum-
mer. A board of trustees was gradually 
assembled to help the State fundraise once 
the nonprofit status was approved. 
But the money ran out while the status 
was still pending. The board of trustees, 
now numbering 22, had yet to launch a 
full-scale fundraising assault on Portland 
- which meant that even though the the-
aterwas essentially being run as a full-scale 
nonprofit, complete with a wide range of 
programming and a steadily growing staff, 
there was no movement to raise the nearly 
$400,000 in annual donations that the State 
needed to stay afloat and fund its program-
ming . . 
What was missing from the State, said 
Chris Dwyer, head of the board for the 
nonprofitMusicHall in Portsmouth, N .H., 
was "that core group of people that could 
J 
raise a substantial amount of cash at the 
beginning - for those crucial first years, I 
can't see a substitute for that." The Music 
Hall, like the Flynn Theater in Burlington, 
Vt., was founded by boosters who sought 
to establish those theaters as nonprofits 
from the outset, building broad-based com-
munity support that would translate into 
effective fundraising and dependable ticket 
sales. They also sought to buy their own 
buildings, a move that Dwyer said was 
instrumental in determining the success of 
the theaters. "If there were an angel out 
there willing to help the State, it would be 
to allow them to buy their own building," 
she said. "We couldn't have done the ex-
tensive programming or the kind of 
outreach that we have if we didn't have our 
building costs under control." 
Bailey said he thought the State "was 
miles ahead of the normal nonprofit pro-
cess" by having an up-and-running facility. 
Unfortunately, he says, "people's percep-
tion ofhowwe were doing" was inaccurate. 
"They thought we were printing money 
here when we put on someone like Bob 
Dylan," he said. Graves and Geary both 
said that the theater was "not successful in 
getting the message out" about the transi-
tion from for-profitto nonprofit. "The move 
to nonprofit should've been done earlier," 
Geary said. "If we'd begun the whole pro-
cess six months earlier, we would've had a 
much better shot at it. Unfortunately, by 
the time we'd devised a plan we'd run out 
of time, and the theater was continuing to 
lose money." 
A particularly rough fall and holiday 
season, including shows that lost substan-
tial amounts of money, sounded the 
theater's financial death knell, though 
Geary describes the State's problems as "a 
thousand pinpricks rather than a stake to 
the heart." With Graves' terse announce-
ment that the theater would close came 
immediate speculation as to the causes of 
the State's demise. Much of the specula-
tion focused on the strained relationship 
between the Kampfs and State manage-
ment; Bailey said only that "it was a 
tenant-landlord relationship, and that's all 
I'll say," while Nick Kampf summed up 
his position by saying, "We always ful-
filled our side, but I can't say the same for 
[Graxes and Bailey) ." 
The theater's future - both immediate 
and long-range - is equally cloudy. The 
Kampfs, who have owned the property for 
six years, put the theater up for sale six 
weeks ago. Asking price? Two million 
bucks. Nick Kampf said this week that 
they are discussing "a variety of offers," 
one of which is to tum the space into a 
parking garage. No one has stepped for-
ward with a plan for running the State as a 
theater-yet. "Our interest is not in man-
aging the theater," said Jim Aheame, a 
veteran of the local music scene who is 
currently working for big-time Boston pro-
moter Don Law. "But we'd like to have it 
available as a venue to promote shows." 
Meanwhile, Graves and Bailey sent out 
a press release stating that "no cash refunds 
will be offered at this time" for previously 
purchased tickets. They said they do plan 
to present "Mahalia" on Jan. 26 and The 
Capitol Steps on Feb. 2. Catie Curtis will 
appear at Stone Coast Brewing Feb. 3. 
Graves, who·borrowed nearly $200,000 
to assume control of the State, said it was 
likely that both she and Magid (who put up 
$57,000) would file for personal bank-
ruptcy. "The lawyers will tell me what's 
best," Graves said. It's an epitaph equally 
fitting for this chapter of the State - an 
experiment begun with high hopes and 
great energy, but one that the lawyers will 
have the last say on. 
Soley Watch 
Trash exchange 
Soley ~ solid waste piles up at 
10 Exchange 
Tenants of 10 Exchange St. are com-
plainingthat Old Port land baron Joe Soley 
is running the building into the ground. 
Soley bought 10 Exchange - home to The 
Movies, Bad Habits, Ireland's Crystal and 
Crafts - three months ago. Since then, 
tenants have noticed serious problems with 
the building. At the top of the list: Business 
owners and employees fear fire because 
the "trash room" is full of flammables. 
"Look at it," said a shop employee. 
"The room is filled with cardboard boxes 
and old newspapers." And that's not all . 
On Jan. 19, bags of garbage and empty 
bottles and cans were sprinkled through 
the mess. While there are several trash 
cans in the room, all but one were empty. 
"The [trash room) isa total fire hazard, " 
said a store owner. And building tenants 
also complained the fire alarms were out of 
order. Lt. Gaylen MacDougall of the Port-
land Fire Department con finned that on 
Jan. 17and l8thealarmsweren'tworking. 
Melting snow caused water to leak through 
the roof, shorting out the alarm system. 
But now, MacDougall said, the alarms are 
back on-line. Although the trash room is 
equipped with a sprinkler system, 
MacDougall is concerned that the trash 
room door doesn't lock. The room "should 
be secured so vandals can't get in and start 
a fire," MacDougall said. 
In addition to concerns about fires, ten-
ants complain the building is unusually 
cold. Most businesses in the building -
with the exception of The Movies - are 
using portable electric heaters to keep off 
the chill. The building is being outfitted 
with new gas lines for a heating system, but 
according to one business owner, Soley is 
demanding $1,500 from each business to 
hook into the system. "I can't afford that," 
said the owner. 
But most in the building are more con-
cerned about the trash room, as are city 
officials. Sam Hoffses, chief building in-
spector, said that if the fire alarm keeps on 
malfunctioning, the city will consider clos-
ing the building. And MacDougall, of the 
fire department, said he would try to get 
Soley to take care of the trash room, but he 
has a hard time getting in touch with him. 
Regular mail goes unanswered, he said, 
and "he won't accept certified mail." 
Soley didn't return CBWs calls. 
CHRISTOPHER BARRY 
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The West End is about to take a 
A unique concept fresh foods 
1t:s Att in. thl' Name 
SAME STORE . 
NEW NAME . 
PORTOBELLO 
9 EXCHA:-iGE STREET, PORTLA:-iD, ME 04101 
207' 773 '0538 
(formerly Exchange St. Candle & Mug) 
Candles' Soaps' Scents. Frames' Pottery 
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BEST PEOPLE ••• 
Best unsung hero ____________________ _ 
Best TV personality ___________________ __ 
Best radio DJ ____________________ _ 
Best bartender ____________________ _ 
Best writer _______ ---'---' _______________ _ 
Best visual artist ______________________ _ 
Biggest loudmouth ___________________ __ 
Local politician you trust most _________________ _ 
Local personality with most interesting hair ___________ _ 
Most effective citizen group _________ -=---_______ _ 
BEST FOOD a DRINK ••• 
Best breakfast joint ____________________ _ 
Best lunch for $5 or less __________________ _ 
Best dinner restaurant if you're down to your last $10 ________ _ 
Best dinner restaurant if money's no object. __________ ----, __ ~$ 
Best new restaurant (opened after 111/95) -------... ".-4II_i-. ....;0",-& __ 
Best free eats at happy hour _________ --"e...--'@~-.... ~----
Best coffee spot ___________ ,$~~m~-------_ 
Best sidewalk food cart. _____ -=-~*'~$~----------
Bestbakery ______ ~~$~m---------------
@ : Best desserts __ ----,;:---c@!l!r..!!$f:....-_______________ ___ 
Best Maine microtlfe* __________________ _ 
Best pa&.ta~"Il!'____$ _________________ _ 
: ~s€produce---------------------
~ ,j~est pizza ___ ---'--------------------
~ ~e.bRrger------------------------
: Best frfeSS!fll'---",,---____________________ __ 
Best fried cla'Wls@~~;;:--------------------
Best bagel $ 4 
Best pad thai $ @ 
Best chocolate chip cookie_---CO"'---fflf>r--___ ----' _________ _ 
Best vegetarian food ______ ----'®"'!i~..,.---------------
Bestchowder __________ w_·~w~~---------
$ 
BEST ENTERTAINMENT ••• %% %% ~ 
Best event of 1995 ----------------"@4e~· __ _ 
Best Old Port bar ------------------=*:.......,@o---
.Who do you-lovel Now is your big chance to let us know about a few of 
your favorite thilTgs in Greater Portland. The procedure is quite simple: Fill 
out the categories you have an opinion about, then mail the ballot to the 
address below or drop it off at our Congress Street office. 
Your nominees should be confined ·to people and places within our 
4foverage area (roughly Brunswick to Windham to Old Orchard Beach). If 
yoft,nt to wax eloquent about your favorites, you can write your 
com men. 0& a separate piece of paper and attach it to your ballot. We 
might use youro>~ments when we write up the winners in our issue of 
March 14. • 
All entries must be in ~r.ot little hands by 5 p.m. on Feb. 9. Vote early, 
but not often. 0 $ 
$ @ 
BEST SERVICES • •• 
Best jeweler _________________ -=-'@w--....:~ __ 
Best place to get a haircut _________ ---l!~*liL.-lW------
Best health food store ________ =-.... ....:$:!:....-_$ _____ _ ...... 
Bestcornerstore _______ .. ~@~-*-------------
Best toy store 4') (2 m 
Best florist .. {8 
Mosthonest~-·-------------------
Best us~of1bXpayers' money _______________ _ * warfft abuse of taxpayers' money _____________ _ 
BEST PLACES ••• 
Best place to get picked up/pick someone up ____ ---' _____ ___ 
Hippest place to be seen __________________ _ 
Best health club, ____________________ _ 
Best building ____________________ _ _ 
Best place for a romantic dinner ________________ _ 
Best place to kill an hour _________________ __ 
Best Portland neighborhood, ________________ _ 
Best place for a weekend getaway ______________ ___ 
Bestbeach ______________________ _ 
Best place to get married __________________ _ 
Best place to send out-of-town guests--------------
Best place to slack. ___________________ _ 
Best place to walk your dog ________________ _ 
Best company to work for _________________ _ 
READER'S CHOICE ••• 
Did you think of something we overlookedl Here's your chance to create 
your own categories and answers. _______________ _ 
Best neighborhood bar __________________ -=* 
Best local band * $~_----------------='-. __________ _ 
Best live music venue -$-~*L..,m_----------__:_.:...;-------------
Best radio station ______________________ W $ 
Best place to rent a video___________________ f§ * 
Best theatrical production ___________ ....,--______ Name: @ • 
Best place to play pool __________________ City/town: G $ 
Best place to play darts.__________________ Daytime phone number (1ft ease we have questions): 
Best place to dance ____________ -,-__________ .' 
Best used bookstore ___________________ _ 
Best tape/CD store _________ ....:....-___ ~------
Best movie theater _____________ -C.--"' ______ __ 
Best place for a free date _________________ _ 
Best spot for people-watching __ --'-_____________ _ 
Bestjukebox ______________________ _ 
Best sportS experience ___________________ _ 
MAIL OR DROP OFF 
BALLOT ••• 
Best of Portland 
Casco Bay Weekly 
561 Congress Street 
Portland. ME 04101 
. 
..... ~ . c • • • c •• •• •• ••• • • • ' • • •• ~ •• • ~ .. .. . . ... ... ... ... . ..... .. 0_ • •• • •••• • c • • • • •• ~ - c •• ,. c •• ~ _ c •• • •• • ~ .c ••• ~ •• _ .c • • • c •••• c ......... c • • • c • •• • c ......... c . ........ c •• •• •• ••• •• •• •• ,. - c ..... .... ...... . 
.' 
Public TV kisses the hand 
that feeds It 
If it seems like Gov. Angus King never 
left public TV, never stopped his smarmy, 
treacly discourses on government, it's be· 
cause he hasn't. The ubiquitous blond 
blabbermouth simply traded in his old 
talking heads show, "MaineWatch," for 
another program of a similar nature. And 
guess what? You're paying for it. 
KingisaregularonMai~ePublicBroad­
casting Corporation's (MPBC) "Capital 
Connection," and at times the show ap-
pears to have become yet another 
convenient and homey launching pad for 
King's continuing efforts to somnambulize 
the state. But King is no ordinary gover-
nor, especially when you examine his 
intimate relationship with a taxpayer-
funded broadcasting entity that receives 
more than $2 million a year -- your tax 
dollars at work! -- from the very same 
state government King has been busily 
dismantling. Call it a friendly payback to 
the increasingly outdated and so-called 
"public" medium that launched the fa-
mous pinched face that now leads us. 
While fresh from the holiday-season butch-
ering of hundreds of state workers and the 
gutting of millions of dollars from the state 
budget, King, despite earlier assertions 
public TV would be open to "major" cuts, 
flat-funded his friends at MPBC. 
"I suppose you could say there is a 
conflict," said perennial equivocator and 
King spokesman Dennis Bailey, himself a 
former journalist. "But funding public TV 
is popularwith the public, and ... [MPBC] 
got flat-funded, and that's really a cut 
when you get down to it. " 
Asked about avoiding even the appear-
ance of a conflict of interest , Bailey seemed 
nonplused. "I think you have more of a 
conflict writing about public TV than he 
[King] does appearing on it." 
"I guess on the surface some could 
suspect a conflict," said the governor, 
"since I used to work at the station on a 
part-time basis. But there's a big difference 
between a potential and an actual con-
flict . " 
No there isn't. The real issue is the 
appearance of conflict. 
"It is a problem," admitted MPBC 
honcho Rob Gardiner. "But in some ways 
it is nothing out of the ordinary. This is life 
in Maine. It's a small state. My job is to 
have a good working relationship with the 
governor, no matter who he is. Does it 
work to his advantage? That depends, I 
suppose, on how well he answers the ques-
tions that come to him on the show. " 
"Capital Connection" is a once-a-
month call-in show that features the 
governor and state legislative leadership. 
It is an uncommonly tepid, nonconfron-
tational show hosted by MPBC public 
affairs director Don Carrigan. King, as is 
his way, often dominates the program. 
"Sometimes you have to re-exert control, 
and sometimes he dodges the questions." 
conceded Carrigan. "One of the reasons 
the show may be somewhat less than lively 
is because King is popular with the public 
and the legislators tread lightly. But I think 
that's changing." 
Critics inside the media charge the show 
never "breaks" news and suffers from a 
consumer-unfriendly format that allows 
politicians -- including King -- to drone 
on without challenge, more a public rela-
tions platform than a real public forum. 
"You know, for some people if it isn't 
attack-dog journalism, then it's just pap," 
Carrigan said. "When we designed the 
show, we asked all the gubernatorial can-
didates if they would agree to participate if 
The show never 
"breaks" news and 
allows King to drone 
on without challenge, 
more a public relations 
platform than a real 
public forum. 
elected and they all agreed. The phones are 
always busy, and we do not screen callers, 
other than ask them their name and where 
they are from and what their question is. 
"You can't help but be aware of who 
Angus is, but keep in mind he appears on 
all the TV stations ... and is comfortable 
doing TV. For reasons I will never under-
stand, [former governor] Jock McKernan 
was never comfortable, always on edge. 
King is comfortable. He's a pill with a nice 
sugar coating, easier for people to swal-
low. 
"I understand your concerns about in-
terViewing the man who, along with 
legislators, funds us, and it is a valid point. 
But what do we do? No shows? He's the 
governor. And let me remind you that 
when the governor asked for airtime dur-
ing the budget crisis, wetumed him down." 
Gardiner said that when state budget 
talks were at their height, MPBC was the 
only station to broadcast them, and he 
allowed that covering the same govern-
ment that funds you can be challenging. 
"We talked qui.te a lot about the unique 
challenges covering Angus -- and the 
Maine Legislature -- presented, and we 
try to make decisions as journalists, " 
. Gardiner said. "We try not to let the fact 
that Angus worked here, or that he helps 
make funding decisions, affect our news 
judgment." 
As they say on TV, you make the call. 
Tom Hanrahan was fired from his job as a 
panelist on Maine Public Television's "Media 
Watch" in 1 994. He is currently a state 
m1pl~e. His column appeon biweekly. 
Comments and tips can be sent toCBW, 561 
Congress St., Portland, ME 04101, or e-mailed 
to Itilrrnzinham@ac£Com. 
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Cross Ideal CU1- The world's most beautiful Diamond. 
Why You Should Buy Your 
Diamond Engagement Ring From 
Cross Jewelers 
Cross. as Portland's oldest family..owned jewelry store. has a tradition of c;\cellence which spans four generations. The philosophy which guides our store is that aU jewelry must be 
made from the best precious metals. designed for beauty. designed to last. set with the finest gems and accurately represented. Our philosophy and commitment to excellence is your great-
est assurance that anything you buy from Cross wiU represent true value and provide maximum satisfaction. The benefits of buying your diamond al Cross include: 
Ideal Cutting: Ideal Cutting is simply the most beautiful way to cut a diamond. Only one 
out of every thousand diamonds cut iq the world today achieves the exacting standards of 
the Cross Ideal Cut diamond. Your choice of, Cross Ideal Cut diamond gives you the opti-
mal combination of brilliance. dispersion (rainbow colors) and scintillation (sparkle) ... a life-
time of extraordinary beauty. 
Diamond HaUmark: All of Cross' Ultimate Ideal Cut diamonds come with a unique fonn 
of identification: .. laser·inscribed registry number on the girdle (outside edge) of the gem, 
which positively identifies the diamond and authenticates your ownership. This registry 
number. ca1led a hallmark is just 4 microns (4-ten thousandths of an inch) high, and is visj.. 
ble only under magnification. Registered to the new owner in the pennanent records of 
Cross Jewelers, the quality grades (cut, color and clarity). as well as the carat weight are also 
listed in an international diamond registry in New Yock City . Only Cross' Ultimate Ideal 
Cut diamonds offer this additional guarantee of qUality. 
FiRat Diamond Mounting: A Cross Diamond solitaire mounting starts with the part which 
holds the diamond. called the head. Forged from a single block of 18K white gold alloyed 
with platinum. the head goes through 12 individual die strikings. using 55 tons of pressure in 
each step. 1lle result is the strongest, most durable head ever made. The part of the ring 
which encircles the finger is called the shank., and is crafted from Iwo rectangular blocks of 
18K yellow gold. Like the head. the shank sectioos go through multiple dic-strildngs. The 55 
tons of pressure squeeze out all the air bubbles, densely compacting the atoms of gold. After 
the head and shank sections are assembled. the ring mounting is ready for finishing. The die 
striking resullS in a ring which acceprs an extraordinarily high polish, for a beautiful ring 
which will hold Cross' most beautiful diamonds. 
Cross' Diamond Lab: One of the values of buying your diamond from Cross Jewelers is 
the assurance that your diamond has been weighed, and the quality grading checked and ver-
ified by a registered jeweler. By acquiring our diamonds loose. we can guarantee the quality 
represented is exactly correct. Each Cross IdeaJ Cut diamond has been band selected from 
bundrods. to provide the very best qualiry and value. 
Cross' Diamond Setting Shop: Cross' Diamond Setting Shop is staffed by America's 
rmest diamond setters, and is visible from our show room. 1be f1M rule: of our diamond set-
ting shop is., "take whalever amount of time is necessary to set the diamond most securely 
and most beautifully." Few people realize that. at the moment a properly weighted prong is 
pushed over the edge of a diamond. over 4~ pounds of pressure is exerted on the diamond. 
Careful preparations are required to ensure that the precious metal on which the diamond 
rests is perfectly smooth. and properly supports the diamond. Because of their value. d.ia-
monds arc never set "while you wait" at Cross Jewelers. Any time pressure 011 a diamond 
setter increases the risk to the diamond For the safety of your diamond, setting in our shop 
is a1ways scheduled within a block of time, allowing maximum time for aU preparation 
details. The safety and security of your diamood depends 01\ the quality of the mounting. the 
philosophy of the diamond setting sbop, and most importantly. the skills and attention to 
detail by the diamond setter. If you would like to learn more about diamond setting, ask for a 
copy of our "Quality of Stone Setting" guide, written by Cross Jewclers. 
Cross Diamond Prices are Real: For over three qUlI1en of a century. Cross Jewelers has 
nWntained a consistent, conservative pricing philosophy that allows you to shop with the 
"real price" on every piece of jewehy in our store. Items are priced according to their true 
vaJue - we never have sales or offer discounts, because prices are not inflated to allow for 
these types of artificial sales techniques. We find that people enjoy shopping in a store 
where quality is accurately represented and the: values an: real - 365 days of the year. When 
non-ideal cut discount and sale diamonds IUe accurately graded for cut, color and clarity and 
accurately weighed for their carat weight, their "savings" often not on1y vanish when c0m-
pared to an Ideal Cut diamond. but may be priced at a premium over the Ideal CUt. 
Cross is • Teaching Jewelry Store: We have always found that whenever consumers have the: facts. they make infonned decisions and have the highest le\'e1 of satisfaction in their pur. 
chase. Our entire staff is committed to taking any amount of time necessary to answer your questions and give you the background infonnation necessary to make a decision concerning 
gems and jewelry. Cros~ has just completed a 24-page booklel titled "Cross's Guide To The World's Most Beautiful Diamonds." If you have been thinJcing of the purchase of a diamond. 
we invite you to stop and receive your free copy. Cross J e we 1 e r s 
The Upstairs Jewelry Store 
570 Congress Street. Portland, Maine 04101 Tel. 773-3107 
Open Monday-Friday 9 a.rn. - 4:30 p.m., Thursday 'ril8: 30 p.rn. 
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You don't miss your water 
Maine politics isbesetby a serious drought. . Longley's departure leaves the GOP in 
When Sen. Bill Cohen pulled the plug on his . serious danger of evaporating from the Senate 
re-election campaign, he exposed an arid : race by default. While the Dems at least have 
landscape drained of talent, originality, com- : Baldacci, Republicans face the dusty prospect 
mitment and wit. What's left consists of . of Robert Monks, a Cape Elizabeth million-
wet-behind-the-ears congressmen, flotsam · aire with close ties to former make-believe 
from previous elections, overly ambitious ; Gov. John McKernan. Monks has twice run 
drips and crumbling tumbleweeds. The prob- : big-budget campaigns for the Senate without 
ability any of them will precipitate so much as : ever irrigating the argument that rich people 
a piddling stream of intelligent debate is low. ; can buy elections. Still undecided on their 
Just two years ago, the pool of political ; candidacies at deadline were Harriman, a 
talent was thought to be near flood stage. ' state senator from Yarmouth who already 
Democrats such as Bill Diamond, Duke ! possesses an ego somewhat larger than aver· 
Dutremble and Jim Mitchell were deemed ! age for the U.S. Senate, and Les Otten, the 
pOlitics 
ready to make ! owner of Sunday River ski area who's threat-
a big splash. ; ened to jump into numerous races over the 
Republicans ! years, but never gone further than dipping his 
had the likes of : big toe. 
and oilier mistake. Susan Collins, Monks has senatorial looks, money and 
Rick Bennett support from the McKernan and Cohen fac-
and Charlie tions of the Republican Party. Harriman has 
Summers set no base of support, no financial resources and 
to ride a new , appears clueless about the complexities of 
wave . The : runningastatewidecampaign.Ottenhascash, 
1994 election but no experience with the survival skills 
showed none needed to run for office. He might attract a few 
fiscal conservatives concerned that Monks 
buoY.lIlt. Even and Harriman exhibit signs of Cohen-type 
plenty of moderation, but he lacks the credentials nec-
other pros- essary to appeal to the religious right, the only 
peets were supposedly bubbling below the sizablepoolofprimaryvoterssomebodyhasn't 
surface. The GOP's Phil Harriman and John drained off. 
Hathaway, as well as the Dems' Sean The Perot-financed Reform Party may stick 
Faircloth and John O'Dea, were set to sur- former state Sen. Steve Bost on the ballot, 
face in the legislative swim and establish while the Green Party might offer up John 
themselves as future leaders. But the trouble Rensenbrink, a college professor. Bost will 
with bubbles is they contain a high percent- : have too few specifics on his stands on the 
age of lightweights and airheads. Once the : issues. Rensenbrink will have too many. Bost 
gas escapes, there's not much left. will mop up a few disgruntled Republican 
So parched are voters that some actually votes. Rensenbrink will siphon off a small 
longed foraSenaterace between Jim Longley, number of disaffected Democrats. Net effect 
the Republican 1st District congressman, and on the election: aboutthe same as on the tides. 
John Baldacci, his 2nd District Democratic Thepassing ofTyphoon Cohen has soaked 
counterpart. Longley spentthe past two years up lots of ink from political analysts. Their 
demonstrating a tenuous grasp of the issues, tears have been dropping on the desiccated 
as well as an inability to control either his staff land as they bemoan the prospects of replac· 
or his personal life. His only moment of ing a storm god with what amounts to a few 
clarity came on Jan. 22 when he opted not to sprinkles. This is standard procedure when 
run for Cohen's seat, apparently recognizing anybody who's been around longer than the 
he would have been floundering further over last Portland Pirates winning streak decides to 
his head. Baldacci, who spent his time in retire, but the dry-eyed reality is that Cohen is 
ashington proving that as a congressman a slightly better-than-average senator, a poor 
he was a pretty fair short order cook, seems poet and a dull-as·dishwater fiction writer. He 
more insulated from his deficiencies. Atpress talks a lot about integrity without ever dis-
time, he was still planning to run. playing much. Heprojeetsthe imageofa deep 
Baldacci may not exhibit senatorial stat- thinker, but relies on Kahlil Gibran for most 
ure, but he's a solid campaigner with a strong of'rus snappier aphorisms. The nearest he 
base and money in the bank. If he's not comes to original thought is when he discov-
exactly the equivalent of sipping spring water ers one in the New York Times. Baldacci, Monks 
from a crystal goblet, he's at least a notch or a few thousand others could do about as 
above slurping out of the toilet bowl. He well. 
should have little trouble floating past Phil : Cohen'sgreatestaccomplishmentmayhave 
Merrill, a Democratic party hack who was : been to keep us from noticing how barren the 
already running against Cohen. Merrill's en- ; landscape had become. His legacy may be 
tire campaign was built around griping about ; that once he's gone, we can get around to 
how long Cohen had been in Washington. ; dealing with the problem. 
When the senator dropped out, Merrill 
changed strokes and started arguing he de- ; Send your moans, groans, yammers and carps to 
served the nomination because he was the this column, care of Casco Bay Weekly, 561 
: Congress St., Portland, ME 04101. Whining, 
only one who dared to run against Cohen. 
; complaining and grumbling may be foxed to 
He'll likely starve forlack of money before he ; 775-1615. Kvetching, bitching and bewailing 
dehydrates for lack of votes. . should be e-mailedtoeditor@cbw.maine.com. 
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• ELIZABETH PEAVEY 
1: the dream, I am enjoying a cocktail at the Top of the East, high above 
Portland's streets, when I begin to grow 
sleepy and stupid. (As this is my usual 
state, I pay little attention to it.) The next 
thing I know, I am in the bathroom stall 
one-half floor down. There is a giant 
whirring sound beneath me, and sud-
denly I am sucked, fanny first, down 
through the toilet bow!. 
I fall for what seems to be a very long 
time, then land, miraculously feces.:free 
(it's a dream,for crying out loud), with a 
resounding thump! thump! Ifind myself 
in a long, low hall with doors lining each 
wall. I slowly turn one of the rust-
encrusted knobs and peer. in. Before me is 
the stage of the State Theatre. I wander 
farther and find another doorway, and 
behind it a bowling alley. I open another 
door, and there's a hairdressing salon. I 
could use a quick wash and set, but go on 
instead. Another door, and I am gazing 
upon the defunct presses of the Gannett 
papers. I flee, stumbling endlessly, aim-
lessly, when I hear a flopping noise behind 
me. I tum to see a bespectacled white 
rabbit with a long white beard rushing by 
saying, "You're late, you're late, for a 
very important deadline. " I hurl a rock 
after him, but it only grazes his ear. I plod 
on. 
'. 
After walking a very great distance, 
I find an ancient, heavy door. After push-
ing and heaving at it with all my strength, 
I realize it opens toward me. On the other 
side lies the Stroudwater River. At my 
feet is a tattered copy of "Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. " Beside it is a bottle with a tag 
attached that says, "Drink me, " which 
naturally I do, and am pleased to find it 
tastes very much like Carabassett India 
Pale Ale. I then experience the very curi-
ous (albeit pleasant) feeling of being sJt.ut 
up like a telescope. Before this transfor-
• 
mation can occur, however, two rats the 
size of dogs appear by my side, and I am 
whisked away down a long tunnel aM 
am deposited at yet another door. I enter 
the Old Port Tavern. 
ltD 
Dut I don't want to go back to the 
'70s, " I wail, as tears the size of saucers 
slide from my eyes. Before I can dig into 
the salad bar or boogie to the sounds of 
Bill Chinook, I'm swept up on an enor-
mous gust of wind, spiraling through a 
dark tunnel, and am plunked down with 
another thud (my butt is getting mighty 
. . 
PHOTOS"fTONEE HARBERT 
sore by this time). Pinpricks of light ap-
pear overhead. I claw my way up the side 
of a wall and pry open the boards covering 
the surface of the hole. Dawn. I hoist 
myself up and see the skyline of Portland 
glittering in the early morning light acroSJ 
Casco Bay. I look around and discover 1 
am standing on the shore of Hog Island 
Ledge at Fort Gorges. And then, well, 
Daniel Day Lewis shows up, we jet back 
to our home in Malibu, and the rest is 
none of your business. 
Mythlnformatlon, please 
Martin Gardner, in his introduction to 
"The Annotated Alice," cautions the reader 
to beware of Freudian interpretatio~ of 
Lewis Carroll's Alice books. I ask, dear 
reader, you do the same with my dream. 
The explanation is simple: 
Myth has a way ofbecoming embedded 
in one's subconscious- to the point where 
it becomes difficult to discern fact from 
fantasy. Over my years in Portland, I have 
heard tales and legends about various un-
derground spaces lurking beneath the city's 
surface. I had somehow pieced all these 
together in my mind to form a circuit of 
underground chambers and tunnels that 
leads from one end of the city to the other. 
The dream seemed to be a sign telling me 
these myths begged investigation. It was 
time to slip beneath the city's surface. 
This is what I thought I knew about 
Portland's underground: 
• The Eastland: I have heard numerous 
stories regarding tunnels under the hotel, 
one of which was told one beery night 
many years ago by a famed raconteur friend. 
He regaled a group of us with a tale of 
voyaging beneath the Eastland - getting 
lost in endless passageways, wandering 
across Congress Street to the current 
WCSH building on the comer of High and 
Congress, and surfacing, as I recall, in a 
classroom at Head Hunter's beauty school 
on Forest Avenue. I believed. 
• The Old Port: Many years ago, I was 
sitting in the cocktail lounge in the base-
ment of the now-defunct 34 Exchange. A 
friend gestured to the brick archways sur-
, rounding us. "You know, these archways 
i i represent a series of passageways running 
! from the waterfront to up to City Hall. II I 
i ! gazed around at the imagined catacombs 














• Fort Gorges: I always thought there was 
a tunnel connecting Fort Gorges to the 
mainland, or tunnels connecting the is-
lands. Thomas Bennett, a Portland Room 
librarian, tells me two kids once came in 
and told him that their father used to frolic 
in said tunnel as a boy. 
• Tate House: Rumor had it there was a 
tunnel running from the Tate House to the 
Stroudwater River that was used by the 
Underground Railroad. 
• I heard tell ofa bowling alley beneath the 
parking lot at the top of Forest Avenue. I 
also heard you gained access through the 
attendant's booth there. 
• A friend who had recently been in the 
underchambers of the State Theatre block 
described a long, tiled set of corridors con-
taining various rooms, one of which was 
filled with nothing but dirt. I decide these 
chambers must somehow connect to the 
Eastland, thus expanding the labyrinth 
around Congress Square. 
• I knew of one real tunnel. I have visited 
it and it is rather ordinary, but I decided it 
might connect with the rest of my tunnels 
oflore. It runs from the Prtss Htrald offices 
to the paper's former printing plant across 
Congress Street and resembles a subway 
passage. White tiles walls, fluorescent 
Over my years In 
Portland, I have heard 
tales and legends 
about various 
underground spaces 
lurking beneath the 
city's surface. I had 
somehow pieced all 
these together In my 
mind to form a circuit 
of underground 
chambers and tunnels 
that leads from one 
end of the city to the 
other. 
lights, a gentle dogleg to the left - that's it. 
It was constructed to connect the main 
building to its printing presses before those 
operations were moved to South Portland 
in 1989. One supposes it must now be used 
as a fallout shelter for George Neavoll, to 
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protect him after one ofhis vitriolic attacks 
on people who don't appreciate the splen-
dorofsea smoke. ("I like it, dammit! Why 
don't you?") An interesting theory, yes, 
but not the stuff of legend. 
That's how it all started, anyway. As I 
began to ask around, I found these myths 
were not simply fabrications of a sleepy, 
stupid mind. Over and over, people con-
firmed the existence of these sometimes-
epic stories. I was ready to take Portland's 
underground by storm and connect all the 
fables. 
Things changed, however, when I actu-
ally set about verifying this information. 
Myth-busters 
I hate facts . I mostly hate facts because 
they require work to verify and because 
they obstruct good fiction. But I figure they 
might spice up my travels under the city, so 
I decide to make a couple of calls . 
I begin my research at the Maine His-
torical Society, where, I have decided, lies 
a great, dusty tome titled, "The Definitive 
Guide to Portland's Underground Tun-
nels." When I state my request, I am met 
with a lengthy pause. "No. I don't know of 
any underground tUnnels in Portland. We 
have no information about that here." 
Huh. 
I figure the Maine Historical Society 
must be part of the underground labyrinth 
and wants to keep its fact hush-hush, so I 
telephone the Portland Room, where I am 
shot down again. I am, however, put in 
touch with state Rep. Herb Adams, ace 
historian. CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE 
I am two stories 
beneath street level, 
and It gives me the 
creeps . 
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"I have been in most of Portland's 
underground spaces," Adams says with 
authority over the phone late one Satur-
day night, "and I can tell you there are no 
tunnels as you describe." (Ab, so he's part 
of the conspiracy, too.) We talk - at 
length - and he is able to singlehandedly 
wipe out most of my theories. There is no 
tunnel fromFortGorges. Adamshasdone 
quite a bit of work at the fort with the 
Neighborhood Youth Corps cleaning up 
the island, and asserts no tunnel exists. He 
believes that story came about as a result 
of the number of vaulted magazines used ' 
for storing gunpowder, shells and water 
out there - the cap to one of which had 
caved in and was boarded over, making it 
look like a secret entrance. (Others, aside 
from the aforementioned dishonest dad, 
corroborated its nonexistence.) 
Adams also debunks the Old Port 
theory. As we all know, Fore Street was 
Portland's waterfront until 1852. There 
was no Commercial Street prior to that 
time. (OK, so maybe I didn't know this, 
butl pretend that I do .)The flats that once 
occupied Commercial Street were filled 
in with everything from ballast from for-
eign ships to the remains of our forefathers 
The only way to break 
their secret circle, it 
appears, Is to hunker 
down, pry open some 
doors, tap on some 
walls and explore 
Portland's underground 
for myself. 
from the Eastern Cemetery. What might 
have given the impression of underground 
chambers, Adams explains, are the dif-
ferent-leveled loading docks (due to the 
varying tides) under the Fore Street build-
ings. A little further research reveals that 
until the late 1970s the harbor side of the 
buildings at 384-390 Fore St. had steel-
shuttered windows dating back to the 
early 1800s because the bowsprits of ships 
would bust through their windows. (Imag-
ine the mess at Maxwell's Pottery if such 
were the case today. "Get the broom and 
dustpan. The U. S. Constitution is coming 
into port.") 
"Herb," I ask, "Why were you creeping 
around all these underground spaces?" "I'm 
a politician," he replies. "Where else would 
I be?" 
In regards to the Underground Rail-
road, I contact Frannie Peabody, who has 
been affiliated with the Tate House since 
the 1950s and is well-familiar with the 
tunnel rumors. "That's just silly," she says 
concerning the existence of a tunnel. "First 
of all, rarely did escaping slaves come this 
far north. In most cases, their northern-
most stop was Boston, to ship out." She 
also notes that crews of archeologists have 
conducted digs in the yard of the Tate 
House (they were looking for missingpriv-
ies), and no sign of a tunnel was found. 
Further, the crews ran into a stubborn 
geologic deposit that would have made the 
construction of said tunnel nigh impos-
sible. "People around here are fascinated 
by the notion of tunnels ," she concedes. 
"But I don't get it." 
I next speak to Hilda Cushing Dudley, 
owner of House Island and Fort Scammel, 
about interconnecting tunnels there. 
(Dudley has the distinction of being the 
only woman in the world to own a fort .) "I 
have owned that property for over 30 
years," she tells me, "and if there were a 
tunnel there, believe me, we would have 
found it." She says that for years people 
have been absolutely convinced there are 
tunnels to other islands or the mainland. 
There are tunnels beneath the ground at the 
fort, but they lead nowhere (pretty much 
the same destination my myths are taking 
me) off the island. She goes on to explain 
the near impossibility, geologically, of get-
ting through the granite ledge to create any 
tunnels, particularly with the equipment 
available when the forts were built. Fur-
ther, she owns the blueprints to both Fort 
Scammel and Fort Gorges and can thus 
prove on paper there are no tunnels. Then 
how did these rumors arise? 
She tells a story of a young man, who, 
25 or 30 years ago, set out to explore her 
tunnels. "He snuck out to the island, and 
he never returned. Some believe that he got 
lost in the tunnels and never surfaced. "She 
also mentions the boarded-over openings 
in the ground on Fort Gorges, which Adams 
had described, and recalls that when the 
Neighborhood Youth Corps started doing 
restoration work out there in the 1960s, the 
tunnel stories got stirred up again. 
In fact, a full-page newspaper spread 
about Fort Gorges from Sept. 22, 1965, 
shows a gaggle of men in thick, black-
framed glasses examining one of said h01es. 
"An underground mystery," the caption 
reads, and the copy follows: "Inspection 
party members check an opening leading 
to one of the many underground cham-
bers. No one knows what the chambers 
were for." This spread is interesting, but 
not as interesting as the article I find while 
I'm scrolling around, titled "Edward C. 
Palmer, Biggest Boy to Graduate from 
North School," which is accompanied with 
a photo of a very large boy indeed. 
Dudley echoes Peabody's sentiments 
when trying to explain how the tunnel 
rumors came to be. "People long for a 
mystery," she says. "I still find it surprising 
how many people insist these islands have 
tunnels. But I'll tell you," she laughs, "if 
there were tunnels out here, you'd find me 
standing at the entry as a ticket agent. " 
Digging deeper 
After a week of research, I decide an-
other call to the Maine Historical Society is 
in order. "Hi. I'm calling about under-
ground spaces in Portland .. . " I am 
interrupted by Portland historian William 
Barry. "Didn't I speak with you a week 
ago?" "Yes!" I want to say. "And I know 
you're holding out on me, so hand 01IU th~ 
goods." Instead, I politely inquire about 
two underground reservoirs Adams had 
mentioned during our conversation, built 
after the great fire of 1866. One is located 
on the West End underneath the Maine 
Med parking lot on the comer of Vaughan 
and Brackett streets and the other behind 
Promenade East, the high-rise at the end of 
the Eastern Prom. The latter is of note 
because in 1893 it burst open and un-
leashed 20 million gallons of water on 
Munjoy Hill. But it did not feature a 
tunnel. 
Barry, however, rolls up his sleeves 
and helps me to identify further under-
ground sites. The reservoirs bring to mind 
a tunnel that he recalls ran from the top of 
Munjoy Hill at Fort Sumner (near North 
School) down to a battery near the East-
"I have been In 
most of Portland's 
underground 
spaces," state Rep. 
Herb Adams says 
with authority over 
the phone late one 
Saturday night, 
"and I can tell you 
there are no tunnels 
as you describe." 
Ah, so he's part of 
the conspiracy, too. 
em Cemetery, known as Covert Way or 
Covered Way. Barry gives me over to the 
local definitive authority on forts, Ken-
neth Thompson, and another myth is 
busted before it forms. Thompson, who 
seems to have an encyclopedic knowl-
edge offorts at his cerebral fingertips, tells 
me that the Covered Way was not at all 
covered. It was nothing more than a trench, 
probably 4-or-so feet deep and two 
soldier-widths wide. "Covered Way" is 
something of a generic term, he informs 
me, from fort vernacular - meaning a 
place where soldiers could do combat 
under cover from fire, and, more impor-
tantly, scamper to safety ifneed be. It's all 
moot anyway, since the space was filled in 
the mid-19th century, after the fort had 
fallen to disuse. 
Thompson is able to confirm the un-
derground passageways at Fort Scammel, 
Fort Gorges, and, additionally, at Fort 
McKinley in Diamond Cove (two galler-
ies for running submarine cables); at 
Battery Foot at Fort Levitt on Cushing 
Island; beneath Battery Steel and Battery 
Craven on Peaks Island and at Battery 201 
at Two Lights and Battery 202 on Jewel 
Island. Yes, underground chambers and 
passageways - tunnels, sadly not. And 
definitely not connecting. 
Last on my list is the reputed bowling 
alley, under the parking lot adjacent to 
Uptown Billy's Barbeque on Forest Av-
enue. The timing of my call to Penny 
Carson, who owns the space, is propi-
tious. A team from WCSH is heading 
down there to do a story on it, and reporter 
Lee Nelson grants me permission to tag 
along - providing I don'tplan to hom my 
way in front of the camera. Carson seems 
a little mystified by all the sudden media 
excitement over her subterranean bowling 
alley, but confirms its existence. She says 
that one has to climb down a ladder to get 
into the space, which has fallen into disre-
pair and is in absolute darkness. I feel this 
might be to my advantage ifI were to take 
Nelson on in a quick string. I could tiptoe 
down and reset all his pins and knock all 
mine over. 
But the great match would never come 
to be. On the day of the big event, the 
expedition is mysteriously called off. Too 
much snow, I am told, to get to the entry. 
"Sure, sure," I say. "I understand." What 
I understand is that this whole frigging city 
is in on this conspiracy. 
The only way to break their secret circle, 
it appears, is to hunker down, pry open 
some doors, tap on some walls and explore 
Portland's underground for myself. 
Nice bowels 
When I call the offices of the Congress 
Property Management Company and in-
quire about tunnels running under the block 
that includes the State Theatre, I am met 
with yet another one of those pauses. "Tun-
nels?" says building supervisor Gail 
Cunningham. She is quite sure there are no 
tunnels under the block and later confirms 
the fact with the building's owners, Nick 
and Lola Kampf. Still, she allows me to 
inspect the underbelly of the building. We 
journey into the building's basement, which 
has long hallways made of hollow, corru-
gated tiles. The hallways form a V shape, 
one arm running along Congress and one 
running along High, following the foot-
print of the building. Doors line these halls, 
and behind them are a number of utility 
and storage rooms. We wander up and 
down the halls, but I don't see any evi-
dence of a fake bookcase or concealed 
doorway. Cunningham then takes me 
down a narrow metal staircase to the fur-
nace room, a vast concrete space with a 
roaring furnace the size of a small house. 
Light shines from two rooms and I feel 
they will lead me on, but no. When 
Cunningham isn't looking, I tap a wall, 
listening for a hollow secret passage - for 
naught. These are just rooms, not ante-
rooms. Still, I am two stories beneath street 
level, and it gives me the creeps. 
Next I visit the space under Amadeus 
Music on Fore Street. Store manager Jim 
Pinfoldleads me into a dark room. "Watch 
your head," he says. "Oof," I say as I bump 
my head and then feel the floor sink be-
neath my feet. We are traveling at a cant. I 
can't see where I'm going, and suddenly 
my heart grows sick on account of the 
dampness of the catacombs (I stole that 
from Edgar Allen Poe's "The Cask of 
Amontillado.") Then light, blessed light. 
It's not that I thought Pinfold would be 
waiting for me at the other end of the 
passageway with a brick and a trowel, but 
I was, after all, once his editor. With light, 
one can see the floor slants dramatically 
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from north to south with some of the 
bedrock still exposed. But I am in a base-
ment, not a tunnel. 
At least the space under the Radisson 
Eastland is vaster. Chief Engineer Jim 
McGowen takes me down a staircase off 
the main lobby, and we enter an under-
world of connecting rooms and corridors 
that stretch from Cumberland to Con-
gress and High to Forest. The Eastland 
and the Congress Square Hotel on the 
cornerofForest and Congress (now hous-
ing for the elderly) were at one time owned 
by the same company, McGowen informs 
me, and the Eastland's furnace used to 
heat the entire block. There was allegedly 
an underground bowling alley in the base-
ment of the Eastland and another one 
under what is now Congress Square Park. 
(What is with underground bowling al-
leys in this area, anyway?) 
McGowen, who has been with the hotel 
off and on for more than 30 years, is 
familiar with the tunnel myths. "The first 
question new staff mernbers ask when 
they arrive," he says, "is 'Can we go down 
and see the tunnels?'" He was once a 
believer himself, and did his o~ explor-
ing when he first started working at the 
hotel as a busman. But his fantasies were 
put to rest, he says, by talking with the 
engineers who worked at the hotel. The 
fact is, the basements of the Eastland 
have, as long as anyone can remember, 
been referred to as "the tunnels" and the 
team of workers there as the "mole crew." 
He believes that this, in part, gave rise to 
the rumors, but also the fact that a way-
ward explorer could easily get lost down 
there. "1 still get calls from the Congress 
Square Hotel," he says, "to tell me they 
have a couple of our maids wandering 
around in their halls, lost." He puts to its 
final rest any notion of a secret tunnel by 
lifting a drainage grate for me. I peer 
down. "Sewer. That's all that's under-
neath us." 
Ught at the end of the 
you-know-what 
The evidence as it stands then seems to 
imply there are no connecting under-
ground tunnels beneath our city streets, 
but I have trouble so easily dismissing the 
notion. Now I'm not calling anyone a liar, 
but didn't the cancellation of the bowling 
alley adventure seemjust a little too conve-
nient? And weren't all these other 
authorities on Portland just a little quick 
to dismiss the existence of the purported 
underground spaces? Perhaps they're all 
in cahoots, and they're all sniggering be-
hind my back as they shuttle back and 
forth under the city's surface. After all, if 
you had a secret tunnel, wouldn't you 
want to keep it secret? 
Or perhaps my imagination has just 
gotten the better of me. All I know is that 
all this research has made me very sleepy, 
and I think it's time for a nap. Besides, I 
have to get back and see how things are 
going in my other life - the tunnel-free 
one - in Malibu. 
Elizabeth P~vey is CBW 's former arts t!ditor 
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: DOWN THE DRAIN : 
" There is a dark hole on Congress Street. '" 
'" . " The closing of the state Theatre, '" 
: while it could have been predicted from the : I II II I 
'" management's plea for a fiscal angel in the • 
" Portland Press Herald two weeks ago, sti II came '" '" .. .. as a shock to the city. 
: Even more disturbing than the closing itself 
'" has been the aftermath. The State's ,. . 
: management has been tight-lipped when asked 
; Winter games .. ' 
.. for an explanation of how the theater came to .. .. . 
.. be in such a bad way. They evaded questions '"' 
about future events, • 
'"' leaving ticket-holders ..
The season is what you 
make 01 it 
and presenters in limbo. : • RIC K MAC P HER SON 
Finally they issued an.. As the saying goes, there's no disputing taste. Some topics 
embarrassing press : certainly prove the wisdom of these words. Accordion music and 
release that urged ticket- .. Tim Sample's humor Immediately come to mind. You either love 
holders to "contribute : them or you hate them. And how about food? Few folks are neutral 
the value" of tickets to .. when it comes to a bagel with lox, cream cheese and onion. The 
: canceledperformances"inrecognitionof[the) : same goes for Yoo Hoo chocolate soft drink. I vividly recall 
'" tremendous effort" made by the State's • polishing off several bottles of this 
: management. As late as Jan. 23, the message : stuff one summer as a friend looked 
* on the theater's answering machine was .. on in disgust. For her, Yoo Hoo had 
: unchanged, inviting callers to pay for their : all the appeal 'ofbrown dishwater. 
'" tickets with VISA or MasterCard. Kelly Graves .. And taste, it seems at first, has everything to do with Mainers' 
: and Kim Magid _ the State's management _ : views on winter. When I moved here, my first impression was that 
.. apparently couldn't take the time to change .. very few Mainers are honestly indifferent to our most notorious of 
: the message, increasing the confusion that : seasons. As far as I could teU, people came in two flavors when it 
.. surrounds the closing." came this subject: those who cel-
~. .. ebrated winter, sucking the very .. The press conference at which Graves .. 
.. .. Weenles can marrow out of every frozen day; ~ announced the State's demise was equally OJ 
d· . . fth bl' G h d'd .. only see and those who rabidly dug in like : ~smlsslve 0 e pu It. raves, w 0 I not .. grumpy woodC;hucks, popping 
8< take questions, said in her short prepared .. January 
Prozac and griping about everything 
.. statement, "lcannot offer anyone good reason .. t " .. emperatures from wind chill to parking bans. 
.. for this closure, I can only think that the city .. I" d .. In the 50s as magtne my surpnse (an disap-
: and southern Maine is [sic) not yet ready for .. pointment) to discover that most 
: this dream to be realized." : an argument folks seem to simply take winter in 
.. Thatassessmentisinsultingandunfair.The .. for the stride as part of living in this fine 
: people of southern Maine have been : existence of state. Yuck. How normal. Luckily, 
; enthusiastically going to shows at the State : a god with a any population is going to include 
.. ever since it opened, showing a real appetite .. those members who occupy what 
" for much of the programming and " very cruel could be caUed the fringe of a typi-
: de~onstrating enormous affection and good : sense of cal bell curve. Since sensible, 
'" will for the theater. Some shows have been .. humor. tolerant and healthy folks make for .. .. 
", less successful than others; perhaps these " dull reading, I've decided to exam-
~ were poor choices on management's part. .. ine two rather obvious fringe groups. Let's caU them the Weenies 
~ . 
• ' Blaming the audience is sour grapes. .. and the Pros. 
.. Maybe running the State Theatre as a for- " Weenies rely on twinkly holiday lights and the crush of tourists 
~ .. 
~ profit organization was doomed from the >l> to breath some life into the long Maine winter. Up to about the first 
; start. Many similar theaters in the region are : of January, they manage. to convince themselves that they really 
.. managed as nonprofits from their inception. .. don't mind the season. But come the New Year, the festive 
~ (See the CITY section,page 4.) The State, : Christmas lights around town have been packed away. The 
" instead, was intended at first to be a profit- " tourists have hightailed it out of here till the thaw. And even 
~ making ventu're. What seems certain is that : though the days are getting progressively longer, the Weenies 
.' the State's expenses, especially the enormous .. know it will still be a long time before they'll be enjoying reggae 
~ <> and a couple of frosties on the deck of Will's. 
.. rent charged by Nick and lola Kampf, the " 
~ .. You know you're dealing with a Weenie when you find 
<> theater's landlords, were way out of line with <> yourself stood up for your coffee date because your alleged friend 
" its revenues. No wonder no one wanted to " 
& .. has zipped off to the mall for a clandestine visit to a tanning booth. 
.. give the management a loan; their business .. After aU, if you can't be happy, at least yOu can be orange. Or else 
: plan, whatever it was, clearly wouldn't justify : you inexplicably find yourselflistening to the same person explain 
~ one. The city would have been foolish to bail ~ how much fun it would be to go on one of those Kathie-Lee Gifford 
: them out at this point. : cruise excursions (as if the thought of bumping into Richard 
'" The Kampfs have announced that they want " Simmons wouldn't send anyone overboard). 
.. <> 
" to sell the theater for $2 million, a price that " An alternative Weenie tactic is to practicaUy disappear alto-
: would be impossible for the State's board of : gether. Mind you, not to Florida, the Caribbean or other sUbtropical 
~ trustees to meet. The landlords seem less .. heaven. These are individuals who sagely decided long ago that if 
~~ interested in keeping the theater as a theater : you can 't be good company, it's best to avoid company. Holed up 
~ than in turning a profit. That's no surprise: the <> for months at a time, their social life consists of runs to Shop 'n Save 
; . Kampfsarelandlords, not patrons of the arts. : for more popcorn and beer, and occasional trips to Videoport to 
<> But it would be great if a buyer came along .' rent "Beach Blanket Bingo" or "Endless Summer" for the 45th 
:~ who knew how a theater should be run. ;; time. Of course, the Pros are no fun to hang out with in the cold 
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THE AIDS PROJECT 
catalogs from L.L .Bean, EMS and Patagonia next to the toilet all 
fall. They can calculate the warmth index and wicking factor of 
fabric faster than you can say polypropylene. Their faces have that 
natural, ruddy glow that's some combination of windburn , adrena-
line and Carmex. They inevitably come out with smug lines like, 
"You. know, you really haven't lived till you've winter-camped 
Baxter." Worst of all, they can spend untold hours out in the cold, 
walk into a bar, puU off their wool caps and still have beautiful hair. 
It's just not fair. 
While Weenies tend to be solitary animals, Pros enjoy gathering 
in great masses. AU the better to regale someone with the details of 
the latest outing or adventure. Simple tasks, like digging out the car 
or fetching the daily paper become tales of heroic proportions. And 
like hyenas circling a weakened zebra, Pros love to gather around 
Weenies. Fortunately, encounters with Pros can be comfortably 
avoided since they're easily spotted from a distance. Simply look for 
individuals sporting fl~ece anoraks in colors that rarely occur in 
nature. Temporary thaws like we had last week do nothing to 
improve the demeanor of either the Pro or Weenie. The Pro now has 
to wait for the snow pack to build up again; otherwise their tales of 
rugged adventure lack merit. And the Weenies can only see January 
temperatures in the 50s as an argument for the existence of a god 
with a very cruel sense of humor. 
As you might expect, no group would be complete without their 
Wanna-Bes. Who cares if you can't stand winter camping, Alpine 
skiing, Nordic skiing or making snow angels. You can always look 
like you do. Whether or not Pro Wanna-Bes can manage that hair 
trick with a sweaty wool hat is stiU unclear. 
But is there such a species as Weenie Wanna-Bes? Are there 
actuaUy individuals who really don' t mind winter aU that much, yet 
who are disinclined to look the part of the Pro, so they choose to 
mope with the Weenies? And how would you determine if this 
species actually existed, anyway? After aU, who's going to admit to 
being a Weenie Wanna-Be? 
Regardless of your place in the great chain of winter life, we have 
the next two months to watch our winter drama unfold. Whether it's 
a comedy, a tragedy or business as usual is very much up to the 
individual participant. Personally, I see the whole thing as more of 
a spectator sport. It's far more entertaining than Disney on Ice, and 
a lot cheaper than a weekend at Sunday River. Let the games begin. 
Rick MacPherson is a freelance writer who lives in Portland. 
CAN WE INTEREST YOU IN 
SOME SULFUR DIOXIDE? Oh, it 
may not sound very exciting, but you just 
hold on to your seat. The Acid Rain Retire-
- ment Fund (ARRF) isanonprofitcommunity 
organization based in southern Maine that 
wants to help reduce the amounts of sulfur 
dioxide in our air, which is very nice of them. 
Wanoa know how? The Environmental Pro-
tection Agency allows a certain amount of sulfur dioxide emissions 
each year. Evil, dirty companies bid for them and win the right to 
poUute. So the ARRF wants to bid along with the big guys and then 
notpoUute the air. Revolutionary. Emission allowances are seUing 
for only $120 a ton. So we can really make a difference. You can 
become a member oftheARRF for $10 a year. You can get your 
business to donate goods or services. You can get your school or 
your neighborhood to fundraise . So many things. If you 've got 
some ideas or you want to know what you can do , contact the 
ARRF at P .O . Box 10272, Portland, ME. I t's simple: If we start 
buying back sulfur dioxide now, we'Il all breathe easier in the 
future . 
Send Activist Notebook announcements three weeks in advance to Colleen 




Oua> BIzy WtdIy we/Q)mes your Idtm. l'f=t ft«p your 
Ihouzlus 10 kss dum .!IJO words (longtr Itttm may lit tdiItd for 
spact fttlS01lS), and i1ld1llk your aJJms and tlaytimt pIIottt 
mmrbtr. Ltam, Oua> BIzy WtdIy, 561 Congnss St., 
Porrlttnd, ME 04101.,."';a t-mllit tdi;or@dIw.mllint.t»m 
Well, I guess we were not the only one 
left behind on the great article "Do'Some-
thing AboutIt" (CBW, 1.4.96). St. Vincent 
de Paul Soup Kitchen along with St. Luke's 
were left out in the bay. 
St. Vincent's Soup Kitchen, located on 
the East End of Portl~d, is the oldest 
operating soup kitchen in Portland and In 
Maine. This soup kitchen has been the ." 
beacon of hope and daily sustenance for 
the poor and homeless of our community 
for over two decades (22 years). With an 
all-volunteer program, we are open five 
days a week from 10:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m. 
Operation of this facility and our thrift 
shop depends on talented and dedicated 
volunteers, which range in the area of 
some 82 active volunteers. However, we 
are always in need of additional volunteer 
personoel. Contact should be made with 
Mary Merrigan or Mr. Walsh at 772-1 1 13 . 
Coleman Walsh 
St. Vincent De Paul Soup Kitchen 
Blll'lalda 0' the story 
It is easy to point your finger at a pic-
ture-painted bad guy and declare that he's 
the enemy. Then mount the odds against 
him so that others will foUow you, leaving 
him buried. 
The idea comes to mind that it's pos-
sible for the picture to be wrong. By now, 
it's too late to change the self-righteous 
minds into believing that they were wrong. 
The damage has been done and the scars 
are eft behind to prove it. 
Now, the smoke clears and the dust 
settles. Leaving him to salvage the remains 
of his broken life. Alone. And to those who 
stepped on and trampled all over him, they 
have closed their eyes and turned their 
backs on their would-be monster. 
/..J /I.. /...11Hn Q) VJ(I-I!..O 1/ iJ"lh£~ :::rr:: ~ 
f~ S\,~\t~ 
William Edward Holmes III 
Fred St. Uddin 
OVertooked but not 
rorgott. 
It was mostsadand disappointing to see 
that you totally overlooked our organiza-
tion in the story "Do Something About It" 
(CBW, 1.4.96). 
We are an all-volunteer nonprofit AIDS 
service organization. The NAMES ¥roject 
has 36 chapters nationwide and over 30 
affiliates worldwide. 
Perhaps if such a publication is done 
again in the future, we will be listed. 
Keep the love alive. 
menu offered to residents of public hous-
ing. 
Secondly, Bonnie Gray is this 
component's coordinator. She has been 
given the task to develop and enrich the 
program's offerings with the youth and 
members of the BPW group. 
In closing, I want to give credit to the 
Portland Housing Authority for opening 
the way for the Peer Leader Program eight 
years ago and their continued support. 
PROP has been successful in securing ad-
ditional funding to expand our services in 
! i these neighborhoods, but it's a constant 
i struggle to continue . . 
i 

















they have to offer; you'll be surprised!!! 
Sonny Prescott 
Peer Leader Program Manager 
PROP 
Portland 
In deI8nI8 01_ 
L;{~'~ " • • ! After being attacked in my sleep by a 
would-be rapist, I was having trouble sleep-
ing, so I wentto the Portland detective who 
handled my case and asked what the pro-
cedurewas to get a gun, The detective said, 
"You look like a nice person. Don't get a 
gun, get a dog!" Well, what more motiva-
tion did a proclaimed animal lover need? I 
went riiht over to the shelter and chose a 
nice female German shepherd. 
David Ketchum 
Northeast Regional Representative 
The NAMES Project Foundation 
A ItIIa cIarIIIcatIon 
Thank you to Zoe Miller, for your great 
piece on the Choices Mentoring Program 
(CBW, 1.4.96) sponsored by the People's 
Regional Opportunity Program (PROP) 
and the Business and Professional 
Women's group (BPW). 
As the program director of the Peer 
Leader Program, I encourage staff to make 
contacts with "media folk" whenever pos-
sible. This enables them to share the results 
of the. great work they do. It also assists me 
with the constant struggle to gain recogni-
tion with your typical reader as well as 
policymakers who are in a position to help 
financially. Ms. Miller's interviews with 
the mentors and mentees gave an accurate 
picture of this component's successes. 
In reviewing the feature, I noted three 
areas that I would like to clarify for your 
readers. First, it's important to understand 
that Choices is a component ofPeer Leader, 
as are peer groups, prep groups and kids 

























She was 6 months old and had never 
been leash-broken, house-broken, car-bro-
ken or anything-broken. After she attained 
85 pounds, I had trouble walking her even 
with a choke coUar. She turned out to be 
very headstrong. Perhaps you saw her 
walking me? My salvation came in the 
form of the Western Cemetery. There, 
unconcerned with traffic because of the 
fence, I was able to walk with her, she at 
her pace (running), me at mine. And she 
had friends to play with. It was great! I 
knew all the dogs' names and recognized 
the owners by sight. Dogs are very social 
and I think people who don't own dogs 
don't understand this part. Try putting a 
roomful of strange cats together, what do 
you get? 
It's importantto note that good dogs are 
not just pets. My dog is a cherished and 
working member of the family. Also, dur-
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ing the years I took my dog to the Western 
Cemetery I never saw any fresh flowers or 
surviving family members coming to visit 
their dearly departed. Sorry, I don't buy 
that dead people care about dog poop, 
Besides, most nf the people that take their 
dogs there are happy to clean up after their 
dogs. 
I say, what's the big deal? Leave the 
parks to the kids and the people without 




1hIt lbatdled 1WIIInI·1t 
till IIfIrI ~ III filrest 
Av .. 1I1INtIY . ..... 
Wlll'1 did tilly _ilia 
lllatcll? . 
WeU, it's not authentic thatch, accord-
ing to Chris, one of the club's managers. 
"The awning was always there," he said. 
"We just attached about 15 hula skirts to it 
with a staple gun. They hold up pretty 
good." So well, in fact, that in the year the 
club's been open, only minimal mainte-
nanceis required when itgetswindy. (They 
use plastic tie-downs.) And once you get 
inside, the tropical trip continues with more 
hula skirts stapled to the walls 'and bar. (In 
case you're wondering what to wear to the 
anoual Concerned Maine Families luau, 
the club orders the skirts from Benson 
Imports in California.) 
Got a burning question about lifo in Great~ Port-
land? Let CBW 's crack investigati~ squad sort it 
out for you. Those whose questions are selected for 
publication win recei~acomplimentary SP AM® 
refrig~ator mIlgner. CBW Q 561 Congress St .. 
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: unreal estate, 33 1/3: For the past : 
.. two weeks, this space has featured " 
: updates on Dark Water : 
" Theatre Company and its noble quest to " 
: present a scene of its upcoming play, David : 
.. Mamet's "Glengarry Glen Ross" - forget " 
: upcoming; the play opened last night - to :-
" Portland real estate agents. For those of you .. 
: keeping score at home, "Glengarry" is Mamet's : 
.. down-and-dirty take on seamster real estate " 
" .. .. salesmen, and Jeff Wax, Dark Water's artistic .. 
.. director, thought it would be a good idea to run .. .. " .. a scene by a bunch of real estate types to not .. 
: only get their feedback. but to also drum up a : 
.. little pre-play publicity for his fledgfi ng company. " 
: He's certainly gotten the latter, but he : 
" almost didn't get the former. Two dates were .. 
: arranged, one for Mark Stimson Associates, : 
another for a meeting of .. .. 
the Portland Board of " 
Realtors (PBR). Stimson, " .. 
claiming scheduling .. .. problems, bagged on the .. 
idea, and the night before .. 
the PBR gig, Wax .. 
" received a phone call .. 
: saying that they, too, were preparing to bail, : 
.. claiming that the scene would be demeaning and .. 
: that they wanted no part of it. "I called up : 
'" Arthur Gilbert, president of the organization, ., 
: and he said, 'we're going with it,' " Wax said. : 
: Two actors went through their paces in : 
'" front of 70 or 80 Realtors the next day. Wax .. 
: said the event "played well" to its in-the-know : 
.. audience. "I heard one guy lean over and tell '" 
.. f . 'G .. '" another, as one 0 the actors was saymg et .. 
.. out there and close!,' that he knew exactly what .. -:;:. '*, 
" they were talking about" '" 
Feb. 4 at Arts " .. .. The play runs through '" .. Conservatory Theater and Studio (ACTS), HI .. 
: Cumberland Ave. Tix: $12, $8 students and : 
" seniors. 761-2465. .. .. .. .. 
... Show stoppers: Once word was out last .. 
• • fc:: 
.. week that the State Theatre was about to call It .. 
: quits, other music presenters swooped in and : 
" began diV'l)'ing up the leavings of the State's .. 
: scuttled schedule. One of the winners was the : 
'" new Stone Coast Brewing at 14 YorkSt-, .. 
SONG OF THE WOLF ... OPERA FEVER ... 
FOUR SEASONS, REDUX ... BOWL FEVER ... 
: which snapped up the Catie Curtis show on : Self-clescrtbed "beano fanatic:" Pat Ubby, PHOTO/SHOSHANNAH WHITE 
" Feb. 3 and, as CBW was going to press, was '" 
" " .. about to sign on the dotted line to assume ..
: responsibility for Koko Taylor, John : 
" Mayall, Bela Fleck and The .. 
: sIIbdlldes. Tix for Catie Curtis: $12.50. : 
" 799-4280. .. .. .. 
" " .. . A thing for trousers: Zoon was talking a " '" .. " while back about putting on a series of .. 
An evening with 
the beano fanatiCS 
: Burilngton/POrtland band exchange : 
.. shows, which still sounds like a good idea to us. " .. .. 
" First, though, is the matter of the Jan. 26 show .. 
Money, Moxie and Marlboros 
a night at the bingo hall .. at Granny's. Headlining is January's Uttie Joke, " _ : from New Mexico, but the bands we'll head : 
" over to see are The Pants and Wide .. " .. 
.. Wall, two of Burlington's finest combos. Wide .. • C H R 1ST 0 P HER B It R R Y 
: Wail, which features the vocals of talented : 
.. Amanda Gustafson, provided one of the best.. Pat Libby hasn't yelled bingo! in almost 
: cuts on last year's "Good Citizen" CD, a : six months. And she plays a lot of bingo. 
: compilation of good stuff by Burlington bands. : Most nights you can find her at Yankee 
.. The second-best cut was one by The Pants. .. Bingo in Portland, drinking Moxie, puff-
: Granny's showtime is 9 p.m. Tix: $3. 761-2787. : ing Marlboro Reds and quickly dabbing 48 
.. - .. bingo cards with her pink Wink bingo .. .. 
marker, the rose tatoo on her right arm a 
blur. "I'm always here," says Libby, a 
cashier at Christy's Market on Forest Av-
enue. "I always hope I'm going to win-
just like everyone e1se-but lately I haven't 
been doing a good job at it." 
Tonight, though, hoping to change her 
luck, Libby' is sitting in 'a different seat. 
That's unusual, she says, because bingo 
players are creatures of habit. She doesn't 
move far - just one aisle over and a table 
closer to the caller - but it's enough. An 
hour into the evening, Libby yells bingo! A 
worker comes over, checks her card, then 
hands over $50 in cash. "I knew it would 
happen," she says. 
AroundPortland, there's always a place 
to play. Three bingo halls hold games ev-
ery night - Yankee, Exit 8 Bingo in 
Westbrook and John Roberts Road Bingo 
Hall in South Portland. Countless smaller 
games are held in church basements and 
fraternal lodges. It's all part of a thriving, 
statewide bingo subculture, complete with 
its own newspaper, the Bingo Bugler. Fa-
naticswho can'tgetenough bingo in Maine 
ride chartered buses to bingo parlors in 
New Hampshire and Connecticut. 
Libby knows f'rom long 
bingo experience that 
you can't always win. 
But she'll keep coming 
back. She and her 
bingo f'rlends have a 
saying, she says, .. that 
we're going to die in 
our seats." 
Most of the profits from bingo go to 
charity, but no one's makingalotofmoney 
off it. After the bingo hall owners get their 
cut, the rest goes to the group sponsoring 
the game. On Wednesday nights at Yan-
kee Bingo, Deering High School students 
(over 16 years old) and their parents volun-
teer to work the door, sell tickets, man the 
snack bar and run the game. After paying 
out prize money and expenses, the group 
averages about $2,000 a night, though 
sometimes they pull in as much as $4,000. 
The money goes to a variety of Deering 
High sports programs. "You can make a 
lot more at bingo than you can selling 
candy bars," says Karen Langella, who 
coordinates the action on Wednesdays. 
But Pat Libby isn't playing bingo be-
cause she wants to help the students, though 
she's glad they're making money . A player 
since she was 16, Libby's in her early 40s 
and admits to being a "beano fanatic ." 
(Beano is another name for bingo.) She 
plays for the social aspect, she says, and to 
win. "This is where my friends are," she 
says. "I'm not sitting around the house 
bored. I'm down here." 
As the bingo caller - another volunteer 
- sits on a small stage in a comer of the 
hall, Libby lites up a Marlboro andconcen-
trates on the rows of cards lined up in front 
of her. The game progresses as the bingo 
machine spews out balls. "I -20," the caller 
says into a microphone, placing the ball on 
a stand in front of a video camera that 
relays the image to TV sets throughout the 
hall. "Two, zero under the I," the caller 
intones. There's a 21-second lag time in 
between balls - in accordance with state 
law - more than enough time for experi-
enced players to check all the cards. 
Bingo! a woman in the back suddenly 
yells. Throughout the hall, people mutter a 
collective shoot. But then the woman re-
neges. "I'm sorry, I don't have a bingo." 
Thecrowd laughs good-naturedly. "G-54," 
the caller says, "5,4 under the G ." 
Bingo! the same woman yells. This time 
she has it. A volunteer heads over to the 
woman and calls out the winning card's 
six-digit serial number, which is checked 
by a computer operated by the caller. 
"That's agood bingo," the caller says, after 
punching in the numbers. But wait. An-
other player claims bingo as well. Her card 
checks out fine and she's a winner, too. 
They split the $50 prize. 
Libby crumples up her cards and drops 
them into a brown paper bag under the 
table. She's not disappointed that she didn't 
win . She knows from long bingo experi-
ence that you can't always win . But she'll 
keep coming back. She and her bingo 
friends have a saying, she says, "that we're 
going to die in our seats ... 
That might be true. The majority of the 
players are Libby's age or older. Many 
have little troll dolls lined up in front of 
them as they play. "You rub them for good 
luck," one woman says. Others rub stuffed 
animals or photos of family members. 
Many of the players, men and women 
bene£it 
alike, have special carrying cases for .their 
bingo supplies; about halfare wearing some 
item of clothing related to bingo. "Usually 
I wear a bingo shirt," Libby says. "But not 
tonight." And she doesn't bring any good 
luck charms, except for the religious metals 
she always wears around her neck. 
Dan Vassie doesn't bring along any tal-
ismans, either. "If I'm lucky, I'll bring it 
myself," he says. "I don't think a little 
stuffed bear is going to help me win." V assie, 
an 18-year-old from South Portland, is eas-
ilytheyoungestplayerin thehall. He's been 
playing bingo for three weeks. He's learn-
ing, he says, trying to keep track of the 24 
cards in front of him. "It's fun," he says. 
"My whole family plays. Last night I played 
in South Portland with my grandparents." 
The topic of gambling comes up, and 
Vassie says he doesn't see bingo as gam-
bling. But after thinking about it, he adds, 
"but I might have a slight addiction." Still, 
he says, it's not a bad thing. It costs him 
about $20 a night and he's having a good 
time. But he hasn't won a game yet. 
Libby doesn't view bingo as gambling. 
"It's not like going to a casino," she says. 
While she spends about $25 a night, she 
warns potential players to limit themselves. 
"Don't spend more than you can afford." 
"We're really here to play bingo and 
have a good time." she says. "I think most 
people would enjoy bingo ... But you know 
w!lat? I hate it when someone says 'good 
luck.' "caw 
In memory of Lelena 
Everyone who met her liked Lelena Lipp. Funny, smart and kind, she had a magnetic personality that made her memorable. 
On Dec. 26, Lelena and her boyfriend, 
Whitfield Steele, were lost at sea after a 
boating accident in Casco Bay. Even people 
who knew her only casually - S<f'/, from 
behind the counter at Coffee By Design, 
where she worked - felt the loss. Forthose 
who worked with her, the process of coping 
with the sudden tragedy continues. 
Alan Spear and Mary Allen Lindemann, the 
coffee shop's owners, are planning to donate 
a percentage of their Jan. 26 proceeds to ~ 
fund setup byLelena's parents in her memory. 
According to Karen Lipp, Lelena's mother, 
the money will benefit the art department at 
Stevens High School in Rapid City, S.D., 
. where she went to school. • Most classes 
she took had to do with arts," said Karen Lipp. ·Whatshe really wanted to do in life was become 
a fashion designer." 
People who visit Coffee By Design at 620 Congress SI. on Jan. 26 will also be able to write 
thoughts and memories of Lelena in a book that will be sent to her parents. Individual 
contributions to the fund will be accepted as well. 
It's the kind ofthing Lelena would have done for someone else . 
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Thi, b~ to~y tell, of novelist CbarIes Condomine and his wife Ruth who invite a bumbling 
me,clium to ~beor "'!me to I~ of the occult. Th. medium unwittingly summons tbe spirit of 
.... lint wife, Elvora-a lDI..,b,.vQUI anci UIIICl'UpuioUl woman with DO desire to disappear! 
.Jail, 26-28, Feb, 2--1, Feb. 9, /() 
Call Today 799-7337 
Over the counter tickets are S13 Open 10·2 Daily 
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Consider the expense f~ 
Consider your family l~ 
Consider your lifestyle r&:l 
-" Consider your future .It . , 
Consider Mediation 
DIVORCE & FAMILY 
MEDIATION CENTER 
To reach agreement s on custody, 
s upport & property settlements 
Free Initial Consultation 
HILLARY R. DORSK, ATTORNEY 
DEBORAH M. HAlL, ATTORNEY* 
225 Commercial Street. Portland 
774-7084 
' Admtltcd In P ..... 
thursday 25 
Jazz for life: Hailed by Thelonious 
Monk's family as one the nation's foremost 
experts on the late jazz innovator, guitarist 
Gary Wittner leads a musical life filled with 
the vibrations of Monk's music, both in his 
composing and his teaching. Wittner, a 
faculty member at the University of Maine 
at Augusta, isn't afraid to leave his own 
mark on his guitar versions of Monk. 
Portlanders can experience the GARY 
WmNERTRIO, including Bostonjazz vet-
erans Nat Mugavero and Jim Cameron, 
live at Morganfield's, 121 Center St., at 
8 p.m. Free. 774-5853. 
friday 26 
Spiritual guidance: Not in touch with 
your spiritual side? Not to worry. One 
minute in the presence of LEAH 
WOLFSONG and the quartet LABRYS will 
Submissions for the calendar must be received in writing on the. Thursday 
prior to publication. Send your calendar listings to Z()e Miller, 
Casco Bay Weekly, 561 Congress St., Portlanti, ME 04101. 
bring you immediately into the realm of the 
spiritual. They combine rhythm, acoustic 
sounds and creative vocal harmonies with 
hopes of "awakening" and "uplifting" their' 
listeners. Wakeup at the State Street Church, 
159 State St. , at 8 p.m. Tix: $12 ($10 ad-
vance). 646-1503. 
saturday 21 
Sounds of Zima: Few pieces of classical 
music are as well-known as Vivaldi's "Four 
Seasons. H Only a snob, though, would use 
this point to discredit the artistry of this 
passionate and beguiling piece of music-
what one wag haS'dubbed the "Zima of 
classical music. H The Portland Symphony 
Orchestra forges boldly ahead, casting 
naysayers aside with its performance of 
the "FOUR SEASONS." The concert is 
tentatively slated for the State Theatre, 
609 Congress St., at 6:30 p.m., and on 
Jan. 28 at 2 p.m. Call the PSO for updated 
location and ticket information at 773-8191. 
28 
Party hardy: Few American traditions 
are as triumphant or luminous as the 
SUPER BOWL PARTY. Is it the game? 
The Vince Lombardi Trophy? The glory of 
the contest? Most likely it is none other 
than the excuse to 
drinkcheap beerbythe 
truckload and eat lots 
of processed snacks. If 
you, too, lookforward 
to this event, yet yearn 
to experience it on for-
eign linoleum (so 
someone else can do 
the cleaning after-
wards), mosey over 
to Morganfield's, 
121 Center St., at 
6 p.m. for its Super 
Bowl extravaganza 
and watch the game 
on multiple screens, 
accompanied by a 
state-of-the-art sound 
system. And maybe 
you'll even win some 
prizes. 774-5853. 
29 
Inspirational speaker: BILL T. JONES is 
no stranger to the havoc HIV and AIDS 
have wreaked on the world of art. He has 
spent his life choreographing dance, and 
subsequently seen the disappearance of 
many dear friends, including his late part-
ner Arnie Zane. In his speakingengagement 
at Bates College, Jones will share his expe-
riences with Hrv and AIDS, his reasons for 
choreographing his award-winning piece, 
"StiIl/Here," and the impact of AIDS on 
the art world. His dynamic personality and 
his openness on all the issues affecting his 
life - race, sexual orientation, interracial 
relationships - combine to make him one 
of the most inspirational people you may 
ever meet. Join him at the Bates College 
Chapel in Lewiston at 7:30 p.m. Free. 
786-6330. 
3 
Reel revolution: If you're in the market 
for a "feel·good movie," then you had bet-
ter look elsewhere. Mikhail Kalatozov's 
1964Sovietpropagandafilm, "lAM CUBA," 
is no walk in the park. Made at a time when 
the Cold War was an industry unto itself 
and unearthed in 1995, /'1 Am Cuba" was 
meant only for Soviet and Cuban eyes. The 
foursttlries oftheJiIm, set in the last days 9f 
pre-revolutionary Cuba, were supposed to 
depict the evils of capitalism, the tyranny of 
Cuban leader Fulgencio Batista and the 
heroism of the rebels. Fortunately for us, 
what Kalatozov created was a visual mas-
terpiece. Martin Soorsese and Francis Ford 
Coppola dug it out of Russian an:bives ror 
intemational viewing. Catch itat The Mov-
ies. 10 Exchange St., at 8:30 p.m. Shows 
Jan. 28-30, with a benefit sc:reeningfor Let 
Cuba Live. a Maine-based humanitarian 
organization, on Jan. 28 at 3 p .m. Tix: $4. 
871-1095. 
31 
Opera alive: For those of you who still 
think opera is something to avoid. think 
again. Opera tells theclassictaiesofpassion 
and betrayal, as in Verde's heart·wrenching 
"LA TRAVIATA," performed by the New 
York City Opera National Company. Even 
if you believe that you won't enjoy a perfor. 
mance by people dressed in funny costumes 
singing in a language you don'tunderstand, 
remember<tbat it will up your culture quo-
tient instantly. Presented by the Portland 
Concert Association at the Cumberland 
COWlty Civic Center, at 7:30p.m. Tix: 512-
$42. 772-8630. 
thursday 1 
Prisoners of devotion; Most parents 
spend a great deal of time worrying about 
and caring for their children. In the case 
of Mad Horse Theatre Company's 
"KEEPING TOM NICE," devotion has be-
come a type of prison. Tom is a child who 
has demanded special care from his par-
ents, Winnie and Doug, since birth. Unable 
to speak, move, feed, bathe or clothe him-
self, Tom is perpetually infantile. The 
situation pose$ a lot of questions for !loth 
potential and present parents, and Mad 
Horse artistie director Micbael Raftdn cites 
the play's timeliness amid the debate over 
national health care. Catch it at MadHo.rse 
Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., at 8 p.m. RWlS 
Feb. 1·25. Tix: $18 ($16 seniors/students). 
797-3338. 
Famous meetings: Just agiimpse of two 
demigods shaking hands is enough to in-
. spire goose bumps. Perhaps that is what 
makes Terry Johnson's "HYSTERIA," a 
fictional account of the 1938 meeting be-
tween Salvador Dali and Sigmund Freud in 
a London suburb, so exciting. Vintage Rep-
ertory Company is taking a whack at 
producing this "insanely funny" new 
comedy from the author of "Insigni-
ficance." Bruoe Pineau directs. At Oak 
Street Theatre, 92 Oak St., at 8 p.m. Runs 
Feb. 1-18. Tix: $12 (Feb. I, 2·for-I). 
774-1376. 
3. 
Techno-rama: The Children's Mu-
seum of Maine is about to blast into the 
21st century at warp speed, and it doesn't 
wantto do it alone. Mom, Dad, and the the 
Idds are all invited to join the museum as it 
unveils lots of cool stUff on TECHNOLOGY 
DAY. Check out the nobon-cutting of its 
new Microsoft kiosk, then try the 
llight and space simulator programs. Tour 
the Smith Barney Computer Room, with 
CD-ROM multimedia computers, and surf 
the 'net. Then head over to the build-your, 
own-space-creationsworkshop. Don'tmiss 
the techno-extravaganza at the Children's 
Museum of Maine, 142 Free St. Admis-
sion: $4. 828-1234. 
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WINTER 
JAN. 28,29,30,31 
SUNDAY • MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY 
OFF EVERYTHING 
4 DAYS ONLY 
~ftTfRlftl 
O~JfCTS 
NEW. VINTAG E & CONSIGNED CLOTH ING 
SOO Congress 5t .. Portlond 774·1241 
Ml:Jn . -Sot. 10·6 Sunday 12·5 
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* Thu 8.30. Fr i 9. Sat 8 & 10 * * Every Su nday 8.'30 Slinday • 
* George Hamm s ComeDY SholHase * 
* 774-5554 • ** ••••• ********** . * 
1M Arts Couenllory ......... & .... 
341 Cumberland Avenue, Portland, Maine 
...... ry 24, 1996 , . . . . . . 
F.It,ua" 4, 1996 
....... ., ..... ..., 1100,. 
I."", ....... 2.00 .. 
Tickets $ 12 (StudenlB &< Seniors $ 8) 
For Reservations &< Information: 
761-2465 
'I'1vouP Spec:iIi ~anmt with 1IUzr'. PI.I,.. - Botton.. MMMdlutdtt 
C.N.Brown Heating Oil 
92. 9~ gal.* 
• LOW CASH PRICE 
• 30 DAYS TO PAY WITH APPROVED CREDIT 
• SENIOR CITIZEN DISCOUNT 
• 24 HOUR BURNER SERVICE 
*Price subject 10 change whhout noIice. -.1iIl Minimum delivery 100 gallons. 
Kerosene available 1.03." LOOK FOR OUR RED SHIELD HOnNG OIL AND 
allhis location ENJOY A WARMER WINTER. 
785 Forest Ave., Portland, ME 04103 
797-7177 
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Video !JGJrrn aa I 
251A Danforth St., Portland 780-0475 : 
(across from Chuck's Variety) I 
~kome to the ~st End! I 
L ______________ .J 
·Lim.lted Radius Delivery llJoO-1JO M-F 
22S Federal St. - Portland - 774-6404 
ALMOST FREE 
",:~. 2 Meals '\, 
'··~10.95 
Tues, Wed, Thur 11-9 pm 
'. '<%" F •• turing Friday & Saturday Nin. iIv 
Sp;':..! Vcggie Couscous - with. ltd beU peppu haii..Ia-
the healthy choice for 1996 
F .... Spimch P~"l>'ith poached salmon in. JI"1Il"'I1 = 
Mouw. - .lGkian ddight ci eggpbJi~ !plCed beef, 
. with a bacliemel sauce 
Cambridge Steak Tips - black Angus beef III Lila', best BBQ 
and 
,,~c:f:Jc.,d. g: __ d. 
&-.-':"0_" 
Now serving beer & wine 
M" T closed, WirTH 12-IO,F Ir ST 12-11, SU 3-9 
call for tasty take-out! 
43 MIddle Street Portland 774.671 I 
Cold War c:la$$lc:: Luz Maria Collazo In I AM CUBA 
AMERICAN PRESIDENT Michael Douglas 
plays a dorI<y bachelor president who falls for 
the fetChing enviromental lobbyist, _e 
Bening. They date. Their aides think ~'s a bad 
idea. Wake me when it's over. 
BABE THE PI; It's not enough for an 
enterprising porker to eat siop and roll in the 
mud, This is the tale of a yo"", pig in search 
of gainful employment: he tries everything. 
even rounding up the sheep, during his 
adventures on the farm. 
BALTO Ba~o is a husl<y-wo~-hyllrid pup who 
jolrneys all the way across the Alaskan tUldra 
to deliver important and lifesavirg medicine. 
Along the way, Balto does some soul-
searching, askirc - am I a dog or am I a wolf? 
Most oftmehe's too busyhavirc8l1 advent16e 
to ponder such existential questioos, 
BED OF ROSES The loveydovey story of a 
florist (Clvistian Slater) who falls headover· 
heels fora worl<ahol~, Mary Stuart Masterson. 
They connect and really heal each other, 
BIG BULLY Tom Amold shows his staying 
power (though we wish he'd go away) as a 
grown.upbulty-t<.medllig/l-schoo~teacher. 
Rick Moranis is the nerd he used to terrorize. 
Taking a break from his higlh<:lass academic 
lifestyle, Moranis makes the mIStake of coming 
bacl< to teach creative writing at his alma 
mater, WiliAmold'sbul~everleaml'islessoo? 
BIO-OOME Ex-MTV "weasel- Pauly Shore and 
CBWs favorite 8_n boy, Stephen, knock 
heads in this gooftlall comedy about two 
dudes who get trapped inside a hermetically 
sealed experimental biodome. Laugh at, not 
with. our intellectually challenged heroes as 
they blunder through their new, strange 
scientific environment. Ccrproduced by Brad 
Krevoyand Steve Stabler, who brought us the 
ps)'Chological thri ller 'Dumb and Dumber.' 
CASINO Secrsese. De NltO, Pesci, Stone. 
Gambling. Need we say more? 
DUNSTON CIECKS IN In the mood for a itnle 
monkey buSiness? Pee Wee Herman returns 
to the big screen In this ·Cunous George"· 
eSQUe flick In which a freedom-llent orangutan 
raises cain at a five-star hotel. Faye Dunaway 
and Jason Alexander from 'Seinfeld- ioin in 
the mayhem, 
FOUR ROOMS Filmed by fOll' of Hollywood's 
hottest andmostcreativefilmmakers-Alljson 
Ande", Quentin Tarantino, Robert Rodriguez 
and Alexanae Rockwell - -Four Rooms' 
takes place in a fictional hotel with 
appearances by the bellhop, Tim Roth, tying 
the separate stones together. Rognguez's 
'The Misbehavers," easily the best of the 
bl.<lch, ~ arambunctlOuslydarl< famllycomedy; 
there's also Rockwell's psycho-sexual drama 
between a husband and WIfe, Anders's girtle-
: Witch pow-wow and TarantinO's exceedingly 
. 1ame and tedious story of a ce1ebnty out of 
control. ~'s all topped off with the u~imate 
big·name, blg.ego cast. 
FROM DUSK Till DAWN Hark! ~'s doctors 
and directors totlnggtllS. George-"!R- Clooney 
and Quentin Tarantino play rotten, thlaVlng 
brothers who st..nble upon a groupofvampires 
making their home In a shady Mexican bar 
called the -Tiny TWister: Also starring Harvey 
Keitel and the always smakln' Juliette 
lewis as Clooney and Tarantino's 
hostages. Written by Tarantino and 
directed by Robert Raooguez ('Four 
Rooms'), Ne~her of whom sport ""f 
hang-ups when ~ comes to gore. 
GET SHORTY John T""",~a and Danny 
DeV~o star oppos~e each other in this 
comedy based on Elmore Leonard's 
novel, T""",na piays a mob thug turned 
prodl.<:er and DeV~o plays a short movie 
star, 
GOUlENEYEActJon, espionage, cold war 
pol~ics - James Bond Is back. Pierte 
Brosnan plays the maninfswiggl",babe-
magnet for this installment. Bond's 
miSSion: battljng a bard of Russians 
peddling hot hlgh-techweapons.lzabeila 
ScONPCO gives a good showing as the 
beautiful, Russiangir1-genius who swaps 
sides to help Bond, Then there's the 
stogie-smoking Famke Janssen to fill the 
evil sedJctress quota. Oh James, how 
do you do~? 
GRUMPIER OIl) MEN same guys (Waner 
Matthau and Jack Lemmon), same plot 
(the race to get the girt - Ann Margaret), 
same Idea (two blue-l\airedclnOOdeoos~ 
~ you liked tt the first time arctIld, what 
are )<lu waiting for? Go see the secood 
installment 
HElT Good f)Jyversus evil f)Jy as you've 
seen tt done m""f, ma,,! times before, 
aut who would want to miss Pacino 
oppos~e De Niro with Val Kilmer and 
Tom Sizemore on the Side. Thefrlm is a 
look into the world of LA, cops and 
mobsters - crossing lines and testing 
boundanes. Don't go see ~ with a full 
stomach. 
I AM CUBA ~ you're in the market for a 
·tee~good moVIe," look elsewhere. This 
1964 Soviet propaganda film from 
director Mikhail KalatOIOV IS no walk In 
the par1<. Made at a time when the Cold 
Wi!I was an industry t..I1to rtself, -11vn 
Cuba' was meant only for So~et and 
Cuban eyes. The four stories of the film, 
set In the last days of pre-fe'Vollrtlonary 
Cuba, were supposed to depict the e~ls 
of cal' tal ism, thet)fan,,!ofCuban leader 
Fulgenelo Batista and the heroism of the 
rebels. Fortunatelyforus. what Kalatozov 
created was a visual masterpiece. 
JUMANJI RoblnWllhams plays awildand 
griulyboymanwhohas been stuck Inside 
a il.<lgle-themed boam game for 26 years, 
He is liberated by two children who 
discover the dusty game in the attJc of 
their new home. Williams isn't satlf/ed 
with just returning to the Iffe he left 
behind - he wants to settle the SCore 
with Jumanji's beasts. If you've ever 
yearned to see rhinoceri trampling 
through the living room, this , . the ~Im 
for you. 
JUPITER'S WIFE Director Michel 
Negroponte films Maggie, a woman who 
lives in Central Park, and whose I~e 
hIStory ISfoggyand fantastIC, Negroponte 
becomes intrigued with Maggie's story 
and seeks to find the truth through the ~s 
and pieces she reveals. What he 
encounters Is a challerce to his own sense 
of reality. Winner ofthe special jury prize at 
the SUndanee Film Festival. 
LAST SUMMER IN THE HAMPTONS A 
family OftheSpilllS converge at their house 
in Hamptons to spend one last stlTlmer 
together before the homestead is sold. 
Amid the euphoria of putting together a 
summer theater production, they bond, 
firJ1t and reminisce about oidtimes,Awhole 
lot of soul-baring goes on. 
LEAVING LAS VEQAS Ben Sanderson 
(Nicolas Cage) is abumt-out alcoholic who 
hits Las vegas to drink himself into the 
grave. Ei.abeth Shue piays Sera, the street· 
smart prost~ute who crosses his path. The 
friendship they develop defies the odds 
but can't change destiny. Cage just tock 
home a Golden Globe for his role, while 
Shue culled a nomilatlon. Based on John 
O'Brien's seml·autobiographical novel. 
MR. HOLLAND'S OPUS Directed by 
Stephen Herek I"The Three Musketeers-}, 
this film pays homage to those overworked 
underpaid people who guide us Wough 
the happiest years of our lives. Richard 
Dreyfuss stars as the teacher who spends 
his I~e searching for the fountain of youth 
only to realize it has been in his classroom 
all the while, 
SABRINA linus (Haorison FoIrI) and Da'lld 
(Greg Kinnear of -Talk Soup' fame) 
Larrabee are brothers who couldn't have 
less in common if they tned. Unus keeps 
the family business thriving, while Davd 
plays. Needless to s'i!'f. a little resentment 
is brewing. When Sabrina (the felchirc 
Julia Ormond) comes back to town all 
grown up, the tenslon comes to a boiling 
point. ~'s Type A and Type B ~forthe 
love of Ms, Rletrt. 
SCREAMERS Scl·fi boy ~ Ick hero Peter 
Weller and his battalion of futuristic foot 
soldiers protect the t<rman race from 
destruction. The aggressor. an anny of 
swift~ reproducing robots. 
SENSE AND SENSI8IUTY Just as period 
fi lms were getting more than a ~tlresome, 
along comes Jane Austen'S story of the 
smart and savvy Oashwocd sisters, with a 
smashing screenplay penned by none other 
than Merchant & Ivory diva Emma 
Thompson. like so many other films 
focusing on 19th -century life, 'Sense and 
Sensibllity- is full of repressed feel",s 
and oopious amounts of clothing. SUII, ~s 
unapologetic focus on the lives of 
courageous and Intelligent women makes 
It worth seeing. Starring Kate Winslet 
I"Heavenly Creatures'}, Hugh Grant and 
Emma Thompson. 
TOY STORY Big fun Is In store for all you 
animationfanatx:s. Acade~ Aw..o.wiming 
short director John Lasseter is the 
mastermind in charge of bnro«ing these 
toys to life. Funny guys Tim Allen and Tom 
Hanks add their quirky VOiceS to the mi~ 
Bring the kids. 
12 MONKEYS Broce Willis goes back in 
time to find the source 01 a nasty virus 
that's killing ever)tlody, and nilS into an 
al1lma~ights actMst played by Brad "'tt, 
Wntlen by Janet and OaV1d Webb Peoples, 
whowrote -Blade R...,.,.,' and filrned with 
lots of cool, futuriStiC scj..fi special effects. 
TWO IF BY SEA Odd couple of the year, 
Sandra Bullocl<and Denis Leary, playlo .... rs 
and ex-cons In this romantiC comedy that 
takes rts name from the pen ofPortland's 
own poet. (Hint: He has a square named 
after him.) They kiSS, they fight, she wants 
a commitment, Despite the cliche, with a 
pair like Bullock and Leary, It'S sure to 
Induce a chuclde or two, 
WAITING TO EXHAlE When )<lu've had 
iust about enough of all the testosterone-
charged action filcl<s, go see thiS film 
debut from actor·tumed-director Forrest 
Whrtaker, about a group of women friends. 
Whrtney Houston and Angela Bassett head 
up the cast of chatty female friends. Ugh! 
on plot. but healY on emotion. Based on 
Terry McMillan's best·selling novel. 
WHITE SQUALL Jeff Bndges sets out on 
the hirJ1 seas to teach a gaggle of po.bescent 
boys how to SOIL The weather gets rough, 
the tiny shiP IS tossed and six boys are 
lost. Shipwrecked, they all look to Papa 
Bmtes and within themselves to make 
sense of the tragedy, No-Lomoflne AleS' 
this time. 
movie times 
Owing to scheduling changes after CBW goes to press, 
moviegoers are advised to confirm times with theaters. 
Dates effective JAN 26-FEB 1, UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED 
General Cinemas, Maine Mall, Maine Mall Road, 
S, Portland, 774-10n 
DUNSTON CHECKS IN (PG) 
12:40,2:40 
MR HOLUND'S OPUS (PG) 
1,4,5,6:50, 7:30, 9:45 
TOY STORY (G) 
1:10,3, 5, 7:30,9:45 (NO 9:45 ON JAN 27) 
BIG BUllY (PG) 
1, 3:05, 5:15, 7:25, 9:30 
12 MONKEYS (R) 
1:20, 4, 6:50, 9:40 
GRUMPIER OLD MEN (PG-13) 
12:40, 2:50, 4:55, 7, 9:20 
SCREAMERS (R) 
12:50,2:55, 5:15, 7:30, 9:40 
WHITE SQUALL (PG-13) 
9:30 (JAN 27 ONLY) 
Hoyts Clark 's pond, 333 Clark's Rd" S, Portland, 879-1511, 
TWO IF BY SEA (R) 
1:30,6:30 
WAmNG TO EXHAI.£ (R) 
3:50,8:50 
BED OF ROSES (PG) 
12:40, 2:55, 5:05, 7:20, 9:40 
HEAT(R) 
1:10, 4:30,8 
EYE FOR AN EYE (R) 
12:35,2:50, 4:55, 7:10, 9:30 
FROM DUSK TIU DAWN (R) 
12:30,2:45, 5, 7:30, 9:55 
SENSE AND SENSIBIUTY (PG) 
1. 3:50, 6:40, 9:35 
JUMANJI (PG) 
1:20,3:40,7,9:10 
LEAVING US VEGAS (R) 
12:50, 3:30, 6:50, 9:20 
The MOvies, 10 Exchange St, Portland. 772·9600. 
LAST SUMMER IN THE HAItlPTONS (R) 
JAN 25-27.THUR5-SAT 5,7,9.SAT 1 
JUPITER'S WIFE 
JAN 27-30.SAT 3.SUN 1, 6:30.MON-TUES 5, 6:30 
lAM CUBA 
JAN 28-30.SUN 3, 8.MON-lUES 8:30 
NjckekldeO!! Temple and Middle streets, Portland. 
772-9751. 
SABRINA (PG) 
12:40 (SAT & SUN ONLY], 3:30, 6:50, 9:30 
BlO-DOME (PG-13) 
1 (SAT & SUN ONLY], 4, 6:30 
AMERICAN PRESIDENT (PG) 
l(SAT & SUN ONLY], 3:40, 6:540, 9:20 
FOUR ROOMS (R) 




12:30, 2:30 (SAT & SUN ONLY) 
GET SHORTY (R) 
4:30, 7:10, 9:50 
GOLDENEYE (PG-13) 
4:20, 7, 9:40 
BABE (G) 
12:20,2:15 (SAT & SUN ONLy] 
Flagship Cinemas, 206 U,S, Route 1, Falmouth,781·5668, 
MR HOLUND'S OPUS (PG) 
12:45, 3:35, 6:25, 9:05 
12 MONKEYS (R) 
1, 3:40, 6:20, 9:00 
BED OF ROSES (PG) 
12:30,2:30,4:30, 7:30,9:30 
TOY STORY (G) 
1:15, 3, 5, 7, 8:45 
GRUMPIER OLD MEN (PG-13) 
12:50,3:05, 5:10, 7:20, 9:25 
• HEAT (R) 
1,4:30,8 
JUMANJI (PG) 
12:45,3, 5:15, 7:25, 9:35 
BlO-DOME (PG-13) 
12:30, 2:40, 4:40 
TWO IF BY SEA (R) 
6:50,9:10 
DUNSTON CHECKS IN (PG) 
12:45, 2:40, 4:40 
FROM DUSK TIll DAWN (R) 
6:50,9:15 
tIIupadl, 26 
The lie Euy Mark Miller 8lues Band, 
416 Fore St, Portland, 780-1207. 
C"de'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Ocean St, 
So. Portland. 7994473. , 
Conoodr C ... _ Tom Ha)'fls' fomedy 
Showcase, 6 Custom House Wharf, 
Portland, 774-5554. 
Fr .. SttoelT ... ml Nine Shades ofWMe, 
128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114, 
GIno'. Open mlc night, 13 Brown St, 
Portland,772·7891. 
.... '. Open Mic with Pangaea, 1 Exchange 
St, Portland, 82!!-1111. 
Morcanfltld'. The Gary WlttJ1er Trio Oazz 
veterans), 121 Center St, Portland, 
774-5853, 
Old Port T.vom Radio A)'flr (loud rock), 
11 Maunon St, Partiand. 774-0444, 
npperary Pub Greg Powers (karaoke), 
Sheraton Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, 
So, Portland, 775-6161. 
The Undorcround Big Bob's Dance Night, 
3 Spring St, Portland, 773-3315. 
WII'. Rostlwont Ken Cox (a guy and his 
gu~ar), 78 Island Ave, Peaks Island, 
766-3322, 
Zootl Bounce (DJ Larr. Love spins with 
guest OJ OaleChariesfrom LA.), 31 Forest 
Ave, Portland. 773-8187. 
friday 28 
The BI, EIIy Red Light Revue (blues/ 
R&B/soul), 416 Fore St, Portland, 
780-1207. 
Comedy Conno<:tlon Tom Hayes " Joe 
Carroll, 6 Custom House Whaof, Portland, 
774-5554, 
F, .. Street T .. aml Rumford(bastardized 
blues rock n' roll}, 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
Gena'. Beyond Reason ('70s-inspired rock) 
and Stitch, 13 Brown St, Portland , 
772-7891. 
GriMY Klllm'. January's little Joke with 
Wide Wall and The Pants (a~em",ock), 
55 Market St, Partiand. 761·2787, 
JIVI Joo'. Tom Ambrose Quartet Om), 
13 Exchange St, Portland, 761-5637, 
Morc.nflold'. D.W, Gill's Harmonica 
Showdown, Part 5, 121 Center St, Portland. 
774-5853. 
Old Port T ..... Radio Flyer (loud rock), 
11 Mou~on St, Portland. 774-0444, 
1IIout'. Zen Lunatjc" Uncle Edge (original 
rock), 865 ForestAve, Portland, 77~, 
_ Julianne Gavin & fllends (fuMY 
gi~), 45 Danforth St, Portland. 774-1505, 
T.aIr!Io Jemy Woodman, 126 N, Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040, 
~ Pub Bill Shlmanmura, SheralO!! 
Tara Hotel, Maine MatI Rd, So. Portland. 
775-6161, 
The ~ OJ TIm Staney (dance, 
dance, dancel, 3 Sprtn, St, Portland. 
773-3315. 
v ..... '. Good Vlbrotions (rockjtop 40), 
155 RIverside St, Portland. 7750536. 
ZoaIr lJfe of ,t(onywith GZR ,"lI-acO$ hard-
core IIS}rn), 0a01en Br8I1ms (21t, 9 pm) 
3~  Me, PortJarwJ. 773-8187. 
Prima cut 
No joke: JANUARY'S LmLE JOKE, a four-man band hailing from arid New 
Mexico, makes music you can feel. Their sound is at once ethereal and 
majestic, stimulating comparisons to groups as diverse as My Bloody 
Valentine and Toad The Wet Sprocket. On stage, January's Little Joke 
packs its wallop in the vocals of Stacy Parrish and the resonant effect 
of two basses, topping it all off with samples (a la Portishead) and the 
occasional trumpet melody from bassist Steve Anthony, Be there early 
to catch the openers, The Pants and Wide Wail, both from Burlington, Vt., 
the latter featuring singer Amanda Gustafson's throaty vocals, At Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St, Portland, Jan 26 at 8:30 pm, Tix: $5, 
761-278 7 
aaturdl, 21 
Th. BI, EllY The Upsetters (R&BI, 
416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207, 
Clyde'. Pub Karaoke, 173 Ocean St, 
So. Portland. 7994473, 
Conoodr ConnoctIon Tom Hayes" Joe 
Carroll, 6 Custom House Whaof, Portland. 
774-5554, 
Ft .. Stooot TI ..... Stlrtdown 66 (surf, 
hoHod and more), 128 Free St, Portland. 
774-1114. 
GonG'. Altar Ego (pop/rock Instrumental), 
13 Brown St, Portland. 772-7891, 
GrlnnJ 1UIIono'. Buffalo Tom (big league, 
aIt-rock) with Car, 55 Market St, PortllW1d. 
761-2787. 
.... '. C...adle II Grao;e (cxkelease party), 
1 Excl",," St Partiand, 828-1111, 
IIofCMflold'. Arlo West" The LA. 
Bluesmen,121 Center St, Portlan<l, 
774-5853, 
ON Port TIMfII RadIo Flyer (loud rock), 
11 MooIlO!! St, Partin, 774-0444. 
...... '. The Zeftmns (foomerty the Sheds 
- roots, rock) with Cattle Cal, 865 Rrest 
",e, Portland. 77lQ86. 
Sprln, PoInt Clft The Kahtunes, 
175 P~kett St, S, Portland, 767-4627. 
Stone COllI 1I<0wlne Compeli)' Grand 
Opening with Devonsquare, 14 York St, 
Portland,773-2337. 
T-IIlrdo JemyWoodman, 126 N, Boyd St, 
Portland. 773-8040, 
T1pporIoy Pub Straight lace, Sh~raton 
Tara Hotel, Maine Mall Rd, S, Portland, 
775-6161. 
The U"'*""""" DJ Trn Staney (dance, 
dance, dance), 3 Spring St, Portland, 
773-3315. 
Uptown II.,'. BIIboquo Danny Gravas 
at the piano bar, 1 Forest Ave, Portland, 
78~141. 
v.nIIo'. Good VIlralioos (rock/top 40), 
155 Riverside St, Portland, 775-6536, 
ZDOtz Decades of Dance (dancers 
rejoice), 31 Forest Ave, Portland. 
773-8187, 
••• 111, 28 
c:.-, C •• .,tI .. George Hanrn's 
Comedy Showtase, 6 CUstom House 
'MIaof, PqrtIond, 774-5554, 
Floe S_ T_ Open J;orn with Jell 
MerriH, 128 Free St, Portland. 774-1114, 
...........'. GospelBruncil (Hallek4ahl-
doors open at noon) Ultlmate SUper Bowl 
Party (football and prizes begin at 6 pm), 
121 Center St, Partiand. 174-5853. 
Old PortT"*" Totem Soul (mellow rock), 
1fMouIlO!! St, Portland, 774-0444, 
1IIout'. ReIndeer Records Rock-off (high 
schocl competJtlon at 1 pm), Yagottawanna 
(alfages at 7:30 pml, 865 Forest Ave, 
Portland, 773-8886, 
T ..... Super Bowl Party, 126 N, Boyd St, 
Portland, 773-8040, 
Tho Undllcround Karaoke with Nick 
Knownon, 3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315. 
ZoaIrAl~equest dance night, 31 ForestAve, 
Portland, 773-8187, 
mInd I, 28 
The BIC Euy Laser Karaoke with Ray Dog , 
416 Fore St, Portland, 780-1207, 
Ft .. 5_ T ....... Open Micwith Grunken 
Funge, 128 Free St, Partiand. 774-1114, 
Mor,.nll.ld'. Randall 's House Party, 
121 Center St, Portland. 774-5853, 
Old Port T .. am Totem Soul (mellow rOCk) , 
11 Maunon St, Portland, 774-0444, 
The Undtrpound Absolut·1y Fabulous Night, 
3 Spring St, Portland. 773-3315, 
tuladl, 80 
The BIC Easy Open Blues Jam, 416 Fore St, 
Portland,780-1207, 
Ft .. Sttoel Tavorn. Open Mic Poetry Night 
with a surprise host, 128 Free St, Portland, 
774-1114. 
GrlM)'" Big Gin MargarM Night, 164 Market 
St, Partiand. 761·2787, 
Orltty McDuH'. King Memphis" The 
Miooarchs (rockabilly), 396 Fore St, Portland. 
772·2739. 
Old Port T .. orn Totem Soul (mellow rock), 
11 Maukoo St, Portland. 774-0444, 
1IIouI'. Writer's Open Mic with Anni Clark 
and special guest Nancy DelgiudIce, 
865 Forest Ave, Portland, 773-8886. 
Uptown 111"'.111""",,, AI Hawkes and his 
String FuslO!!, 1 Forest Ave, Portland, 
78~141, 
The BIC Ell)' Red \.Jght Revue (bkles/R&B/ 
souQ, 416 Fore St, Portland. 780-1207. 
Clyde'. PubAcousticPete Gteasoo & Friends, 
173 Ocean St, S. Portland. 7994473, 
FIoe_T_ Dream Oad<tj, 128 Free 
St, Portland. 774-1114. 
ON Port T ..... New Taboo (mellow rock), 
11 Mookon St, Partiand. 774-0444 . 
Tho~ Sto1ptacuIar NIgt1t 3 Sprtr( 
St, Portland. 773-3315. 
__ ",,' ........ Dr, Old TIme 
(southem melodies), 1 Forest Ave, Portland, 
7800141 • 
....... _ Open mIc for mu_ 
m poets, 78 Island Ave, Peaks 1sIInd, 
76&3322 
JANUARY 25, 199& 
Friday" Jan. 26, 9:00 P.M. .. $5 
D.W. Gill's Harmonica 
Showdown, Part S 
PM.-
Arlo West Band 
Sunday, Jan. 28, 4:00 PM. .. 
21 
THE ULTIMATE 
SUPER BOWL PARTY 
Big Screen & 3 other TV's, 
Free Pizza & Pre-Game Buffet, 
$2 Geary's & HSA Pints, Prizes! 
P.M. -Free 
Open Mic Night! 




& The D.C. Hurricane 
P.M. .. $5 
Studebaker John 
& The Hawks 
8, 9:00 P,M. - $ 
JefferIDn Starship Acoustic Explorer 
Paul Kantner-Jack C~ady-Diana Manga-{;ary Cambra 
1 ~1 C4i:nt4i:r Str!;:!;:t, Portland 
call 774-JUKE 
We~re on the Net 
" '" :.:- .. " . . ..,. . '.. . 
http://www.main e _ com I ch w 
01'1" II \\1·1 \\t .\11. \\ II h 
l "III H :-;1\\ ,,,,,\,,( \11 " I 
UI1t BrmrlGiMltat BI1t,,, Fri44,1 Salu,., N'IIM! 
III" JAH .. U • FEB. 2 • SWilglng Blue MaIadoII; 
SAT. JAN,n • Kahtunes 
SUN., JAN.2IoSUPEllIOWl SUNDAY Happy HtlW.A11 
Day! Big SCreen T, V., Prizes, Food! 
SAT" FEB. J • Red ~ ReVue 
"1'1(1'\1,0'\ lim\,,\ I 0 I Ill. Pt.: ', ' 
~) 'hnutt .. Ilum 1111 ' «lId Po ," 
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CMCO Illy Weekly IIItIn&t ... fun and he IfJlVlce to our readerI. To have • btlrc c ..... for 
publication, tend complete information (Includlrc dateI, times, com, complete ........ • contact 
taIephone number) br _ on TllUIIIIay prior to publication. 
"AI FoIked UpI· Oak Street Productions presents 
Jackson Gillman, "the stanckJp chameleon," In his 
Iatestrewe of song parodies. At Oak St.-Theatre, 92 
Oak St, Portland. Jan 2!>-28, Thurs-Sat 8 pm, Sun 5 pm. 
TIx: $12 (2-for-l onlllurs). 77!>-5103. 
......,... The Public Theatre of Lewlston/Aubum 
presents the story of an adulterous love affair that 
moves backwards In time, progressing /rom cool 
detachment Into the heat of pesslon. At the Public 
Theatre, comer of Usbon & Maple St, Lewiston. Feb 2-
U, Thurs, FrI " Sat 8 pm, Sun 2 pm. TIx: $12.50 ($10 
seniors/students). 782-3200. 
........ 1pIIIt" Portland Players presents Noel Coward's 
comic story of novelist Charles Condomlne and his wife 
Ruth's brush with the occult. At 420 Cottage Rd, S. 
Portland. Jan 26-28, Feb 2-10, Fri "Sat8 pm, Sun 2:30 
pm. TIx: $13 ($10 opening nl&ht). 799-7337. 
"llIec-plMtW ........ WIIII ....... '1IboIIICed)·The 
Theater Project of Brunswick presents all 37 of 
Shakespewe's plays rolled Into one playful. comic 
production. At the Theater Project, 14 School St, 
Brunswtck. Feb 1-18, Thurs 7 pm, Fri " Sat 8 pm, Sun 
3 pm. TIx: $12 ($10 students/seniors). Feb 1 & 2 are 
pay-wl\at-you-can nights. Thurs & Sun 2.for-1. 729-
8584. 
·A 0., ~ T.....-.· Oak Street Productions 
presents Julie Goall, Diana Hansen and Kym Dakin In a 
rock musical for the entire family, In which a half-baked 
coach potato is rescued from her one-way relationship 
with her TV. At Oak Street Theatre, 92 Oak St, Portland. 
Jan 27·28. Sat & Sunat2 pm. TIx: $5 ($15 family of 4). 
77!>-S103. 
"GIerpry G ... R_· Dark Water Theatre ComPany 
presents David Mame!'s dark tale of the Interior worid 
of real estate agents. At the Arts Conservatory Theatre 
& Studio (ACTS), 341Cumberiand Ave. Portland. Jan25 
throu&h Feb4, Wed -Sat at8 pm, Sun 2 pm. TIx: $12 ($8 
seniors/students). 761-2465. 
"KMpInC T_ NIce· Mad Horse Theatre Company 
ptesents a heartbreaking plaY about a famlly's struggle 
to c",e for Its son and the price of blind devotion. At Mad 
Horse Theatre. 955 Forest Ave, Portland. Feb 1-25, 
Thurs: Fri, Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 7 pm. TIx: $18 ($16 
students/seniors), $20 for Sat performance, $10 for 
Feb 1 & 2. Pay what you can nl&ht. Feb 4. 797-3338. 
"tJ1IIb' c:-al M ..... I· Mystery Cafe presents a 
murder-mystery dinner theater production at the Village 
Cafe Restaurant, 112 Newbury St, Portland. Jan 27. 
Feb 3,10,17 24, at 7:30 pm. TIx: $29.95. Reservations 
required. 77!>-1144. 
"Maor\ap C ... Be _. Mystery Cafe presents a 
murder-mystery dinner theater production at the 
Radisson Eastland Hotel , 157 HI&h St, Portland. Jan 
27, Feb 3, 10, 17 24, at 7:30 pm. Tlx: $29.95. 
Reservations required. 77!>-1144. 
......... _. Orlglnally staged In October, this 
student production about one woman's battle with 
breast cancer has been chosen to compete at the 
American College Theater festival . At USM's Russell 
Hall, USM Campus, Gorham. Jan 26 & 27 at 7:30 pm. 
Jan 28 at 5 pm. Tix: $7 ($6 senlors/$4 students). 780-
5483. 
"llIeTumof ... SC ... • JeffreyHatcher's adaptation of 
Henry James' ghost story, presented by Portland Stage 
Company, 25" Forest Ave, Portland . Jan 25-28, Tues, 
Wed, & Thurs 7:30 pm, Fri 8 pm. Sat 5 & 9 pm and Sun 
at 2 pm. TIx: $15-$29: 774-0465. 
audltlons/etc 
ActInC For Ordinary p ....... at Oak Street Productions, 
92 Oak St, Portland announces Its new program of 
classes and workshops In acting, music, dance and 
technical theater. 77!>-5103. 
Cathe*_ C ........ 51 .... A community choir based 
at St. Luke's Cathedral seeks new members. Aud~ions 
by appointnient. 772-5434. 
TIle PubIc TIIMtN in Aubum Is requesting pictures and 
resumes, from Equity and noll-Equity actors. for seven 
parts (two women and five men) in Its upcoming 
ptOduction of "The Foreigner. - Auditions will be by 
appointment only. Mail to: The Public Theatre, 2 great 
Falls Plaza, Box 7. Aubum, ME 04210, by Jan 29 . 782-
2211. 
TIle School tt- Arts C_ lit Seb-co uk. holds 
auditions for" Joseph and the Amazing Technlcolor 
Dreamcoat- Jan 27 & 28 at the School House Arts 
Center, Musical Jct 35/114N, Standish. 642-3743. 
TIle n-t. PrGject 14 School St, Brunswick. New 
classes begin In January for lst.graders to adults. 
Costs range from $50-$100. 729-8584. 
Y-c M ... •• ClIoIr holds ongoing auditions by 
appointment only. 854C182. 
Younc~·CGnt8etChlldren'sTheatreofMaine 
sponsors a contest for writers ace 18 and younger. The 
deadline Is Mar 1, 1996. 874<>371. 
concerts 
'rlday 28 
Ood __ c:-t WIth three orchestras and violin 
soloist Lawrence Golan at Corthell Concert Hall, USM 
Campus, Gorh,",", at 8 pm. TIx: $4 ($3 stude~ts/ 
seniors). 780-5555. 
~ W ........ .....,. combine rhythm, acoustic 
sounds and creative vocal harmonies to make music ' 
that taps Into the splrftual side of their listeners. At 
Stete Street Church, 159 State St, Portland, at 8 pm. 
TIx: $12 ($10 advance). 646-1503. 
"MeMIIIo· A gospel musical touted as a joyous 
celebration of the life and music' of'Mahaila Jackson, 
theworid's areatestgospel slnger.Attl>e State Theatre, 
609 Congress St., at 7 pm . TIx: reserved floor $21, 
cabaret $24.50 (plus $10.50 entree fee), reserved 
lower balcony $24.50, reserved upper balcony $17.50, 
kids under twelve $8. 879-1112. 
s.turday 27 
PortYnds~~performsVlvaldl's"Four 
seasons: at the State Theatre, 609 Congress St, at 
6:30 pm. Also Jan 28 at 2 pm.l1x: $45 (food Included), 
$35. $25. Location may change, call 773-8191. 
sunday 28 
R ........ RocJI.OIfThe second preliminary showcase In 
a series of three, to select the best high school rock 
band In Maine. At Raoul's, 885 Forest Ave, Portland, at 
1 pm. All-ages. TIx: $5 ($3 advance). B74-9OO2. 
wednesday 31 
·u Travilltll· Portland Concert Association presents 
the New York City Opera National Company performing 
VendI's heart ...... renchlng opera aboutVloletta, acourtesan 
who sacrifices everything for love. At the Cumberiand 
County Civic Center, Portland, at 7:30 pm. TIx: $12-
$42. 772-8630. 
upcoming 
~ Ellen c:toIckerInIIFeb 2, performs Bruce FIthIan's 
new song cycle "Klnderlieder-wjth the accompaniment 
of Jara Goodrich on harp. Graybert Beacham on viola, 
Nancy Smith on marimba and vibraphone, Krysla Tripp 
on flute and Delmar Small on piano. At Corthell Concert 
Hall, USM Campus, Gorham. at 8 pm. TIx: $9 ($5 
seniors/ students). 780-5555. 
c..u. Curtla Feb. 3. Folk-based singer-songwriter 
performing songs from her latest release "Truth From 
Ues - at Stone Coast Brewing, 14 York St. at 7pm. TIx: 
$12.50, 799-4280. 
....... 01 ~MId Joy. Feb 3. Maine's aI!-women 
chorus, -Women in Harmony: performs Its winter 
concert at the Immanuel Baptist Church, 156 High St, 
Portland at 8 PIJI. 11.: $10 ($8 seniors/students). 885-
0995. 
AC"Pe 657 Congress St, Portland. Creative movement 
on Mondays from 5:1!>-7:15 pm. Cost: $5. Street funk 
dance on Saturdays at 9 am. Cost: $7. 780-1500. 
a.ur-n D""". Socl .. The Gorham Dance Club hosts 
a ballroom party and social, Saturdays from 8-11 pm at 
the Center of Movement, 19 State St, Gorham. Potluck 
supper at 7 pm. Cost: $5. 839-3267. 
Caaco Bey MoY_ offer a winter session of classes In 
Jazz, tap, street funk, ballet, stretch and dancemaglc at 
151 St. John SI, Portland. 871-1013. 
Contact ~""""'I/CIpeft"".....m Dance groups 
for people of all aces and abilities, Open dance Mondays 
from 7-10 pm ($3) and class Tuesdays from 8-10 pm 
($5) at the Portland Performing Arts Center, 25A Forest 
Ave, Portland; Wednesdays, ctoss from 6-7 pm ($4) and 
open dance from 7-10 pm ($4) at the United Methodist 
Church Dance Studio, comer of Elm and Chapel St. S. \ 
Portland. 775-4981, 
Ceo,Ir_ with Crooked Stovepipe Band every third 
Frf at 8:30 pm at the Presumpscot Grange, 1844 Forest 
Ave, Portland (across from Tortilla Aat). All dances 
taught. Singles always welcome. Cost: $5. 774-3392. 
Ceo,Ir ...... with The sea Slugs the first Sat of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Saco River Grange Hall, Salmon 
Falls Road. Bar Mills. Cost: $4 ($2 klds/ $10 family 
max). 929-64 72. 
Ceootr ... _ with Whirled Peas and John Mcintyre the 
first Frf of every month at 8:30 pm at Stete Street 
Church, 159 State St. Portland. Cost: $5. (All dances 
teught). 774-1873. 
Gotta o.r- The Gotta Dance studlo,located at 
Scarborough Professional Center, 136 Rt 1, 
Scarborough, otters classes In Argentine Tango, Salsa, 
Ballroom and West Coast SwIng. Friday Night Dance 
Party - dance to ballroom, Latin, swing and 
contemporary music everyFri from 8-11 pm. Chem.free. 





_ ...... _ ~. 614A Congress St, Portland, 
offers classes In swing, foxtrot, waltz and latin dance, 
as well as a dance party every Saturday night, from 8 pm-
midnight. 773-0002 
_..., awtnc hosts a Jitterbug swing dance party the 
first Frf of every month from 9 pm-mldnlght, at the 
Presumpscot Grange Hall. on outer Forest Ave across 
from Tortilla Aats, Portland. Next dance, Feb 2 with The 
Swinging Blue Matadors. $6. 828-1795. 
~-" D_~383WarrenAve, PortIand,ls 
open every night for dancing. Country dancing Thurs-
Mon, SwIng dancing the third Tuesday of every month 
and Ballroom dancing Wed. 876-0584. 
"Old""," ..... Jan 27,8:30pm, at Gotta Dance, 138 
U.S. Route 1, Scarborou&h. Step back to the tum of the 
century by dressing In period clothing and learning some 
dances from the VIctorian era. Smoke and chen>-free. 
Ught refreshments. Cost: $6. ~952_ 
PIe Nf&IIl The Round Squares Square Dance Club will 
hold a Plus dance Jan 27 at 7:30 pm at Wentworth 
Middle School, Gorham Rd, Scarborough. Featuring Kip 
Moulton as caller, and Sally LenOOllos cuero 883-6315. 
...... T_ .......... o.r- Club will hold a 
mainstream plus dance Jan 13 at the Congln School, 
596 Main St, Westbrook. 839-3185. 
__ Funk o.r- A course In advanced fun at Gotta 
Danca, 657 Congress St, Portland, Saturdays at 10:30 
am. 772-6351. 
Not tolked enough 
Despite my sometimes pronounced folky leanings. I generally agree with the senti ment in that sOng by Cracker, the one with the refrain, "The world needs another folk singer like I need 
a .hole in my head.· 
. 1t~8Sthe promise of seeingfolkiedom parodied, lambasted and otherwise skewered that drew 
me to Jackson Gillman's new show. "All Folked Up!,' last week at Oak Street Theatre. 
Unfortunately. what I and a dozen or so other pilgrims got wasn't so much a senckJp offolk music 
He of tile cuteay 1ChtIck: Jackson GIlman, 
and its big-target conventions as it 
was two hours of Gillman stringing 
together sophomoric parodies -
mostly written by other people - of 
songs ranging from "Achey Breaky 
Heart· to "From A Distance" to "Hello 
Muddah. Hello Faddah." (Alan 
Sherman parodies? Hello? Whatyear 
is this?) 
While the bulk of Gillman's show 
tended toward the cloying. there were 
a few bright spots. An adaptation of 
John Prine's "Let's Talk Dirty in 
Hawaiian" was genuinely funny. as 
was "The Mary Eilen Carter,' which 
used lyrics from the "Eensie Weensie Spider" song to create a pleasingly stupid didactic anthem 
that included the line, "Be like that eensie weensie spider. rise againl" Also. opening each "set" 
was a Gillman character dubbed "the folkie,' a hapless but endearing hick who bore a strong 
resemblance to Garth of "Wayne's World" fame and who was very funny butchering Simon & 
Garfunkel's "The Boxer." 
As the show wore on - and on -I found myself wanting less Gillman and more of "the folkie. " 
Gillman's cutesy schtick gets old in a ~urry. and doubtless plays better to the throngs oftourists 
he entertains every summer in Bar Harbor. In a theater setting. his act merely comes across as 
thin. Better. perhaps. to spend the evening at an open mic somewhere. heckling honest-te>-
goodness folkies bent on covering "Mr. Tambourine Man.' 
• AI FoIked Up. ftIIII thllllllJl Jill_ 28 at 
Oak Street Tbeatre, 92 Oak St. nx: $12-
n5-5103_ 
• SCOTT SUTHERLAND 
Pigs in space 
Spacehog, an a1t-rock-meets-glam foursome of Brit-
ish expatriates who got together in New York, is 
getting a fair amount of attention these days. Predict-
ably enough, the music on its debut C~, "~esident 
Alien," seems caught between the British and Ameri-
can musical worlds. There are some clever New 
Wave-ish influences in its music - a trait consistent 
with many of Britain's currently popular bands -
along with standard American guitar crunch. It 
doesn't add up to anything earthshaking, but the best 
tunes, like the single "In the Meantime," are pure 
fun .,"We're a cross between Nirvana, Take That, 
and The Bay City Rollers," is how drummer Johnny Cragg describes the quartet's sound 
in the current issue of SPIN. Call Spacehog a1terna-fluff, but at least it's altema-fluff of 
of above-average quality. 
Spacehog perfonns Feb, 3 at Granny 
Killam's, 55 Market St., Portland, 
761-2787, 
Where the Bu-r-ralo roanl 
Buffalo Tom, formed in Amherst, Mass., in 1986, may not have been the first to 
merge loud guitars with catchy melodies, but it was one of the 'fitst to move that style 
closer to mainstream acceptance. While some critics dismissed its music as derivative 
of early alternative acts like Hiisker Dii, Soul Asylum and Dinosaur Jr. (whose leader, 
J Mascis, produced Buffalo's first two records), what they failed to notice was the 
group's love for acoustic music and its ability to deliver that genre's intimacy through 
loud, distorted guitars. 
Ever since itsthirdalbum, "Let Me Come Over," to its fifth and latest, "Sleepy Eyed," 
Buffalo Tom has been downplaying guitar thrash in favor of melodicism. The lyrics, 
though always heartfelt, have moved away from adolescent angst and have become 
more complex and mature. Despite the music's drift toward the conventional and tame, 
it manages to maintain a raucous edge that is especially evident live. Alas, as Buffalo 
Tom and the mainstream have moved closer to one another, a flood of similar-sounding 
(though much less talented) bands have arrived on the scene. making it harder for 
Buffalo Tom to get the attention it deserves. Still, despite the attention it is or isn't 
getting, Buffalo Tom continues to make music that's powerful. passionate and catchy. 
Buffalo Tom perfonnl Jan, 27 at Granny 
Klllam'l, 55 Market St., Portland. Car opens_ 
761-2787, 
RhYRIe lIVithout reason 
While many southern Maine musicians are wondering aloud why they can't "make 
it ," some of their audiences might be wondering why the music of so many bands has 
yet to make it into the I 990s. Case in point: the band Beyond Reason and its self-titled 
CD. "Beyond Reason," though a recent release, might as well have been made in the 
mid- to late-' 70s; the music is more than a little reminiscent of bands like The Eagles 
and Styx. Not that retro is bad, per se, but the band could have chosen its influences 
more wisely. 
Still, this Old Orchard Beach trio certainly has talent, and singer Steve Leighton a 
clear, piercing voice. The playing by the band, as well as its hired-gun rhythm section 
(The Silver Rhythm Section - a rhythm section with its own name? How mercenary 
can you get?), is tight, and the production, done by the band, is solid. Unfortunately, 
talent and professionalism by themselves are rarely enough to make for good pop 
music. A band also needs heart, and for about half this disc Beyond Reason's heart 
seems to be missing. especially on the upbeat tracks, which tend to sound wooden, 
forced and anonymous. The ballads fare better, particularfy "Watch Over Me" and 
"Promise Rain ." Overall, there's nothing necessarily wrong with Beyond Reason's 
retro-isms, but the band should spend more time rmding its own voice and less time 
listening to old '70s pop. 
"Beyond Reason" (laughing Cat Records) 
Is available at Bull Moose for $10, 
• DAN SHORT 
I_~ ~ ......... every fourth Saturday 
of the month at the Swedenborglan Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland, from 8 :30-11:30 pm. 
Refreshments available, all dances teught. Cost: $5. 
772-4460. 
events 
811 T. *- Jan 29. A noted choreographer and AIDS 
actfvlst, Jones will share his experiences with HIV and 
AIDS, his reasons for choreographing his award-
winning piece, -StilI/Here, - and the Impact of AIDS on 
the art world. At the College Chapel, Bates College, 
Lewiston, ilt 7:30 pm. Free. 786-6330. 
art 
openings 
Portland M_ofArt Seven Congress Sq, Portland • 
"The Essence of Maine: prints bY.t:jeli Welliver show 
Feb 3 through March 24. 175-6148. 
South PortIorod PubIc lIbr." 482 Broadway, S. 
Portland. "Electronic Images: Using the Computer to 
Create Art," works by Nancy Hubley, Polly Crane and 
Beatrice Gordon show Jan 30 through Feb 26. Hours: 
Mon , Tues 10 am-8 pm, Wed 1-8 pm, Thurs, Fri lOam-
5 pm, Sat 9 am-2 pm. 767-7660. 
now showing 
AfrlCM I .. ...,ta MId New EneJIond Arts 28 Milk St, 
Portland. "Hidden Treasures: traditional African arts, 
rare carvings and works by modem artists from Nigeria 
to New England, ongoing. Hours: 10:30 am-9 pm Mon-
Sat. 12-6 pm Sun, 772-9505 . 
ACaPe Center 657 Congress St. Portland. "Mandala: 
Ordered Chaos- y(orks by Susan Arfpotch show through 
mld-February. Also. latest wor1<s of eco-splrituallst 
painter Nancy Earie. Ongoing. Open by appointment. 
780-1500 . 
Art Gallery III $Ix DeerInC Street 6 Deering St, 
Portland. Hours: Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. 772-9605. 
Baxter Ga"., 619 Congress St, Portland. Paintings 
by Maine artist Roger Winter show through Feb 18. 
Hours: Tues-Sun 11 am-4 pm. Thurs 11 am-9 pm. 
77!>-5152 . 
BllICk Moon G_I., 339 Fore St. Portland. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 11 am-5 pm. Sun-Mon 11 am-6 pm. 774-
4423. 
Bowdoin Collece M ........ of Art Walker Art Building, 
Brunswick. The museum Is open to the public free of 
charge. Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm, Man-Sun 2-5 
pm. 725-3275. 
• "Art. Uf.ln'" Meclterr ..... n· An Installation of 
Assyrian, Egyptian, Cypriot, Greek and Roman art, 
, ongoing. 
• "Mias Rumphl .. • paintings by Barbara Cooney 
show through Jan 28. 
Chamber 01 Commerce 145 Middle St, Portland. 
Mixed media by residents of Springbrook Nursing 
Care Center and Senior Enrichment Center. Ongoing. 
Hours: 8 am-5 pm, Mor>-Fri. 856-1230. 
Christine'. Dream 41 Middle St, Portland. New works 
by painter James Comas Cole, Lori Austill and Andy 
Curran. Ongoing. Hours: Tues-Fri 7 am-2 pm, Sat-Sun 
9 am-2 pm. 774-2972. 
Corr.. By Dealpo 620 Congress St, Portland. Maine 
College of Art High School Student's Photography 
shows through Feb 4. Hours: Mon-Thurs, 7 am-8 pm, 
Fri 7 am-9 pm, Sat 8 am-9 pm, Sun 8 am-6 pm. 772-
5533. 
Community ChiroprllCtlc of _ne 222 St. John St, 
Suite 216, Portland. -Resolution: works by Katia 
Ancona, Cherie Howard, KIt Linnell, Robert Paradis 
and Mary louise Wilson Show through Feb 28. Hours 
by appointment only. 774-2663. 
C....., .. Street Diner 551 Congress St, Portland. 
Permanent showing of murals by Anthony Taylor and 
Paul Brahms, featuring oId-era Congress Street art. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 7 am-3 pm. 773-6957 . 
Danforth Ganery 34 Danforth St, Portland. Hours: 
Wed, Fri , Sat, 11 am-5 pm, Thurs 11 am-8 pm, Sun 
noon-5 pm. 775-6245. 
D •• 1daon MId IM\o&ht_ 148 High St. Portland. 
Recent landscapes by J. Thomas R. HIggins show 
through Feb 21. Hours : Tues-Sat llam-6 pm, Thurs 
11 am-8 pm, Sun noon-5 pm. 78M766. 
De.d SplICe Gellery 11 Avon St, P.ortland. Drawn 
works by Icelandic artist Olga S. Bergmann and 
Swedish artist Anna Hallin Show through Feb 11. 
Hours: Sat-Mon noon-5 pm. 828-4637. 
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in the best European tradition 
Specials from our January lunch menu: 
Crabcakes with tomatoes and capers 
Maine Shrimp with garlic, lemon, 
herbs and angel hair 
Artichoke Heart, smoked mozzarella 
and leek lasagna 
Also serving uniquely prepared soups, 
salads and sandwiches. 
Parking available 0 Dinner at 5:00 
Closed Mondays 0 Lunch Tues.-Fri. 11:30-2:00 
Non-Smoking 0 Reservations Suggested 
58 Pine Street • 773.8223 
AMERICA~ 
BLEACHERS. Nine varieties of char grilled 
burgers. 5 styles of wings, fresh turkey 
sandwiches, delicious crisp salads. Enjoy 
11 varieties of microbrewed beer. Ask 
about our mug club. All in a casual atmo-
sphere, including an outdoor patio, and 
always Free Peanuts. Next to Pier One. 
334 Forest Ave., Portland. 772-9229. 
COLE FARMS RESTAURANT. A 40-year 
tradition of homestyle cooking at reason-
able prices. Serving Breakfast, Lunch and 
Dinner from 5am to 10:30pm Daily in a 
relaxed, friendly atmosphere. Ask about 
our daily specialsl Visit our new playground 
and picnic area and recently opened gift 
shop! Located on Portland-Lewiston Road 
100, Gray. 657-4714. 
CRICKETS RESTAURANT. Great food at 
reasonable prices. Your hometown restau-
rant with an extensive menu to satisfy all 
tastes and budgets. All major credit cards 
accepted. Now with TWO LOCATIONS. 1/2 
mile south of L.L. Bean in Freeport 865-
4005 and next to Filenes Basement at 
Maine Mall in South Portland 775-5531. 
RAOUL'S ROADSIDE AnRACTION. Enjoy 
lunch or dinner in our funky, casual atmo-
sphere, comfortable enough to bring a 
date or dine alone. Sandwiches, appetiz-
ers, vegetarian items and homemade des-
serts. Mon-Fri 11:30am-1am. Sunday in 
our downstairs Pub 4pm-1am. MC & Visa 
accepted. Parking. 865 Forest Ave. Port-
land. 773-6886. 
ROSIE'S. 11am-1am. Full Bar. Free Pop-
corn. Dart Room. 5 page menu . Sand-
wiches, pizza. burgers, calzone. dinners 
and appetizers. Daily special board. Visa, 
MC, Amex accepted. 330 Fore St., Port-
land. 772-5656 
RUSKI'S. Breakfast all day. 7 a.m.-1 a.m .. 
Daily lunch and dinner specials. Daily happy 
hour 4-7 w/beer and drink specials. Six 
page menu. Breakfast, lunch and 
dinner ... what a real neighborhood pub 
should be. MC. Visa accepted. 212 
Danforth St. Portland. 774-7604. 
SQUIRE MORGAN'S. Celebrate foodl Home 
cooking with a dash of ethnic specialties, 
fresh seafood & fish. Of course, we still 
have our famous volcano wings, a wide 
variety of summer salads, homemade 
soups, rolls & fresh roast turkey. In the 
heart of the Old Port (in front of the Port-
land Regency Inn) 46 Market St., Portland. 
774-5246. 
CAFE 
CHRISTINE'S DREAM. Come to the other 
side of the arterial for brunch. Offering a 
variety of breakfast items and non-smOk-
ing environment. MC and Visa accepted. 
Tuesday-Friday 7-2. weekend brunch. Sat-
urday & Sunday 8-2. Parking. 41 Middle St. 
Portland. 774-2972. 
COSMIC HIPPO. Huge burgers. unique 
and delectable sandwiches. outrageous 
desserts and phenomenal coffee are to be 
found at this cozy cafe on Upper Exchange 
St. Experience the Mocha that put Port-
land on the map. Cruise the internet at 
Portland's only Cyber Cafe. Serving lunch 
& dinner. Catering & delivery available. 90 
Exchange St., Portland. 879-6060. 
FRIENDSHIP CAFE. Exceptional foods, 
Breakfast and Lunch served. Daily spe-
cials. Espresso, cappuccino. Located near 
Longfellow Square (where Good Egg was 
formerly located.) Portland's newest and 
fresh homemade meals I Open 6am-2pm 
Mon-Sat, 6:30-2 Sun. 703 Congress St., 
Portland. 871-5005. 
PORT BAKE HOUSE. Take-outfresh baked 
pastries and great lunches. Summer seat-
ing on the deck. Soups with pizzaz, cre-
ative deli sandwiches and healthy salads. 
205 Commercial St. Portland. 773-2217. 
SPRING POINT CAFE. Lunch & dinner 
served everyday. Daily blackboard spe-
cials. Fresh ground-round burgers. pizza & 
other crowd pleasers. Saturday and Sun-
day Brunch, 9am. At the end of Broadway, 
175 Pickett St., South Portland. 11 p.m. -
1 a.m .• 7 days. Parking. \lisa, MC, Amex. 
767-4627. 
VICTORY DEU Be BAKE SHOP. Hearty break-
fasts, mouth watering baked from scratch 
breads and pastries - freshly prepared 
soups. stews, salads, pasta and vegetar-
ian specialties, delicious sandwiches. Beer 
& wine. Monument Square, 299 Forest 
Ave and One Portland Square. MCjVlSA 
accepted. 772-7299, 772-3913, 772-
8186. 
CARIBBEA~ 
FEDERAL SPICE. Home cooked Caribbean/ 
Southwestern fare. Featuring heart smart 
selections. All items less than $61 Every-
thing available to go. Umited radius deliv-
ery 11:30-1:30 M-F. Hours M-Th 11-8, F-
Sat 11-9. 225 Federal Street. Portland, 
774-6404. 
CHI~ESE 
POLYNESIAN VILLAGE. Serving Polynesian 
and Cantonese cuisine in a relaxed atmo-
sphere. Exotic cocktails and daily lunch 
and dinner specials. Uve weekend enter-
tainment. VISA, MC, American Express. 
Diner's Club. Parking, 0.. 152 Main St.. 
Westbrook. 854-9188. 
DESSERT 
PATE A CHOUX. A fine dessert restaurantl 
Featuring hand-made European style des-
serts with coffee, tea & espresso drinks 
available. Weekend dessert specials. Table 
service or take-out. Winter hours: Tues.-
Thurs. 5pm - 11pm, Fri. 5pm-midnight. 
Saturday 1pm - midnight, Sunday 1-7pm. 
Closed Mondays. 25 Pearl Street, Port-
land. 773-3334. 
DI~ER 
BECKY'S ON HOBSON'S WHARF. Break-
fast, lunch and now serving dinner Tues-
day-Saturday evenings until 9pm. Hours: 
Tuesday-Friday 4am-9pm, Friday midnight-
Saturday 9pm, Saturday midnight-Sunday 
1pm, Monday 4am-2pm. Parking. 0. 390 
Commercial St., Portland. 773-7070. 
ECLECTIC 
CAFE ALWAYS. 47 Middle St .• 774-9399. 
Modern American Cuisine served Wednes-
day -Sunday evenings from 5 pm. Join us 
for THE BEST OF CAFE ALWAYS as we 
celebrate our 10th anniversary with a se-
lection of Chef Cheryl Lewis' favorite dishes 
from the past decade. Voted Most Roman-
tic Restaurant by Casco Bay Weekly 
Reader's Poll. Free parking in the lot adja-
cent to the restaurant. CC, LL, R. 
THE 11 BROWN STREET RESTAURANT. 
Creative dining in the heart of Portland's 
Art District. Only 75 steps from the 
Cumberland County Civic Center. Special-
izing in fresh seafood. Sports Bar, ban-
quets. business lunches. 11 Brown St., 
Portland. 780-1100. Visa, MC, AMEX. Park-
ing. 
GOOD TABLE. Casual. Tasty weekend 
brunch. Full bar. Featuring seafood, barbe-
cue & Greek. Old jazz music and good 
looking staff. Honest food, honest prices. 
"Almost Free" 2 meals for $10.95 on Tues-
Thurs 11am-9pm. Open Tues-Fri. 11am-
9pm, Sunday 8-3. Serving Weekend Break-
fast, Lunch and Dinner. MCjVisa. Parking 
Rte 77 Cape Elizabeth. 799-4663. 
GREAT LOST BEAR. Full bar - now featur-
ing 50 beers on tap. Extensive menu ... 
sandwiches, soups, salads, platters. Lunch 
or dinner in the mysterious Woodfords 
area. MC, Visa, Amex accepted. Parking. 
540 Forest Ave. Portland. 772-0300. 
KATAHDIN. Daily Blue Plate Specials $9.95 
and unpretentious fare like Buckwheat 
Pasta. Homemade, Good Cookin. Monday-
Thursday 5-10 p.m., Friday & Saturday 5-
11 p.m .. Corner of Spring and High St. 
Portland. 
PEPmu CAFE. Specializing in gourmet 
breakfasts, eclectic luncheon menus. and 
tailored catering menus. Try us for tea-
time 2-4pm weekdays. 14 Cumberland 
St.. Westbrook. 856-6000. 
TABITHA JEANS. American regional cui-
sine. Lunch and Dinner. Relaxed atmo-
sphere. Full cocktail service. Pasta. Sea-
food. Grilled Entrees. Validated parking. 
94 Free St. 0. VoMC-AMEXoDISC. 780-
8966. 
THE WEST SIDE CAFE. Offering fresh 
game and seafood, organic produce. Mod-
erately priced entrees and a casual, com-
fortable ambiance. MC, Visa, AMEX ac-
cepted. Parking. Reservations suggested. 
58 Pine St. Portland. 773-8223. 
FRE~CH 
LE BISTRO DULAC. Experience casual 
French Country cooking at its best, in the 
unique atmosphere of one of Raymond's 
historic houses. Reservations requested. 
MC/Visa . Located at Routes 302 and 85. 
Raymond. 655-4100. 
GREEK 
FREE STREET TAVERNA. Authentic Greek 
food. Family recipes and friendly atmo-
~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::+.:::::::+.:::: 
Just 30 minutesfrom PortlAnd "" Route 302 
Please Reserve 207-655-4100 
sphere. Rrst level : eatery/taverna. Sec-
ond level: smoke free dining. NEW APPE· 
TIZER MENU and great weekend specials. 
Happy Holidays Happy Hour 2 for 1 drinks 
and drafts M-F 4-7pm. MC Visa accepted. 
128 Free St .• Portland. 774-1114. 
GOURMET 
T~KE-OUT 
PORTLAND WINE Be CHEESE. Delicious 
homemade soups and sandwiches, wines, 
champagnes and cheeses. Large selec-
tion of gourmet foods. Gift and picnic 
baskets. Party platters, catering and deliv-
eries. MC, Visa and Amex accepted. 168 
Middle St., Portland. 772-4647 . 
I~DI~N 
THE CLAY OVEN. Serving authentic Indian 
cuisine in a relaxed atmosphere. The moist 
kebobs are cooked on a slow charcoal fire, 
while the curries are prepared with freshly 
ground herbs and spices. The Clay Oven 
has been opened by a group of profession-
als who run very successful Indian restau-
rants in Mass. & R.1. Serving 7 days.11-10. 
Accepting all major credit cards. 565 Con-
gress St., Portland. 773-1444. 
ITALIA~ 
FRESH MARKET PASTA. For the best 
homemade pastas and sauces in Port· 
land. Open for lunch, dinner. Italian wine 
and beers. Espresso. Cappuccino. Des-
serts. Bringthe familyl MC, Visa and Amex 
accepted. 43 Exchange St. 60 Market St. 
Portland. 773-7146. 
2 
BAR - B- QUE 
NORM'S BAR BQ. Small chef owned BarBQ 
restaurant . Featuring Norm's wicked good 
sauce, 3 types or ribs, fried chicken, spicy 
black bean soup, homemade cornbread 
and daily specials. Now serving beer and 
wine. Hours: Mon. & Tues. closed, Wed. & 
Thurs . 12-10, Fri. & Sat. 12-12, Sun. 3-9. 
774-6711.43 Middle St. , Portland. 
UPTOWN BILLY'S BARBEQUE • Enjoy 
Portland's Original Bar-B·Que menu, leg-
endary spare ribs. beef brisket, voodoo 
jerk chicken and more in a comfortable 
French Quarter setting, Chef Saint 
Laurent' s etouffees, jambalayas, paneed 
chicken & shrimp. and sumptuous big T-
bone steaks. Full bar. Piano bar. Smoke 
free. BBQ take·out available. Cappuccino/ 
espresso. Luncheon 11:3Q-2:30. Happy 
Hour 4-6. Dinner 5-Close. 1 Forest Ave 
(just off Congress) Free parking in lot next 




- Lunch & Dinner Specials -
- Lve Weekend Entertainment -
January 26 & 27 Down Poor 
. February 2 & 3 Chemistry 
- Full Service & Takeout '-
- Banqu~t Rooms Available -
854-9188 
152 Main St .. Westbrook 
MEXIC~N 
MARGARITAS. Specializing in delicious 
"hand·made" southern California style 
Mexican appetizers and dinners, served in 
overly generous portions! Join us for Happy 
Hour every weekday from 4-7 p.m., with 
FREE appetizers, $1.95 for a 22 oz. draft 
beer and other good stuffl There's also 2 
for 1 dinners, 4 p.m.· 6 p.m.1 242 St. John 
St., Union Station Plaza, Portland. Open at 
4 p.m. daily. 874-6444. 
TORTILLA FLAT. Seventeen years of serv-
ing fine Mexican cuisine. Just minutes 
from downtown Portland. A memorable 
Mexican experience you can afford any-
time. Outdoor screened in deck. Parking. 




MESA VERDE. We are what we eat so we 
serve only the finest. freshest natural foods. 
Flavorful , healthful Mexican dishes. Daily 
vegan and vegetarian specials . Drink to 
your health at our juice bar. Happy Hour 
Mon-Fri 2:30-5:00. Fresh juices, fruit 
shakes, smoothies, juice combinations-
come see what Portland's first and only 
juice bar is all about. Casual atmosphere. 
Serving lunch & dinner. Take out available. 
618 Congress Street (across from the 
State Theatre) 774-6089. 
~~TUR~LFOODS 
THE ROYAL' CELLAR. Delicious Low Fat 
meals for a healthy lifestyle. Menu varies 
daily. Open weekdays 11am-4pm and Fri-
day evenings 6pm-10pm. Please call 871-
5700. 419 Congress St., Portland. Visa, 
MC.o. 
RUSSI~~ 
RUSSIAN HOUSE / CAFE MOSCOW. Open 
for breakfast, lunch and dinner. Serving 
borsch, soup of the day, homemade Rus-
sian dumpling soup, beef stroganoff with 
buckwheat pilaf, Armenian-style chicken 
with rice pilaf, dolmas, delicious desserts. 
Parking. 803 ForestAvenue. Portland. 775-
3668. 
SE~FOOD 
J'S OYSTER. White linen quality dining in a 
relaxed atmosphere. Shellfish and pasta 
dishes our specialty. Lovely view of 
Portland's working harbor. MC/Visa/Dis-
cover accepted. Parking in adjacent lot. 5 
Portland Pier, Portland. 772-4828. 
JANUNf'f 25, 1996 
SUPERBOWL XXX PARTY AT 
CLVDE'S PUB 
Watch the Superbowl at CL YD£S PUB on January 28, 1996 
CLYDE'S PUB and patrons may be $50,000 richer 
-drawing during Superbowl half time 
Bud & Bud Light 220Z. drafts 
& 120Z. bottles $1.50 
Thurs. Jan. 25 Hanson Bros. 
5:3<>-7:00 Bud Ice Draft $1.00 
Bud Ice Bottles 
173 Ocean Ave. 





~ h ' The All-American Microbrew S owcase 
every thursday in ianuary and february 5 tQ 9 pm 
Thursday 1/25 Oregon Ale & Beer Co., Lake Oswego, Oregon F",rw!n& RaspkIl}' Wheat 
& IPA on Dr.tught. 
Thursday 211 Sbecpscot Valley Brewing Co., Wbitdidd, ME.. Ownerlbrew<r Steve GorriU will 
be guest Inrtcnder pouring his Snow Storm Ale and Mad Goose Ale. 
Pete's Brewing Co., SL Paul, MN. Pete's nephews will be in town pouring Pcrc's 
Wicked Winter Brew & Perc's WICked Ale. 
540 Forest Avenue • Portland, ME • 772-0300 • 
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All the right · moves 
Theater In the black: a scene from the Public's recent production of "Allin The nmlng." 
Thriving theater In Lewiston? Meet the Public 
• CATHY NELSON PRICE 
Q: Which area theater has /Wt asked 
you for money lately? 
A: The Public Theatre, in Lewiston. 
Through a combination of afford-
able ticket pricing, smartPR and a prod-
uct worth buying, this 300-seat Equity 
house is forging a reputation for itselfas 
one of the region's top theaters. With a 
paid staffoffive and a $250,000 annual 
budget, the theater manages to thrive 
on a shoestring, producing critically 
acclaimed theater while keeping its 
books in the black - no small feat in 
this era of shrinking support for the arts. 
That the Public has been able to pull 
it off in Lewiston makes the story even 
more remarkable. The theater's pluck 
and determination speak to the city's 
working class, conservative, heavily 
Catholic popUlation, which doesn't al-
ways agree with what's onstage. "Some-
times we'll get letters from people who 
were offended by a theme or language 
in a play," says Chris Schario, who, 
along with his wife, Janet Mitchko, are 
the theater's co-artistic directors. "This 
is a very conservative community, and 
they speak up. We answer every letter 
or phone call, explaining why we chose 
theplay, not apologizing forthechoice." 
With 600 subscribers projected this sea-
son, though - more than double the 
number of two years ago - the Public 
seems to have created for itselfan audi-
ence large enough to sustain itself for a 
while to come, despite the occasional 
build on founding artistic director George 
Vafiadis' goal of producing high-quality 
theater that would draw a crowd, which is 
why they immediately made it an Equity 
house, a move that let them choose from a 
much larger pool of actors. Play selection 
has been consistently meaty in subject 
matter but not overbearing in treatment; 
lastseaSOD's "Lips Together, Teeth Apart," 
the critically hailed Terrence McNally play, 
dealt with AIDS, infidelity, loss of a child 
and impending death. It drew extremely 
well, as did this season's poignant drama 
"Dancing At Lughnasa" and the hilarious 
"All In The Timing." Mitchko will direct 
the theater's upcoming production of 
Harold Pinter's "Betrayal," which runs 
from Feb. 2-11. 
Also, the Public has been able to keep 
ticket prices low - top tickets this season 
are $12.50 - in part because of the local, 
state and federal funding it receives. 
"They've got a good product, afford-
able prices and not much competition for 
live entertainment in the Lewiston/ Au-
burn area," says Greg Titherington, a Port-
land-based actor and director and editor of 
the statewide theater journal Cast & Crew. 
"They also have a Franco-American cul-
ture which has traditionally been a great 
supporter of the arts." 
. tiff over theme or language. 
"Artistically, they keep in touch with 
how the community feels, so that local 
corporate sponsorship and individual do-
nors can confidently continue to under-
write the seasons," says Chip Morrison, 
executive director of the Androscoggin 
County Chamber of Commerce . 
Seasoned stage, screen and televi-
sion actors, Schario and Mitchko ar-
rived in Lewiston from New York City 
two years ago, at the beginning of the 
theater' s third season, when the facility 
still bore the traces of the movie house 
it had once been. The couple wanted to 
It's that combination of artistic and busi-
ness savvy, blended with a healthy shot of 
community responsiveness, that seems to 
sustain the Public, and Schario isn't about 
to forget who pays the bills - the pUblic. 
"They're the oneswho keep the door open," 
he says. "We try to give them good reasons 
to come." caw 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23 
".. .-T_ 128 Free st. Portland. Mixed 
media Greek coIl.es by Richard Lee. Hours: Mon 11 
arn-4 pm. Tues-Sat 11 am-10 pm. 774-1114. 
Ftoet GuIy a.n.y 411 Congress St. Portland. Hours: 
MooSat ~ pm. 773-2555. 
Greenhut o.IIery 146 Middle St. Portland. Ongoing 
exhlbltlon of work by Nancy Brown. Thomas Connolly. 
Connie Hayes. Martln Mugar. Alec Richardson and 
Ann Stein. Hours Mon.fril0 am-5:30 pm. Sat 10 am-
5 pm. 772-2693. 
Icon 19 Mason St. Brunswick. A group exhibition of 
gallery artlst •• how. through Jan 31. 725-a157. 
J_ G .. 1ery 217 Commercial St. Port! and. Hours: 
Mon-Sat 10 am-5:30 pm. 772-5522. 
Java ....... 13 Exchange St. Portland. Artworl< by 
Richard Garrigus (upstairs) and Mary Donaldson 
(downstairs) shows through mlMebruary. 761-5637 . 
June FltzplltrlckGaIIery 112 High St. Portland. Hours: 
Tues-Sat noon-5 pm. Thurs noon-8 pm. 772·1961. 
KatahdIn __ 106 High St. Portland. "Some 
People to Think About" acrylic painting by Marilyn 
Bllnkhom show. through Feb 15. Hours: Mon-Thurs. 
5-10 pm. Frl-sat 5-11 pm. 774-1740. 
1M .. G .. 1ery • Sculpture G .... Rt. 302. South 
Casco. Hours: 10 am-5 pm dally. 655-5066. 
Maine Pott ... M .... et 376 Fore St. Portland. Hours: 
10 am-6 pm dally. 774-1633. 
Mea ...... G .... 'Y 40 Pleasant St. Portland. Hours: 12-
6 pm. Tues-Sat. 871·1078. 
Nancy M-c"'" 0.11ery 367 Fore St. Portland. Hour.: 
Mon-Wed 10 am-6 pm. Thurs 10 am-8 pm. Frl·Sat 10 
am-9 pm and Sun 11 am-6 pm. 775-3822. 
O·F ..... I 0.11ery 58 Maine St. Brunswick. Prints and 
painting by Nell Welliver show through March. Hours: 
Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 729-8228. 
Olin Arlo Cent_. Russell St. Bates College Campus. 
Lewiston. Sculpture exhibition. -Ann Reichlin: 
IntersectingPlaces.- show. through March 15. Hours: 
Tues-sat 10 arn-5 pm. Sun 1-5 pm. 78&6158. 
On IW ..... e 4 Milk St. Portland. "Friends of On 
Balance" shows through Feb 23. Hours: Mon.fri9 am-
4:30 pm. 772-9812. 
P-'-'. Reet.nnt 28 Exchange St. Portland. 
"Almost Edlble.- paintings by Kate Merrick. ongoing. 
Hours: Mon-Sun 11 am-l1 pm. 828-0001. 
~ ...... 441 Congress st. Portland. Sculpture by 
Kate Bartlett shows through Feb 17. Hour.: Mon.fri 
10 am-4 pm. 772·1508. 
PIne Tree Shop ..... a.yvNw 0.11.., 75 Market St. 
Portland. Hours: Man-Tues 9:30 am-5:30 pm. Wed-
Sat 9:30 am-8 pm. Sun 1-5 pm. 773-3007. 
_ CofIM R~nc Co. 111 Commercial 51, 
Portland. Photographs by Norm Hersom show through 
Jan 25. Hours: dally 6:30 am-5:30 pm. 761·9525. 
_ ......... of Art 7 Congress Sq. Portland. 
Hours: Tues-Sat 10 am-5 pm. Thurs 1()'9. Sun 12·5. 
Admission: $6 adults/$5 students and senlors/$1 
youth ~12years. Museum adml.slon Is free 1o-noon 
tha first Saturday of the month and 5-9 everyThursday 
evening. 773-ARTs or 1-800639-4067. 
• TIM Scott M. m.ck Collection A sampll ng from 
Scott Black's 19t1>- arid 2~ntury paintings and 
sculpture •• 
• 1JIIIt. .... ZOtItCentury E.--.n .... ~ 
Art Paintings. sculptures and works on paper by 
Monet. Renoir. Picasso. Matisse and other masters 
of the past two centuries. Ongoing. 
• "A Gr.phlc Influenc.: Wlnslew Ho .... r .nd 
1111 .......... More than 30 prints show through Feb 
25. 
• "~ lnetltute of Arc_ .xhlbltlon· 32 
entrfes with 5 award winners from the Maine Chapter 
of the meriean InstiMe of Architects 1995 Biennial 
Design Awards shows through Jan 31. 
• "r-tletltCentury Sculpt .... • Features lB worl<s 
showing the diversity of sculptural production In this 
century. Shows through March 31. 
_ Pottery 118 Washington Ave. Portland. 
Ongoing show of unique and functional ceramics and 
jewelry by U.a Bonarrlgo. teachers and students. 
Hours: Mon.fri 9-6 pm. 772-4334. 
_ PuIIIIcUbrary 5 MonumentSquare. Portland. 
-Art from the Ice Age.- a Maine humanities resources 
exhibit shows through Jan 31 In the Lewis Gallery. 
Hours: Mon. Wed. Fri 9 am-6 pm. Tues & Thurs 12-9 
pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700. 
R8fIIe'. Cafe 1IooIW .... 555 Congress St. Portland. 
Hour.: Mon. Tues. Wed. Fri 8 am-5:30 pm. Thurs 8 
am-8 pm. Sat 9:30 am-5:30 pm. Sun n00n-5 pm. 761-
3930. 
R .... I_.AntIq .... 221 COmmercial St. Portland. 
Ongoing show of worl<s by John Dehlinger. Wilder 
Oaks. Terry Wolf and other Maine artlsts. Hours: 10 
am-7 pm daily. 879{)789. 
SALTG.n.., 17 Pine St. Portland. End ofterm exhibit 
featuring the worl< of SALT student. shows through 
Feb 15. Hours: Wed & Fri 2-6 pm. Sat 10 am-1 pm. 
761-0660. 
Sawyer Street Stud"" 131 Sawyer St. Portland. 
Hours: Thur 4-8 pm. Fri & Sat 10 am-6 pm. and by 
appointment. 767-7113. 
ThDtI. M .... C.blnetmak ... 415 Cumberland Ave. 
Portland . Pastels on paper by Anne Bourassa and 
wood carvings by Ray Carbone show through March 9. 
Hours: Mon·sat 9 am-5 pm. 774-3791. 
TP ..-... Co. 6 Free Street. Portland. Primitive 
folk art by Annette lacroix. ongoing. Hours: Mon-Thurs 
& Sat. 10 am-6 pm. Fr1 from 10 8m-9 pm and Sun from 
12-5 pm. 871-8299. 
UlM AIM Gallery UsM Campus. Portland. -Ufe - by 
Melonle Bennett .hows through Feb 16. Hours: Man-
Thurs 7 am-10 pm. Fri 7 am-7 pm. Sat 9 am-5 pm. 
780-500B. 
\JIM ArtGllilIery. UsM Campus. Gomam. -Water.hed: 
Artl.ts Invite Artists 1995" shows through Feb 16. 
Hours: Tues-Sun 11 am-3 pm. 78().5008. 
USM o.her Map Ubt8ry 314 Forest Ave. Portland. "A 
Celebration of 175 Years of Maine Statehood" shows 
through March 17. Hours: Wed 1-4:30 pm and IHI pm. 
Thurs & Sat from 9 am-12:30 pm. 7804850. 
TIM Welt SIde R_1Int 58 Pine St. Portland. 
Painting. by Brian Currier .how through Jan 31. 773-
8223. 
Zuni .... Grill 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Paintings by 
Steven J. Priestley and mixed media on paper by 
Deborah Newberg. ongoing. Hours: Tues-Sun. 5 pm-
10 pm. 774-5260. 
other 
Arc ........ Opportunity Apply now to take part In an 
exchange of artists with Portland's Russian sister 
city. The exchanges Include the possibility of staying 
In the homes and working In the studios of local artists 
In Russia. Call Marta at 879-1887. 
Artlsb Apply Portland Public Library. 5 Monument 
Square. Portland. Invites artists to submit worl< for 
one-month exhibition In the Lewis gallery. B71·1758. 
"ATHENA: A JcIurMI for Posltlv. W ....... • seeks 
submissions of poetry. photography. short stories 
and drawings on the topic of spirituality. by women 
with HIV/AIDS. spon.ored by the Maine Women's 
Fund. Send .ubmlssions to:ATHENA. The AIDS Project. 
P.O. Box 5305. Portland ME 04101.774-8877. 
Danfortll Gallery 34 Danforth St. Portland. seeks 
artists to partiCipate In Corporate Art Loan Program. 
Please send 5-10 slides. resume and prl~lng 
Information. Include SASE for return of slides. Also 
Bl/ailable. exciting Internships. Interns will coordinate 
two statewide exhibitions. Some experience preferred. 
Call Helen to apply. 775-6245. 
"ElMrlllnll Artists' Danforth Gallery wants your 
submissions for their exhibit planned for a June 6 
opening. Artists must reside In Maine or have spent 
considerable time working here. Entries. consisting of 
ten slides or prints of recent worl<. should be post-
marked by AprIl 15. Send to 35 Danforth St. Portland. 
ME 04101. If you would like worl< retumed Include a 
SASE. 775-6245. 
June mzp.trIck Gallery 112 High st .. Portland. Is 
having a week~ong cabln4'ever sale. Rne origlnal1Bth 
and 19th century American and European palntlnl!s. 
drawings and prints will be on sale Jan 28 through Feb 
3. Hours: noon-5pm dally. Refreshments will be .erved 
every day. 773-6574. 
Open Slide NIIIIIt The Union of Maine Visual Artlsts 
Invttes artlsts. craftspeople and anyone Interested to 
attend an open slide night the second friday of each 
month at 7:30 pm at Jay Yorl< Affordable Photo. 58 
Wilmot St. Portland. Bring slides for discussion/ 
feedback. 773-3434. 
_ c-. C". holds weekly meeting. Mon at 
7:30 pm at the American Legion Hall. 413 Broadway. 
S. Portland. Monthly events Include B&W. color print 
and color slide competltlon. 854-3763. 
Portland C .......... of --.Is looking for Maine 
artists to share their worl<. 772-2Bl1. ext. 223. 
Photopaphy Forum every Thurs from 7-9 pm. during 
Feb. Speakers are: Feb 1 : Chuck Fell; Feb 8: Rose 
Marasco; Feb 15: Paul D'Amato; Feb 22: John 
Caponigro. Followed by refreshments. At the Danforth 
Gallery. 35 Dantorth St. Portland. TIx: $6($5 members). 
.eason pass $20 ($15 members). 775-6245. 
Pottery CI_ for kids and adults offered at Sawyer 
Street Studios. S. Portland. Costs and times vary. 
767-4394. 
Randy ..... Fund Created In ' honor of long.tlme 
member of Maine Arts Sponsors Association (MASA) 
Randy Bean. to assist an artist In attending the annual 
MASA conference. Contrfbutlons may be sent to: The 
MASA Randy Bean Fund. P. O. Box 2352. Augusta. ME 
04338. 626-3277. 
TIM USM Women'. Cent.r Invites women artlsts to 
submit original artworks for a February show celebrating 
"Love." Please send 3-5 slides or color caples with 
media and size Information. a short artist's statement 
explaining the relationship of your worl«s) to the 
theme and a SASE to: UsM Show. P.O. Box 761. 
Standish. ME 04084. Deadline Is Feb 2. 78().2342. 
Younc et Art 30 Caleb St. Portland offers winter 
courses for kids ages 5-13 In clay sculpture and mixed 
media. Classes are held at South Portland Recreation. 
21 Nelson Rd. S. Portland. Call 767-7950 to register. 
or call Judy Faust for more Info 761-9438. 
All .... Center for Soul. Community and the Arts. 657 
Congress St. Portland. offers lectures and workshops 
on various topicS. Love offering. 781-1500. 
"AfterlleQlne LookInCet the WorIcIlhrouCh Women'. 
Eyeo' A discussion presented by Mara Khavari and 
Patricia Tommareili. who attended the Conference on 
Women. Jan 26 at 7:30 pm In Payson-Smith Hall. 
room '1. UsM Campus. Portland. 871-2854. 
Chin. T ....... T .. k Noted maritime historian. Nicolas 
Dean. will discuss China trade In 19th century Maine. 
Jan 25 at 3:30 pm. At the Center For Maine History. 
489 Congress St. Portland. 879-0427. 
C.......,w~The Small BuslnessDevelopment 
Center at UsM has two Lotus/lBM Leamlng Centers 
available to help people In business learn how to use 
Lotus 123. One-Write Plus and WordPerfect 5.1. 
AppolntmentsavailabieMon.f'r1 . lntemetaccesscourses 
available also. Free. 7804949. 
Comput_ T ..... lna: eow..o offered at Technology 
Training Center. 39 Darling Ave. S. Portland. 7~765. 
Intercultur.1 Dlac ..... on Gr .... meets Mondays. 7 
pm. at the Center for Intercultural Education. 565 
Congress St. Portland. Volunteers are needed as well. 
775-0547. 
Int.rnet Tr.lnln& CI..... Internet Maine offers 
Introductory and Intermediate classes on how to use 
the net and HTML made easy every three weeks, at 
449 Forest Ave. Portland. Cost: $25. 780-0416. 
J._ L_ns with Japan America Society of 
Maine. at 993 Forest Ave. Portland. Classes available 
for kids and adults. 878-9440. 
~Exc:IuI0392 ForeSt, Portland. Offers seminars 
and wor1<shops on foreign languages. 772-0405. 
L .... I.n Rctlon Wrltlnll Workshop beginning In 
January. Contact Joanne to Join. 797-2856. 
~tlna:Workshop lead by Denis Ledoux. author of 
-Turning Memories Into Memoirs . - Jan 30. Feb 13 & 
27 from 1-4 pm at the Rtty.Five Plus Center. 6 Noble 
St. Brunswick. Cost: $70 ($55 previous workshoppers). 
353·5454. 
Maine Wrtt ... and Publl.h ... Allianc. 12 Pleasant 
St. Brunswick. offers workshops on a regular basis. 
Jan 27 & 28: Proprioceptive Writing with Joan Lee 
Hunter.Sat&sunl0 am-5 pm. $115 ($100 members). 
Limit: 12. 729-6333 . 
Metlovlch SocI.ty An educational organization of 
lesbians. gay men. bisexuals and friends meets the 
second and fourth Thurs of the month . Jan 25: Alan 
Hamilton presents the "BIsexual Movement History" 
from 7:3D-9 pm at Holiday Inn by the Bay. 88 Spring 
St. Portland. Free. 761-4380. 
MenI--.WakIorflchool presents 'Growing Point 
An OVerview of the Waldorf Curriculum Grades 1-8" 
with William Ward. who has 19 years of experience 
with Waldorf elementary curriculum. Jan 27 at 7pm.ln 
UsM·. Luther Bonnay Auditorium. UsM Campu •• 
Portland. 865-3900. 
Port ..... Club Speaker Sett .. Jan 30: -Maine Really 
Is On the Move. - with Thomas McBrierty. commissioner 
of the Maine Department of Economic & Community 
Development. All speakers appear at 7 pm at The 
Portland Club. 156 State St. Portland. A cash-bar 
social hour begins at 5:45 pm and dinner Is at 6:15 
pm. Reservations requested. Dinner Is $9. 799-
2599. 
Port ..... I.aptopU .... Group meets Mondays at 7:15 
am at the Clarl< Associates Building. 2331 Congress 
St. Portland. Reservations and a laptop required. 775-
1140 or 772-8666. 
Portland Pott.., Pottery. jewelry and basket-maklng 
classes. Wide selection for adults and children. 772-
4334. 
R_ T.ctIc. A seminar on new tactics for 
finding qualified personnel In low unemployment 
markets. led by Chris stonick of Stonlck Recruitment. 
Jan 30. from 9-10:30 am at the SnowSquail Restaurant. 
18 Ocean St. S. Portland. Free. 774-6364. 
SCORE 66 Peari St. Portland. holds small business 
worl<shops on a regular basis. SCORE also offers free 
Individual counseling appointments dally. Nominal 
fee. Jan 30: "Marketing. Marl<etlng. Marl<etlng: finding 
the way to profits." 772-1147. 
S .... l.anIIUC. C ..... Introductory lessons on Tue •• 
from 1HI:30 pm. at 251 High St. S. Portland. Cost: 
$45 for 10 weeks. 767-6247. 
SIne: Uk. You Feel A guided tour to your voice with 
Andrea Antognoni of Papa Loves Mambo. Sundays 
from 4-5:30 pm beginning Feb 4. Register by Jan 31. 
limited seating. Cost: $50 for four weeks. 797-8946. 
Sbmp Art Greater Bookland & Cafe. Cook's Corner 
Shopping Center. Brunswick. will host a rubberstamp 
workshop Jan 27 with Kathy Ebert. a specialist from 
- the -All Night Media" stamp company. This free 
workshop will be geared to adult beginners or 
newcomers. Kids acompanled by adults are also 
welcome. 725-2313. 
Internet Ace ... at USM for small business owners. 
Explore how the internet can help your business. 
Appointments are available Mon.fri. Free but limited. 
7804949. 
W_'.~Da •• I.pment~holdsregular 
regional meetings with business owners throughout 
the state to share Information. problems and solutions 
to their business challenl!es. All are welcome. Next 
worl<shop In Portland: Feb 14. 5:3()'7:30 pm at the 
Barron Center. Brighton Ave. Portland. 885-5167. 
WorlciAtraI .. C:-II at_ ... Community Breakfut 
Jan 26 from 7:30-9 am. Featuring an address by Gov. 
Angus King. "Maine Within the WoMd: Chartlnga New 
Course. " Cost: $15 ($10). 7804551. 
sports 
AquatIc PrOIIJWM Greater Portland YMCA. 70 Forest 
Ave. Portland. offers a series of swimming programs 
-Including lessons for Infants. kids and adults and 
a lifeguard certlficatlon course. Costs and times vary. 
874-1111. 
__ I for AduIb everyTues &Thurs from IHI pm. 
sats from 2-4 pm at Riverton Community Center. 
1600 Forest Ave. Portland. Cost: $2. 874-8455. 
__ I The YMCA offers membership basketball 
at Its gymnasium at 70 Forest Ave. Portland. Mon.fri 
from sa am; Mon. Wed & Fri from 12-1:30 pm: and 
Tue. & Thur. from 4:3().5:50 pm. 874-1111. 
EnlrCYUckIIC?TrymovlngwithENERJOY step aerobics. 
Community classes held In Portland. South Portland. 
Falmouth. Gray and Yarmouth evenings and weekends. 
Rrstclass Is free. DropIn $4. 767-7650 or 797-<>484. 
FIItyoFIYe and AllYe The Greater Portland YMCA offers 
fitness classes and programs for active older adults. 
874-1111. 
Rm St.p. Beyond USM Lifeline offers a personal 
fitness evaluation for people of all fitness levels. 
Including body fat composition. muscular strength 
and endurance. flexibility and cardiovascular 
endurance. Cost: $160, 7804639. 
Full fICU,e Aerobic. Is a class lor XL. XXL and plus 
sizes only - and meets Mon. Wed and Frl from 5:15-
6 pm. at the West School. 57 Douglas St. Portland. 
Cost: $3 per class. 799{)197. 
1_ Socc_ for Women Tues from 8-9:30 pm at the 
Riverton Community Center. 1600 ForestAve. Portland. 
874-8455. Cost: $2. 874-8455. 
JANUARY 25. 1996 
Lap Iwtma at the Portland YWCA. 87,SpoiC''-'t. 
Portland. offer great exercise In_ a 11ght:mlllll"... 
warmedt083degrees.Feeslncludelockers.~. 
towels and saumi •• Cost:· $3 per swim for "tWCA 
member •• $4 per swim for nonmembers. 87~. 
_ ... _Is a gay and lesbian lIJRIIiII&.-
that sponsors a weekly run In Portland artlUI1dJIBi:k 
Cove. Saturdays at 9 am. 761-2059. 
_ ... T ..... T_ Club offers open play MoniIWO 
from 5-9 pm and Thursdays from 6-10 pm _ 
Athletic Club. Route 1. Falmouth. Players of .1 .... 
and abilities are weloome. Coachlnecan be .......... 
Cost: $5 per per.on. balls provided. 82J.8231.. 
MartI .. ____ cla.sesatS._ 
Recreation. 21 Nelson Road. S. Portland • .inaulle 
InsWctlon In Karate and Hakkoryu A1kljltsu.rchIIIINn 
ages 5 and older and adults are encou ...... to 
participate. 767-7650. 
Opon Qyno far T_ Everlne teen proerams: ~ 
414 Eastem Prom. Portland. Tues & Thl.WS IHI pm ~ 
school age); King Gym. 92 DeerIng Ave. PortIand;:rue,a;. 
8pm(mlddeschool age). Thurs IHIpm (high _..,; 
Reiche ComrTxJnlty Center. 166 Brackett St, _. 
Tues& Thurs 5:30-7 pm (middle school age). Man'&._ 
5:1!Xl:45 pm (high school age). Fee: $.50. 87:QJl!13. 
Portland p..,... Portland Public Health has I~ 
a non-competltlve walking program for city realdenIrI. 
Meet at Congress Square Mon.fri between 6~ 
am. 874-87B4. 
Port ..... PublIc PoDIa Reiche Pool. 166 ~ 
Portland: Afternoon swim - Mon-Wed andTrl 'flIIm 
4:30.6 pm. Thurs from '4:30-6:30 pm (no scI1atII;"" 
swim). open swim - Thurs from 6:J0.8 pm. Rive<tDn 
Pool. 1600 Forest Ave. Portland: Adult swlm·--OT.ues 
and Thurs. 6-7:30 am. Mon.fri12:15-1:15. Man. Wed 
and Frl6:15-7:30pm. Sat 12:30-1:30 pm. Open.~ 
- Mon and Wed 7:J0.8:45 am. Tues 6:15-apm. Sat 
from 1:3(}'3:30 pm. 874-8456. 
Portland Women'. RUIIbY Club Is looking for recruits. 
No experience needed. all athletes welcome. 892-
9325. 
Row Row R_ Learn how slide seat rowing can keep 
you fit for life. Call Casco Bay Rowing Center at .B4~ 
5139. 
Shot""'n Karate The Portland YMCA offers ongoing 
classes foryouths and adults Tues and Thurs evenings. 
Youth kick around from 5 :30.6:30 pm and adUlts 
meet from 6:30.6 pm. Cost: $30 youths per monti)/ 
$40 adults per month. 874-1111. CIW 
• BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY • 
EDWARD'S COMPLETE 
MAINTENANCE 




-Gutt~r Cluning * 
-Snow Plowing 
-Sanding 
-Tr~~ Work ~r=F:::;t:~~" ,.tl.o ... il 
i -Light Trucking/Hauling 
-Odd Jobs 
R~asonabl~ Rat~s - Insur~d 
I 
Cut or tlte Cud ~. 
20 0 0 on 1ST Order ~ 
CALl RUSS EDWARDS 
773-8370 
Nancy Purdy 767·3135 ~ 




Crwlill< repairs.al 7bI-457I 
cornmon sense n.ct.S 
ij lJtOWN & MEYI1tS 
ntANSCRIPTION 
We Transcribe Everything! 
24-Hour Dictation Line 
846-0420/800-785-7505 
...A (line Information.. erral Ser"i 
~ 'fee 207·774-2159 Ce. 
.'Fax: 207-828-1922 
e-maiL·ma.o .... e@.laineiink.ne. 
We'll refer you to a pnlvi.ier 
insurance, and a 
WE'LL DO THIS FOR FREE - PROVIDERS CALL TO BE USTED 





ATTENTION To DETAIL 
Cle • .u.g Smiw 
Residenlial " Commercial' Marine 
Cail us for • menu 
767·1415 
We will med yOII' Jptaallttd deaailll DCab. ·.i/crfJ 
Raclel R\UlSOG & Ll\ua Giroadill 
Cletualinus is II. virtue. 
A&A 
Property Services 
General Contracting & Maintenance 
Remodeling. bathrooms. 
kitchens.finished basements. 
rooHng . decks. additions. interior 
and exterior painting. vinyl 
siding. complete mobil home 
set-up and service, 
No job too big Dr small. 
Prompt. reliable service. insured. 
AI Merola 
Call 871-0093 
'ON" SUE'LL DO IT! 
-SPl"ITU .... l WOR.KU.s IN A 'HYSICAl WOllD" 
· ROOf SHOVELING ~~ 
· SNOW HOWING ~ 
• PET CARE 
• LIGHT HAULING 
' ASSISTWITHMOVING ~ 





... and othar life sUpport services 
Ii you've ever cleaned up 
for the deaning people ... 
or worse. cleaned up 
after them ... 
You need me in your liie. 




(What were you thinking?) 
vinyl - wood - tile 
Cleaned or Painted 
Restored ~on't repla~ 
Uke new old floors 
Especial)' those Tum them Into 
"No Will- ftoors ART underloot 
• Deep cleaned • Hand pamed 
by maellne • Original Design 
• Sealed by !land Spec'" ~ 
Fw ErnllATIS c.IIJohn Pwidt .. 179-2646 
•••••••••••• • • • Sccreuriall Office SUPpod • 
• • • CAPE 161-3946. 
.W.O.R.O • I • • 
• PROCESSING • • • 
• tp<,UJizjllt;" .fIU. wppllrt • 
• Uf'IIktS for .. /f-",.pl#ytJ .. 
: itu/iviJlMb -' litbtly lUff" : 
• ..... ptmia '"". 1!J86 • 
• (IouuJ .. RJ.77 U. c.~ EliuMJI). I ............. 
.:'f1*.. RENO PAINTING Co. 
~" specializing il 




Since 1977 Insured 
scientific 





CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
categories 
bullet in boa rd 



















real estat e 
condos for sale 
land for sale 
mobile homes 
real estate wanted 
auctions 








items for sale 
yard sales 
antiques 





bed &: breakfasts 
getaways 















get it to us 
0. ..... : Moo. 3pm pre-paid 




P.O. Bo, 1238 
Portland. ME 04104 
Hand: 561 Congress St 
fine print 
~::. :;:t:::'~:Vdef1 ! 
Visa or Masterccwd, Lost & Found items ::Tf 
:~~d::.~::::'~t : '=e for Ji::j::~: 
typographical errors, omissions, or chan(ij;t 
in the ad which do not affect the value odtt 
content or substCllltially chan&e the mea~~ 
of the ad , Credit will be issued when via'.>~:: 





112 hour _how Mth liv. doves. ra~Oit. 
& free r>;agic triG,". WIll V.ndini at 
8!>\-1743 or HlOO·826·8240. 
"Th. Children '. Magician" 
THE UNIVERSALIST CHURCH 
OF WESTBROOK 
119M.u.St. T1'utbtwlr. 
\\"01 ~"ip St:'1 \ Ilt': 
'St,ttt' Olll1t' \.k " 
Chtldllil <0; 1', 0gl.ll1l " l\ St'n II. to, 
al 10;)0 am Sund.1\ 
Minister, Kathleen Allan 
FMI, 854-2497 
A Unitarian ~ 
Universalist 
help wanted 
The AIDS Project Seeks 
MSM Field Outreach Worker in York County 
MSM HIY Prevenlion Education field outreach worker 
(30-hour position) sought for York County. Prefer York 
County resident. 
Requirements: 
Knowledge and experience of m:v and MSM. B.A. minimum 
with experience with men's groups and trainings; addictive/ 
compulsive, non<eosensual, and anonymous sex issues; 
wriling and computer skills; strong organizational, inter-
personal, and speaking skills; familiarity with homophobia; 
good boundaries; compassion and creativity. . 
Start ASAP. Because of the personal nature of the work, please 
telephone lhe Director of Prevention Education for copy of job 
description and responsibilities before submitting cover letter 
and resume. Applications due by 8 February to: 
The AIDS Project· York MSM Search Committee· 
P.O. Box 5305 • Portland· ME 04101 
The AIDS Project is an equal opponunily employer. All qualified applicants will 
receive consideration for employment without regard to race , co lor, religious 
creed, sex , national origin, ancestry, age, physical handicap, or mental hand icap. 
c.,,,,,,,ption 
AGI· Tho Only LOCAl. dating _! Wo ~::;O;;I:d:;=L~~~d~~~~S~==:k~~:======~ 
~2~onepetSOllatatfme. l .8OO. a y ee 
ADOPTION· MY CHOICE- frH support, a New Brae, n medical. housing and r .... ,. _ . 
Choose and rMOt adoptive paronlll. t ·800· 
650·7550. 
CHILDRENS BIRTHDAY PARTIES. 30 Maine Times has changed,but the traditions 
miMe show wlllvo dew ... _ . free remain. We have given this nationally respected newspaper a 
magic ITIcks. CaR Vandini. Tho Childrona face lift and now we need a new person to sell advertising 
MagIcian. 854·17431 1-800-826-8240. for us. You will be based out of our Portland office and will 
GOT A CAMPGROUND MEMBERSHIP OR travel the state servicing current advertisers and developing 
TIMESHARE? W." take It! Col America's new advertisers. If you are enthusiastic, persuas ive, and 
Iargost~._cto.. 
iflIhouse. ReSo!tSalosIntematlonal:HOO· confident we want to meet you. You must possess a reliable 
423·5967. vehicle ... and a brain. Compensation includes a draw against 
POETRYCONTEST.$24.oooinpriz ... pos. commission. bonus and vehicle allowance. 
sible PlblCation. Send one oI1gInaI poem. 
20 lnos or less to: NatIonaIlbory 01 Po-
oily. Box 704·12412. OWIngs Mils. MD. 
2tl17. 
lost a fOllid 
LOST IN PORTLAND- Bottom hall 01 dart< 
green lountain pon w/gold trm. Rewardl 
CaR 874·2638. 
help wanted 









PI.as. dlroct your inquires to: 
Brian Moany 
MAINE TIMES 
561 Con,r.ss St. 
Portland, ME 04101 
207·828·5432 
MAINE TIMES is an Equal Opportunity Employ.r. 
TEACHERS: LOOKING FOR 
THE IDEAL SUMMER JOB??? 
DIRECTOR. 
JUNIOR SAIUNG PROGRAM 
The POTllind Yacht Club is seekme I Director 10 be In charge of II'S 
summer Junior Sailing Program. The prorram is a nine-week nautical 
day camp open 10 any child 8 to 18 years old, The position is 
responsible for the promotion. 5101tfmc, cumculum developmen t Ind 
overall dally management of a prorram which serves around SO 
partiCipants In three J-week seSSions wllh an instructional staff of 8. 
The ,deal candidate WIll be • US Salltn, level I Dmihy In>lruclor 
Trainer, and be Red Crou F,nt Aid and CPR certlhed. Prior experience as 
a salhng program director, sailmr insrructOf. or comparable 
teachmg/ coachlng expenenc.e IS essenhal. This is a seasonal posHion 
which IS full time from mid June through August, Ind Involves 
organlzatlonll commllee meetjnlS dunn, Ihe off season. 
Please send resume by Jan. 31.1996 to: 
Keith Halliburton. Club Manager 
Portland Yacht Club 
PO Box 66692 
Falmouth. ME 04105 
TEMPLE BETH EL 
As5ilt the Administntor. Educational Director and Rabbi. Good inrerp<Ronal sk~~. 
and organizat ional ability and facility with romputer! required. Knowledgt of Jewish 
custonu helpful. Friendly. active. 500. family unit congregation wi th small and 
dedicated staff. Hourly position appro. 30 hrslwk. 
Snul ",ume by hb. 2"" 
Ken Levindey. Temple Beth EJ· 400 D«ringAvc· Portland. ME 04103 




HOLY INNOCENTS h .. a pan-rime (19hr) opening for a 
H omemaker Trainee in ,he Greater PonJand area. Involves the 
provision of homemaking. laundry and grocery ,hopping to :wi .. 
the elderly andlor incapacitated individuals in their homes. 
Dependable transportation. valid driver's license and adequate 
insurance required. 
Ren411JeS or iettnf Df ;nt"at must be rt&nv"J bifon 
4:30pm . " 2/6/96. PYdS. smJ "': 
Bra .. 1a J. Macomber 1464 
HWIUIII R-UKa 0fIlu 
P.O. !lao< l~ 
Portlaad, ME I}ojl04 
CatholK Chances Maine is a Unilcd Way and a 
City of Pordand Community Developmc., AssiI..d Agency and 
an &jual Opponunily/Affirma<ivc Aaion Employu 
NETWORK 5Y5TEM5 
5PECIALIST 
The Maine State Housing Authority, Maine's housing 
finance agency with assets in excess of one billion 
dollars and revenues of over 100 million dol/ars, 
seeks a Network Systems Specialist to manage our 
stand alone and networked host and client computer 
equipment with Novell and VMS platforms. This 
includes installing!configuring system hardware, 
network security, and trouble-shooting. This 
individual is also responsible for migrating to a client 
server structure. 
Candldatn should have: 2 years experienced in PC 
network administration and with VAX using VMS 
and RMS databases. We are looking for someone 
with knowledge of Novell Netware, VMS, micro- and 
mini- computer compo·nents/functions, client-server 
technology, and PC/printer interfaces; rCP/IP and 
OOBC experience; and a bachelor's degree in a 
related field. 
MSHA provides a competitive compensation 
package. If you are disabled and wish to request an 
accommodation to search the process contact 
Human Resources at (800)452-4668, TOO 
(800)452-4603 . Please send a resume by lanuarv 
31, 1996. to: 
Human Resources 
Maine State Housing Authority 
353 Water Street 
Augusta, Maine 04330-4633 
- affirmative action employer. 
9~(9~for established 
companies in U.S. Virgin Islands. Retai l Sales and Management 
Restaurant Management. Wailstaff. Food Prep 
.. Please Fax Resume to: 1-800-779-4330 
Meet IOIIt8OIII special In the caw perslllaiS 




looking to buy or sell a home is a lot like looking for love. Many 
people will tell you they are "in no hurry" and it's true. When the 
right buyer or dream house comes along, they'll be ready, just as 
they'll be ready when they make eye cgntact with their soulmate in 
the grocery store checkout line, the car wash, or a fundraiser for 
extraterrestrial refugees settling on planet Earth. 
Other people lose sleep over Hreal estate timing," their housing 
clocks ticking, just as their biological clocks do. They want to meet 
the right person, settle down, have kids, and live happily ever after-
not today, not tomorrow but, yesterday. At the same time, they don't want to give up certain 
aspects of their single lives. In the case of real estate, anxiety usually occurs when it is necessary 
to sell a current home in order to buy. Which comes first? Do I put my house up for sale? What 
if someone comes to buy it before I've found a place to go? Aaakkk! Panic attack. Do I find 
the house of my dreams first, make an offer on it, and then sell my home? The wrinkle in this 
plan is that most sellers won' t accept your offer-too risky in a market where the average home 
takes 5 months to sell. What if you fare worse than average? While waiting for you, the seller 
may miss buyers who are ready now, and if your house doesn't sell at all ... well, sellers don't 
even want to contemplate that possibility. 
In some ways, it seems like you can't win . Yet, people coordinate the sale and purchase 
of a home every day, just as people fall in love and get married every day. In both instances, 
the trick is understanding the pros and cons of your approach. 
If you sell first, you enter the hallowed ranks of Hgolden buyers," financially qualified with 
no need for a seller to wait for (and gamble on) the sale of your home, putting you in a strong 
negotiating position. If you buy first, you avoid that pa nic attack, but you may have to sweeten 
the deal for the seller with a higher offer, making it worth his while to wait. 
There's no one answer. If you're looking for a house that's typical in your market, you 
should probably sell first. Once you get an offer, you can make your purchase and coordiante 
the moving dates. If you're looking for the unique, your decision is tougher. If you. wait to 
find it before trying to sell, the seller may not be so willing to wait, and you lose your dream 
house. Consider selling your house and renting temporarily after the sale, knowing you will 
be in a stronger bargaining position when you buy. You can also negotiate with your buyer 
to allow you time to find a home. 
These aren't all the answers. These aren't even all the questions. It's a start-whlch is 
precisely what you need to do. get started, one way or the other. Think of it as a first date. 
like Nike, just do it. . 
(Susan Shea is a real estate broker in the Creater Portland area. She will be commenting weekly 
on matters relating to buying and selling homes in Maine. If you have a real estate related question 
or observation, write to Susan at: Real Estate Marlcetp/Qce, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 041 04) 
help wanted 
Exptrioncod d .. igno- lat loast ) · 5 yoars) 
n .. dod with skills in 4 color work. 
O .. ignl Ad studio with variod and 
int • ...mng projects, s.us a talonlod and 
v .... atilo graphic d."ign ... Work inclucks 
concoptualizing, layout EI d .. ign and 
production. Mac mowlodgo ~uittd in 
Quark and Photosbop. also F=hand or 
Illustrator. Drawing abUitio. a plus. 
PL~ase send rt:Sume. covu ldter, and 5 
,ampl .. of your bost work to: 
...... I ... ck 
.1IIecII1 Ce., l1li:. 
POlulD 
W.1IIcIqMrt, ME ~ 
All 1ft"",," _f/MIIJIJI 
DOCENT COORDINATOR: 
CARING UNLIMITED. YORK COljNTY 
DOMEST1CVIOLENCE PROGRAM.ls_· 
Ing afuM..timo _1Suppart Group Coor· 
dinator to provide direct _ to women 
'00 children. Including obis Int......,tion 
ard advocacy and to co-Iocilitate weekly 
suppatgroupo. Social Wort< dogr .. and/or 
.xpori"""" proforrad. Must be sensitive to 
I ..... 01_ violence. Formorty bat· 
tered women and wanan of color encour-
agodto apply. EOE. $t8.SOD par year plus 
bonaftto. Send _ to: P.O. Box 590. 
SanIord. ME 001073 by 2I2i'96. 
EARN$200-$t ooowMdyasoen-tiing prod. 
ucts at homo. 1·1100-574·9635 ext. t33. 
FUND RAISER· _wide. non·paI1i ..... 
cM~uadvocacy~b~to~~ . _lor gront writing. dlrtcl mail . and 
major donor work. Knowtadge of gay com· 
mooity hoIpftj. CclmmIuIon basis. Send 
resLmll, ~ m commission ra-
qui""",,"," to: __ • P.O. Box 232. 
Hallowol. ME 001347. 
MODEl.., UNClOTHED- 3-hour __ . 
Academy cano Pittore. Bowdoinham. 666· 
8453. Be reliable. ftoxlble. Str1ctfy prol .. • 
sIonaI. 
A SEASONAL, FULL-TIME POSITION COORDINATING MYSTERY SHOPPERSIEam up to $24 
DOCENTS WHO ACT AS INTERPRETIVE GUIDES. STRONG houfy plus fr .. food. free g ... frea mar· 
chandl ... ott. In your _. time. Free Info 
BACKGROUND IN NATURAL SCIENCE AND INTERPRETIVE 24 tv.. Cal: 1·800-664-8253 ext.3660 olr 
1·8()()'677·1207 oxt. 1581 .CIS 1·770-433· 
TECHNIQUES IS NECESSARY. THIS POSITION IS 5399. 
AVAILABLE FROM MARCH 1 THROUGH OCTOBER 31 . NUDE MooEL SEARCH. Elm ~ 
SALARY RANGE $10,000-$12,000. Model RofuMroquirod. Must be 16+. 775· 
t909. 
SEND RESUME TO: THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT WElLS PROFESSIONAL RESUMES roodt In om. 
RESERVE, 342 LAUDHOLM ROAD pIoyment interviews. Cal car- PlannIng 
WElLS, ME 04090, BY 1 FEBRUARY. - ... (207)885-0700. 
$L_-EE-K-LY~:':uffI=="::':;1 ;':;:;;::;;'::~$35:;;;.OOOIYR~-::-:.::'INCO~::M~E=::PO=T=ENT1AL======Road=.::' SALES ASSISTANTS AND BROKERS ... t .000lW ot ng onv oopss at SerIes 7 Qconsod and looking lor mor.? 
home. Guerantoad! Easy wort<. """oIert Ing books. Tol FrH (1)800-898·9778 ext. Contact Maino SocuritIes Corporation, 15 
rFfEePT~,:,,"send~~~ ~!~: R·5496 lor detail I. M",""","", Square. PorUand. ME 04101 . 
5O().KO. Uma. PA. 19O:l7. $35.000IYR. INCOME POTENTlAl. Road· T.SHlRTSCUSTOMPRINTED$4.50FROM 
Ingbool<s. Toilfree: t ·8OO-898·9778ext. R· 
•• ~ ._ WEEKLY! "'.,.._ time pro. 3439Iordotails. Fruit 01 tho Loom. Hats $2.75. mugs ond 
..,.,.,...,.,. • -"-' mor .. Fill ina oI_dory. Free color 
c_ng U.S. Govorrmont FHA Mortgage caIaIog. 1·800·242·2374. IItrg En,-*,. 
RofI.ndo from yet.< homo. No ~ $40.000IYR. INCOME POTENTlAL Homo 40. 
->,. (5001)0129-9233 ext. 3046 0 04. typIot/PC ..... Toll free (1) 800·898·9778 
Ext. T·5498 lor htfngs. 
ROOMAns, • 
• Needoroo~ 
• Need 0 place 1o..liO.e2 
Ellmlnale a.nc.f 
AI applicants ~ 
1""'-"'1 Etc. i, 0 _ ~ l>e-dioaimiroting 
.... """..uheolo.!oe 1Ying.."._ 
79NJ776 




clout. 2BDR ~ In E.DeorIng WIth 
proloulonol. qUet, GM and cat. 011·_ 
partdng. tnOwr.-novll. $2751mo. +uti_ . 
761-0382. 
. lNlI.JNfV 25.-1996 II 
WILLARD BEACH· 2 NlornoI<_ 10< 4BDR 
-.. c;.ag •. yard. $4OO'mGIpar. 
IOIlIndudooHItf,V .~roquIrod . 
883·3891 . 
apts/rent 
25 GRANT STREET· StudIoIt BDRI2BDR. 
BEAUTIFUL OLD· STYLE PORTLAND 
APARTMENT· N/S. WI'. Nlpots. $29OImo. 
+ tl2 __ SoctIiIydopoolllncIudoot-ti 
MERCY AREA· SInly. fuonIohod. utilltl... $300-$475. HIHW 1nc:Iudod. I y .... fuM. 
Shore Idtchen; baths. WID. porIdng. $1401 N/pets. 282·5347. loav. rnosoago. 
laundry. 772-0308. 
BRIGHTON AREA· ProIMaIonoIIemIIoIor 
7 -fOQm spartmont with lIIudi<>'afIk:e t!pIOC8. 
Muot -. $3251mo. 2It . 761·9438. 
2·_ plus dopooII. 871·1383. 
NORTH DEERING·3BDR. &.myhomo.W/ 
D. partdng ...... pon:h. Availobl. 2It .$25OI 
mo. + 1/3 _ No couch poWtOOI. 797· 
9424. 
PARK AVENUE- GM _. GWI' to _. 
BRIGHTON MEDNSMAREA· RooponoIbIo apaJ1mont. $2501mo. HIHW Included. 011· 
N/Sroommato to share choap. ugly3BDR. stroot partdng. NIpots. 773·2853. 
$205Imo. + IAII_. 773·1868. 
CUMBERLAND AVENUE WEST· WF to 
share opadous briIIht SRMI3BDR wlpro· 
_ rnoIe. l.aundry""""""".!\.tbuo-
mont. 0WI10I' In bullcing. partdng. $287.501 
mo. plus 112 _ . 871-0272. 
EAST WINDHAM· BoUN CCU'iIry Il0l· 
ting. lIka. g..w.. Room Indudoo bath, 
gorogo. WID. hul $3oWmo. 892·5345. 
FINDAROOMMATEINTHEClASSIFIEDS· 
Cal (207)775·1234 now and pIaco yet.< 15· 
word ad lor as_ as $6.75/wook. 
GENTLE SOUL to __ ·round. 3BDR 
PaaIao Island holM wl2 pluscat.lMgtyard 
w/garden. 0uIet location. brisk 10·"*>tA. 
wolkto 1wTy. PIoaso. N/S. NloddItIonaIpots. 
$1751mo. +1/3_. 112 phone. CalJofI 
and St_. 766·44.25. 
ttOUSE SHARING SOUND GOOD?? 61· 
male _. to go 112 on _ . I: 
NC:t6. h'\cor'ne,smobr,36, one cal DesIre 
tho .. _OIrd RI. 302. north 01 POIIWIdto 
Bridgton lIkas RegIon. RId<, 647-4098. 
LARGE BEDROOM IN HOUSE. 011·_ 
partdng. close to USM. $25OImo. + t/3 
utI-. 828-6725. 
TELEMARKETER· ConouIting finn hu an 
Immadlate opening lor • tol"""'et", to 
wort< on • part·time. contract basis In 
WInthrop. Tho candidat. wli be resp0n-
sible lor Incr~ _ 01 _ and 
products. Including pOOIlcation subsatp-
tions ond rOllOW .... CIndIdatoo IWSI hovo 
• beeholor'l degr ... a record 01 ouccea In 
sales, axcoIlent oral and wrtttan COffiITIJ1'oI-
cation sId's and be _ to corduct to1o· 
phone _1n.profaoa\onaI maooef. Moot 
have CO"l'Ul'" sldls and typing tIbIllty. 
PIoasooond_ondref<renceoloUrda 
CookJon. Director 01 tK-. oporatIona. 
CEI. One Grandview Place. _op. ME 
001364. Fax:(207)3n·3973. No p/>ono caIIo 
pi ..... Forthohoarlng lmpaIradorly. TOD 
Phone _10 (600)0l0i5·5631. 
TELEMARKETERSWANTED· H .... funllOl· 
ting appoIntmonIs. Col 871-86t8. 
TYP1ST NEEDED. 10110 PCIword processor 
users. $4O.OOCl/)urpotontill. Tol froe: , . 
800·898·9778 ext. T ·3439 lor _ . 
WARNING! DON'T LOSE TO HOME AS· 
SEMBLY. ENVELOPE STUFANG a< 0_ 
l'oorMwa1dng t1t:a1m. Fa< rNi homo jobe 




PORTLAND WEST END VICTORIAN 
HOUSETOSHARE·F_ldtchon;grOll 
living 100m; fIJI bath; _!dryer; spec. 
_ rooftop dock; bock yard; storage. 
$35Qimo"IncIudoo~. N/poII. pI_. 
(207)761 ·5844. 
SCARBOROUGH· 2 GM _ 3rd to com-
plote 38DR holM. T1rod 01 city lie? to 
mirJJtes to Old Port! Yard. WID. _. 
wooded __ N/S oNt. $325lnc1udoo utili· 
tIoo. 885-5159. 
SCARBOROUGH· WI' lor spacIouo. mod· 
om. 2BDR 011 RI. I . Must _ WID. patio. 
$325/mo. ev.rythlng Includ.d. 883· 
6934eves1772·2379days. 
SOLAR HOME NEAR PORTlANO. lIka. 
_. garden. otc. 2 --.. 1 manlMk· 
Ing N/S. $2751mo. piuo. 892·7453. 
STATE STREET· 2 IIIMwltlopon·mlndod 
roorrrnatas wantad to share. 3BDR~· 
mont. Hordwood fIocn. opociouI. $1751 
mo . • 1/3 ld_. 00p0sIt. NIpots. NlS. 
773·1098. 
WEST END· SeoI<Jng nOlI, reoponsIbie. NI 
S. Wl'to share large. aumy. clean ~. 
mont. PlonIyol..,._poorIdng.$3351mo. 
.,/2 1iU_. Call Josh. h2-6759. 
career 
development 
C-.REER PLAttNmG SER-nces - . 
\lan\es K . .Elklnl. M.S. 
Car- and edUca~on8J 001""'" • . _ •• 1lQ 
'RaIumes and OO\lel' ~ 
Car_ searen txln .... talIoii 
ean (207) eI5.G7oo 
R-E-S-U-M-E-S 
FAST I< PROFESSIONAL 
Call: 
CAPE WORD PROCESSING 
767-3946 
positions wanted 
HOMECARE FOR ELDERLY/HANOI· 
CAPPED-~womanw/goodrel· 
..,..,..._part·tlmeor!\.t·tIrne. d8ys 
and 0Y0f'0Inga. Mon.·Ttu.. 759·2533. nu· 
monc_. 
BRIGHT. ClEAN I+BDR. apartment In 
S.Portland. Nice neighborhood near 
_ and _os. Garage partdng. WID 
hook·up. basomont storage. 011 heal PeIlI 
consIdorad. $53(Ymo.+ utiI_. 353·9822. 
CONGRESS ST.· lMgt t BR. high celings. 
hardwood fIocn. Secur. Widing w/laUn· 
dry. $5OO'mo. HIHW Includad. 828·8014. 
MECtw-l1C ST.· Flr.tnoor0l2·fsmiIyhomo. 
Spac\oUI 1 BDR. IvIngroom. dIningroom. 
knchon.porUy.hardwoodflocn.basement 
1Ioroge. Pots conoiderod. $4751mo . • lAIIs. 
Sec.cIop. 0)842·5572. E)828·0949. 
RICHMOND- LARGE. SUNNY __ tin 
gracious old holM. Easy corTV'nlt. to 1uJ· 
guoIa. Bath a< IIrunawIck. $5OO'mo. in· 
_ heat. hot wat"'. l....-.dry & partdng. 
N/S. Available In January. 773·9549. 
START THE YEAR IN A COMFORTABLE 
2BDR plusltudy ~inaafe. ownor· 
occupIod bulking on Western Prom. .-
Waynflole SChool. Join other coreider.'e. 
respoctllAtenants.l.at.ndry available. $61 0/ 
mo. Call n2·1402. 
TO RENT YOUR APARTMENT FAST. and 
to tho ~ ~ tenants. cell 775· 
1234. THE ClASSIFIEDS. and rooch over 
100.000 poopIo IIYoYgholot Great", Port· 
land! 
I,.." 11IIIIIIII11 1Iuy. 
I1111da1II ...... . 
CIIIcII..r:1III 
RIll fItI1I ....... 
business 
opportunities 
BE YOUR OWN BOSS 
Exciting opportunity to join a fast 
growing teleconvnunlcatlonl co. 
Offen great incoma potential with 
less office hours. Choo .. full or 
pert-time and get paid to train 
otMnl Cell now! 8O().91 CHI888 
INO .... NO . NT .......... NT .. T'V . - ............... -5 
-~- -- ~ .., ... ~Tal.aCOM,..u N,C ... TIC ... . 
AMAZING OPPORTUNITY! $3OO/daymol· 
Inglettors. RuohLSASE: RMA. Box27146· 
T5. s... DIogo. CA92198·1146. 
CUTTING EDGE HEAlTH PRODUCT. Ex· 
pIosIve $ potontial· mar1<oting dona by cas· 
_ • . Writo; B.O .• 432 Shaker Road. Now Gk>uc_. ME 04260. 
FREE MARKETING KIT1 Uve tho AmorIcan 
Dream. $looo'alwooldy fTom your own 
homebasod business. Join MI~ontI 01 En-
treproneura LIVING THE AMERICAN 
DREAM. 1·1100-806-2296 ext. 407. 
MOBILE ESPRESSO CART· Pro_money 
,.,,-. Conl>\et.1lm k.ypockago Includes 
tnlning. Col 892·1107. 
TEMPORARY HELP. TEMPORARY HELP 
IS A $40 BIWON INDUSTRY. You can be 
part 01 tho _ growing portion of tho 
Industry by joining Labor World. With ovor 
1 1 Oollle.lln 32 states, _ ... tho_1n 
1_ teIrf>Orory help. The evorogo not 
profltofOU'offIceaw • .,..$2OOKlnl994. 
W. prcMde oxcelont tnInIng. opening IS· 
sllIItnce. ftnoncing and ongoing aJppOrt. ff 
you have • saIos andIor strong managoriaI 
boct<grotI1d. wont yet.< hord wort< to trans· 
lat. Into • 6 fIgIn Income. and havo $1 001( 
to In_. you owe htoyoursollto phone lor 
acomplotolnfonnationldt. t ·8OO·275·5000 
X236 • 
30 r • CASCO B~Y WEEKLY 
::;; .. 
", .'.';:;' 
':' .. ,., .. ' ' .. , ':' " 
'. :. 
condoslrent 
GRANT STREET- Huge. slllllY2BDR wllR. 
DR. eal-In kilchen. hardwood ftoors. laun-
dry; $5501mo. Includes HlHW. SILVER 
STREET- 1 BDR wAoft & 2BDR In secured 
bUIlding. Exposed brick & beam. laundry; 
$525/mo. +util~ies. (Sorry. no pots/paJ1<-
ing.) PHilliPS MANAGEMENT, 772-5345. 
GM 45. HAS ROOM TO RENT in nice 
longfellow Woods home near Breakwater 
School. Includes tun use of home. fir~place. 




year-round cottage. Economical oil heat, 
fireplace, lake access, and an easy com-
mute 10 Portland! $595/mo. plus utilities. 
892-8206. 
PORTlANDIROsEMONT AREA- Available 
3/1/96. 2-3BDR. 2 bath. Fenced yard. ga-
rage. hardwood. fireplace. $900/mc. plus 
dep. NlS, no pets. 761-402', leave mes-
sage. 
seasonal rental 
BETHEL FARM HOUSE. INTOWN- (SUn-
day River/Ml. Abrams area). Sleeps-11. TVI 
VCR. WID . $250Inlght. $1.500/weok. 
Debbie. 207-284-4829. 
SUNDAY RIVER- Slope side condo. sleeps 
6. Available weekly or weekends. Rl!!lason-
able rates. Call 775-2484. 9·5 wool<days. 
I CBW ClASSHDI77ft-1234 I 
OFFICE SPACE in historic NewtxJry Street 
synagogue available immediately whh de-
signers. arch~ects. etc. FAX and co,.ler 
available; secu"ity. cleaning also. Call Eliza· 
beth. 879·6072. 
OLD PORT-215m. sunny offices on "WOtk-
ing Waterlront' including heat. electricity. 
copter,fax ussage and parking. References 
reqlired. Please caJllrene at Ashmore Re-
alty. 772-6992. 
TREATMENT ROOM FOR BODYWORK 
PROFESSIONALandworkslloplclassroom 
space available at Holistic Health Center in 
Falmouth. Available dally. fully furniShed. 
$20/day. 781-3330. 
art studioslrent 
WE ARE INTERESTED IN OPENING a retail 
gallery in the Greater Portland area and 
seek 2-4 artists to cooperatively share in 
this effort. Call Barbara or Jchn at 207 ·666-
3309. 
real estate 
GOVERNMENT FORECLOSED HOMES for 
pennies on the $1. Delinquent tax, repo's. 
REO·s. FDIC. RTC.IRs. YOIXarea. TolHroe: 
1·800-898-9778 ext. H-3439 for cooent 
listings. 
MAINE: GUILFORD: 6BDR. newer ranch 2 
acres, waterfront: Montville, 4BDR, antique 
cape, 2 acres +, views, bam: Milan, NH 
3BDR.loft 3 acres +. bam. views. $89.9001 
ea. Easy financing. will trade. 1·600-591 -
0037. 
RETIRED- SAlE: TWO HOMES WITH BASE-
MENT APARTMENT. Both for $69.500. P.O. 
Box 22. Route 1. Robbinston. ME 04671 . 
phone/fax 207-454-3573. 
real estate 
ARCHETECfURAL DISTINCTION THROUGHOUT 
In this exquisitely detailed home. 
4 BR, 3.5 Baths, with nanny/guest suite. 
3 car garage, set on almost 2 private acres. 
~... Now offered at $418,000 
PORTLAND 
$39,900! 
3 bedrooms. porch. finished attic w/3 
more rooms, at end of dead-end 
street. Nice yard wi fru~ trees! 
Parking. Back Bay view. 
Call JEFF DAVIS. Mulkerin Assoc. 
Offered by Susan Shea 
WMtl(~ 
By the Bay 
207-773-2345 x205 
IChrtssic Triple DeCkElrt 
-$96,500-
EXCELLENT RENTS 




If you're In the lIIII'IIat far I ~ ... you'ra In the "'-.t plica ... 
The Real Estate Marketplace 
To place an ad call 775-1234 




• Finger Roll Tmy' .j' Party Subs 
Four a,,,,,, u..gna ·1(,Ii,. Meatballs & Sausages 
JllIlIbo C!K:ese Ravioli' Sweet 'N T,eaIS 
1227 Congress SL Portland, ME 
Exdusiv, Urt"w to Iho 1101, Thoat" 
Campleto OK PI""i .. Caioring A,m1abio 
142 Hi!" \··1Mf Pw1Iand 
o.li 21l1.12I.ml ~Ich .. 21l1."'.0014 
~&AAj: ;~-'.i.J ' ,H .•. Vi", 
.. Q- S~d; 8-._ r ,..,. .".,/. ',.", -'" 
.!.~~. 1-
....... PitStyl. ....... 
PIGSKIN PARTIES 
• Pork • Ribs • 
• Beans • Slaw • 
~·.lfiin( ;tA.·.n~f.'JJ 
'TH.E Foo~ AlWAYS GOOD WHEN You 






47 INDIA S1. PORTLAND 
UTTlEONEsDAYCARf- Exper1encod. reg-
istered. soon to be Icensod. CPR C«tifIed. 
Ages3-mcs.-1Oyrs. Raterone ... 727-3185. 
WINDHAIl- SEEKING IN-HOME CHILD 
CARE PROVIDER for 2 cI1ildren. with added 
cHldren atterschool. Hours9am-5j:rn. Tues-
day.Ti'<Jrsday.mayvary. ParentwOOdng In 
home offlco. 892-4672. 
body & soul 
r-·- ~~~l~~~~G . " I One for survh'Ors of sexual abu .. 
And one fof rKOYef'\I from 
dysfunctional fog'"U-lype hlttOfy. 
Empho". on Sharing. 




Previous Thergpv NecHSCIrv 
l Thomas Harlno. £.0 .0. l.lcensed PS\jchologlst 207-773-0649 
~=~---------------..I 
ABORTION GROUP NOW FORMING in 
Portland. Talk with other women who've 
also had an abortion. in a supportive. genUe 
group. Information: B"I hemmons. MSW -
774-6602. 
ARE YOU STUCK IN A RUT? Do you feel 
hkeyou havana control overthethingsthat 
happen to you? CREATING CHOICES 
COUNSEUNG SERVICES can help you to 
create new and more empowering ways to 
deal with your living situation. Bob DeMers. 
M.S. licensed CllrOcai Professional Coun-
selor. By appointment. 775·6774. Insur-
ance reimbursable and sliding fee scale. 
DANCE. SERPENTINE STYLE with yOlX 
body's. lnnate intelligence. Middle Eastern 
darlce with Josie Conte. 828-6571. 
GAY MEN's SUPPORT AND THERAPY 
GROUPS fO( a mere positive Identity. Slid· 
Ing fee. Phone 773-6658. 
UGHT OF THE MOON. with over 40.000 
book titles available, also has a large selec-
tion of Tarot cards,lJlique gifts. and tools to 
heal the body. mind and spirit. 324 For.St. 
828-1710. ()pen ~aily. 
NO TIME TO RElAX. .. Intown for a fow 
days ... Have a Certified Massage Therapist 
como to you! Jim litrocapes. C.M.T. QfliC41 
761-0125. 
condos for sale 
; 
FREEPORT -2BDR. CONDO. SUnny. lovely. 
quiet and secure. W/W carpet. oJ options. 
WID hook-Up. on-Me lallldry. Alternative 
heat. No dogs. Easy access to !·95. Must 
.... $625/mo. + utlHties. Call 865-6808. 
OLD PORT- Classy 1BDR widen. new car-
pet and vinyl. fresh paint. gas heat. laLndry 
and storage; $52.000. WEST END· Spa-
ciou. 2BDR. t1gh ceilings. hardwood floors. 
WID hookup. gas hea~ parking; $57.000. 
KATHY PHILLIPS. BAY REAlTY. 775-3838. 
Portland Harbor/Walertront 
40 Portland Pier. #3 (nexllo DiMillo's) 
South.Facing. 3bdr.3balh 





A BARGAIN! Don~ pay anymore rent; for 
$173 a month (180 months) you can own 
YOlJ'own home, and yourinvestrnent is only 
$899. This is a quality built 15 year lim~ed 
warranty) 14 wide 3 bedroom. Full pOco. 
$17.995. APR 8.9%, UN Homes (1 mile 
from Tumpike) 1049 Washington Street. Rt. 
202. Aubu-n, ME. 
FIVE IS) BEDROOMS. 60' double wide. with 
2 baths. den. dining room and ivlng room. 
dishwasher. soaker tub. chandelier. ftre-
place and roof dormer. too! This week only 
$49.995 and we know how to get this easily 
financed. 0ai1y9-6. Sunday 10·5. 207-786· 
4016. UN Homes 11 mile from TlJ'fllIkol 
1049 Wast1ngton Street. Rt. 202. Aubum. 
ME. 
I caw ClASS 11J177ft-12841 
body & soul 
PROPRIOCEPTIVE WRITING .nhances 
setf-awar8f)8SS and creativity. Introductory 
Woel<ond wort<shop. Feb. 9-11. led by Joan 
lee Hunter. Call 797-5887 FMI. 
REBUIlDING GROUP- When YO'" rofation-
ship ends. Thursday evenings. WOMENS 
GROUP. Tuesday evenings. For Informa-
tion cal: CARRIE PffiRSON. 773-6912. 
SELF CARE IS THE FOUNDATION OF 
PHYSICALemotionaIlWldspirituaiweilness. 
Phone IN TOUCH Professional Massage 
Associat ... 774-6876. 
SLOW AGING!!! CONTROL WEIGHT! In-
cr ..... energy. Asshown In major medical 
journals. newspapers lWld television. New 
rovolutionary supplement is especially for-
rooIated for those approchlng and over 40. 
FREE INFORMATION. 1-800-360-1649. 
TAROT FOR MEN· T .... wook Introductory 
level class begins January 31st. $145.00. 





BECOME A PARALEGAL Accredited. at-
torneyinstructeddplomaanddegreehome-
study programs. Receive up to 50% trans-
fer credit for previous acadernicIlife and 




Ing In the adaptation of home envir<>nrMnts. 
Call (207)929-3595 or (207)832-5508 for a 
fr .. ostimato. "someone you low wants to 
como harM from tn. hospItaI.iw/1las spe-








We'D run 'ena 
'til you sell ' ena 
CAll 
775-1234 
THE ARTlSrS WAY- A SpIritual Path To 
Higher Creativity. Study group tonning In 
Portland. Ca" Jane Burke. 626-0738. 
TIRED OF EVERYDAY HUMDRUM ... Fool 
the need to SliP away ... Massagel AHHH. 
Ilona 51vorman C.M.T. 871 -1610. 
WOMENS PSYCHOTHERAPY GROUP. 
GoIng deeper: A group for personal healng 
and empowerment. Thursdays, 5:30 -
7:00pm. In Portland. Judith Day. LCSW. 
780-1232. 
fibless 
WIllPOWER IN A BOTTlE. Loos. up10 30 
Ibs. 30 day Money bad< guarantee. Free 
samples 761-2101 . 







Just want to know? 
Call Northe .. t Investigations 
878-9198 
l lcensed ·Bonded· lnsured ·Professlonal 
------------
professional S8l'1L business s.vIces ltanal fll' lale 
DAVID A. LOURIE 
20 yrs. experience 




Inrc1,:Hltl'd BU ' lJtl" C(}fltlnl, 
Cou_in, f.,.. Bwin ... Ownen 
i CrtatWt Problem SQ/w", ! 
Charla Gould, MBA 
874-1901 
WINDHORSE STUDIO 
• General Photographic Services 
• Custom & Exhibilion B/W Printing 
• Environmental Documentation 
34 DanflJrlli St. Portiond, ME 
828-0299 
BROWN & MEYERS TRANSCRIPTION: 
Stat • .<>f- the-Art Equipment. 2Hiour Dic' 
tation line. Modem ~W.transaibo 
.verything! 841Hlo42O/800-785-7505. 
COMPUTER CONSUlTING- PC. & Mac. 
Upgrade, new systems built to order. WIn 
95 upgrades. QffIco notwor1<ing. 854-8567. 
EXPRESSIVE THERAPY "WHEN WORDS 
FAIL' Nt, Writing. Sandtray. Drama. Rhoatf1a 
Forster. MA.LCPC. IndMduaIs. Groups_ 





................ ICE DAMS REMOVED. 
David. 761 -4571.' ................ . 
'FOR SERVICE PROFESSIONALS you can 
trust to do quoIlty worIc. don~ forgo! to look 
In the BUSINESS SERVICES DIRECTORY 
OWKYWMkI 
A&APROPERTYSERVICES. Gerwal con-
tractinlVmaintonanco. RomodoIIng. both· 
roorns.ldtchons. flrilheclbuernontl . roof-
Ing.docks. oddItlons.lntlrior/axteriorpoin!-
Ing. vinyl skIng. compIet. mobil. harM set"" & _ . No lob too big or arnaII. 
PIOfT1ll RIIIabIe_. lnau'ed. 871-0093. 
HEIDI'S HELPING HANDS- HouaecI-'ng 
and other domestIc..vlces. Also. catering 
and pet cat •. E>cceilent retorencea! 780-
1162. 
TUCKER'S TRUCKING. Itorag. & ",of .. -
sIonoI moving. Ribbiah removal. CI-'ng 
ottlca. ___ s.Fr8eostimates.low..-. 
761-0193. 
conaputers 
GRAPHICS SYSTEM: AppI. Macli 8140. 
Mannor. NTXU Prinl .... Microtec ~. 
GIoboI FAXIModom, Softw.a. $l.soo. 773-
8618. 
MACINTOSH-NEWUSERSII willtaachyou 
vm.t you need to 1cnow ... 1t YO'" own pace. 
on your own rnact1ne. at yOU' location. 
Converlent Urnes. i'«lOnoIIbuoiness. 1 0-
yra. ExporIonco. Call 781-2981 . 
financial 
FREE CASH GRANTS. NovOI' pay back! 
Interest free, suitable for everyone, bad 
credit OK. Use tor onytIing. Call 1-854-
768-0195. 
I PAYTOPCASH FOR FUTURE PAYMENTS 
OweD TO YOU. Buying mortgages. not ... 
trustdeods. sturctured Insurance _ -
monts. ornrtitios. lottery prizes. lmorit· 
onc.s. clvorC41 _oments. 1-600-591 -
0037!617-591-G037. 
OVERDUE BIllS? Debt consolidation. C.-
paymenls 20-50%. Stop coloc:tlons. Avoid 
~cy. Help with IRS debb. Reduce 
Intarest. Not a lender. Uconood'bonded. 
(Non-",afIt) MCCS 1-600· 787-7235 ext. 
104. IVoid where prot-ibitod). 
Learn the Healing 




Portland , Maine 
2078288622 
PlenlV of free par~ing 
Professional-level Polarity 
Therapy Training 
• Certification Programs 
Designed Fo, Busy People 
• 160- and 650-Hour Courses 
• Evening and Weekend Schedules 
APTA Aamllttd 
w "clfi , Dfpl rJ/ EdIKllllO" , Mass 'lIId MIMt' 
BRIDGTON, ~lE & HenSON, NH 
MASSAGE THERAPY CERTIFICATION PROGRAM 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE FOR 11{ERAPEUTIC ARTS 
Has been provldmg professional preparalion in Natu,al Thetapeutics since 1983 
for health profcuionals seeking to expand their horizons, career~minded 
individuals in other profc5Sions conlcmplatlng a tnnsition into the 
h .. lth care field. and those .. ,<king personal growth and understanding of 
""tural health through our one-of·a·kind program. 
ApplicCJJioru are now bting ampud for our Fall 19% runt-monch M<magt Thtrapy Program 
NEW HAMPSHIRE INSTITUTE FOR THERAPEUTIC ARTS 
49 Main Sr .• Bridgton. ME 04009 ' 207·647·3794 
153 Lowell Rd .. Hudson. Nil 03051 • 603·882-30Zl 
THERE RRE LOTS OF FISH IN THE OCEAN ... 
DON'T MISS YOUR CHRNCE TO CATCH THE BIG ONE... 
TO CAST YOUR LINE. SEE PAGES 34-35. 
CANDlE LOVERS! PartylJte _ you! 
OuIstsndIng ",ofIta. no InIlllOfmant! No de-
I_I Free trUing! Call 428-3823. 
FUll-SIZE FUTON FOR SALE· frarno in-
cIudedl3monthoold.Greatcordtlon!$6OI 
B.O. Call n3-S767. 
NIKON FM2. 28-90 macro zoom. Excolont 
concttion! $5OOIB.O. Must sol! 799-G580. 
Both. 
ODORS FROM SEPTIC STACK VENTS? 
OUR PROVEN PRODUCT SWEETSTACK 
III virtually oIminal .. this problem. _ 
In rnin<Uo. EnWomontaIy sale. Enjoy your 
yard. $49.95 plus $6.00 S&H. ~ Code 
Envtrotoch 1-800-658-0342.(24 1vI.) Free 
brocIlu'o. 
QUALITY MASSAGE TABLES. aVllllabie 
through UGHT OF THE MOON. Tho .. 
0aI<-u 1abIes are recognized es the 1In-
.st stationary and portable rnaosaga 1abIes 
av_. W.sIip...,....,... •. CaII:(207)828-
1710. 
RECYClE TONER CARTRIDGES & SAVE! 
Cartrfdgaa from $45.00. Including picIcLIp 
and delivwy. Guarwltead. DIaccuUd_ 
forcopion available. We ~...-. BOO-
676-0749. 
TUCKER's USED FURNITURE· 229 Con-
gt'8SS St. BuyI~ used IUmIture In 
good condition. a.. __ . 1abIes & chairs. 
dr_ couches lWld bedroom sots. Also 
some used appliance. , antique., _ares. Cal 761 ·0193. 
WICKER AND RATTAN I\nitu'e factory 
order clearance SALE- 20% OFF. Tho 
Wick. Shop. W .... 646-8555. 
WILTON CAKE DECORATING SUPPUES: 
Always 1 0% off. Fat. 2oMv. UPS shipping. 
Use WIlton'. YNI BooIt Mickey Mouse 
pans now available. MCMSAlCOO. 1-600· 
883-3722. 
getaways 
flORIDA. SANIBEL Isl.AN[)'QuaInt. 2BDR, 
ground Iovol. walk to beach. Irrmaculate 
concttion! $2.4OOImo. 207-773-0634. 
SKI CHARMONIX. FRANCEI $1.1501pp. 
March lit-9th. SKI AUSTRIA! 59501PP. 
March 16th-24th. Tops Include round-trip 
aIrfare.7-nigh1shotel.broolclastl_daly. 
6-<1oy lift pass. Group escort. (207)-772-
2008. 
nauslc 
OLD GUITARS WANTEDI Fonder, Gibson. 
Martin. Gr.tsch. National. D'Ang.llco. 
MosrIte. Epiphone. Blgaby. 1900-196O's. 
Tho ... brands only. Top cash paid! 1-600· 
401 -0440. 
PIU)II~ 
AIlTIST IEDEAISAL STUDIOS 
17+ rehelnOl hro/mon1h Juat $751 
3-4+ rahearsaI hrsImonth Jult $120 
'-\1st book 4 consecvtiYe houlS. 








. contact Kat at: 
799·0179 
wheels 
AUDI 5000CS QUATTRO. 1967- 145K. 
Sunroof. heated -. and rruch mor • • 
Good wortdng condition and groat In onow. 
AJkOIg $3.000. 799-9507. 
CAPRICE ClASSIC. 199G- 1IIuo. lDaded. 
82K. Good mleaga. oxcalont cordtIon! 
New_BoIowbook.$6.7001B.0.883-
1153/883-2305. 
CHEV MONTE CARLO. 1986- 1161<. Excel-
lent condition! $2.600. 985-17111. lAIave - . 
CHEVY BelAIr. 1967- 4-d00r. 6-cyf .• AUTO. 
Excellent condttion! 2 extra anowtires. 
$1.5OO/B.0. 874-o761 . 
DOOGECAAAVANLE •• 1967-90.000Iml •• 
7~.cIoth_.cruIoo.alr.tInt8d 
windows, _ ahIpe.$4.7OO!B.0. 766-
5708. 
FORO BRONCO II. 1985- 4WD. high mh-
ago. New motor from Ford 40K ago. ExceI-
lentohapol Fog lights. CB. roof -rack. $3,3001 
B.0 . 774-1104. 
GEO METRO 1969- 174K. IookII _ """ 
gnoot. Sop. hatcIack. sunroof, red, one 
~. V"'Y wall malntalnod. 50 nw. AtitI., 
Ing 51 .200. 828·5432 days. 646-9482 eve-
nings _ WMkondo. 
"'./l"--'" ..,Io;q ..... ""' " ... "'! ... ~ 
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wheell 
~ R .·a.'Ir ... ~ ..... ,II 
~ lewe">.'" -<~ 
I NO. OPEN I 
.1 iIAFFI~ ,f,'c!F/"'-
car It. r • i'''MfJ· 
tl" 
Sales & Installation DENON I 
KEIINr()(X) 883-6363 _QUARTI 
424 .AYNE ROAD, AT IOUNDWOOO ~ 
.~ (adjacent to lIew flltI- HI-fi) {I\.\ 
SCAIIIOIlOUGH, MAINE \\ \ ~ 
"r". •• ~· 
boats 
'"SEll YOUR BOAT FOR ONLY $25"" 
SUre. 11'. worth rruch more ttwnthll! But. 
for 0Itf $25 Tho CIuaIftecIs wi! _ 
you' boat until you III It! Call (207)nS-
1234 far more Wormation. ViuIMC at· 
capt8d. 
ERICSON SlOOP. 25'. Ot-..:t far com-
_ auIIing. Jib firing. oIoctJaica. 
_. $9.8OO/B.O. 594-7686. 
HONDA CIVIC Ox. 1994- E>ccolont cond- 31' PACEMAKER. SPORTFISHERMAN. 
tion! 35K. Book voIuo 510.2DO. yo<n for 1966- Recent V8; 3rd 0_. 510.500 or 
SAllBOAT- 26' 1'ur3on. ~. knot 
moter,depth_.MaIn,12O.150.opiIna-
k .... 1983 Morcuy"'-.9.8HP. ExceI-
lent cordtIon! CIIII(207)5311-2387. 
$8.9OO(firm)! 207.725-1060. trade for cabin --(207)748-0929. 
UNCOLN TOWN CAR. 1969- Signatln. 
loaded, dark grey wiblock nogtop. leather 
interior. EIegn! 91 .000 wel-_ ........ .. 
miloo. AsI<Ing $8.000. 772-2502. a .. ... 
TROJAN. 1970- 3Q'1IbergIus. 383-V8. Lo-
ron _laII_. T ... parmI\.-.atU! 
513.000 nagotIabIe. 717-235-3890. 
MERCURY TOPAZ. 1986- 41dr .. bluo. 33K ~!!!!!!~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~~~~~~!, 
_ .AMlFM • .-_.goodcorDtion. In-home care for city kitties_ NAPPS 
$2.soo. 871-1221 . . The professioDal care preferred by your pets. 
~:'~::;'S::~~ak~l:: ~urban catsitters ~P~~~~I~~~~ 
offor!799-3688. ~ (207) 761-9651 PET SITTERS 
OLD CUTlASS SUPREME. 1964- SolId 
transportoIIon; FORD TEMPO. 1985- New 
brakes, oxt.uat. alternator, _ ~
pump. oIc. 775-0544. 
SEIZED CARS FROM $175. Porschea. 
Cadlliacs. CheYys. BMW's. Corvett ... Also 
Joeps. 4WD's. yo"' ..... Toll Free: 1-600-
896-9778 ext. A-3439 for a....m listings. 
SUBARUDL 1967-Starda'd.4WlDwagon. 
Recent Inspection • .- batt"'Y. AskIng 
$2.500. 985-9139. 
SUBARU Gl, 198-4- Standord. 102Kmlos. 
DESPERAffiY SEEKING PERMANENT & DOGWAU<lNGANDPlAYGROUPS.WhI. 
FOSTER HOMES for rescuad cots 10 oth- you're at work or away. you' pals wi. love 
_can como Infnlmthocold. Cal F_ tho oxtraattontionthoyrocalvel871-1839. 
01 F_ Foil ... at 772-9663. 
dating services 
MEET NEW PEOPLE the FUN wrJ today! 
ExcitIng ";ngloo In yOU' ..... want to ~ 
you. CIIII recorded moosago for details. 1-
800-745·7845. 
runs great. Recent Inspection. clutch & TALK TO SINGlES NOW! LJv. party I ... Is 




iYon1 Go to Slnql .. Ban (, 
Won~ Rdpond to Penonal Ad-. 
SUBARU WAGON. 1985- Standard. 4WD. 
otickorod. Starts every day. great snow CIII1 
$750. 772-8244. 
SUBARUWAGON. 1986· 4WD' IISK.Rtna 
oxcallont. E>ctraatuddedsnows. Fnt51.5OO. 
799-2513. 
TOYOTA CAMRY. 1989- E>ccelont CIII1 5 
speed. 831<. $5.300. 766-5026. 
VOLVO P-16OOS. 1968-E~ model 
w/oxtra parts. Must sell! Lost Ilcen .. and 
storege $2.5OO/B.0. 688·4034. 
VWGOlF-GL 1987-4_.5-speed.11Ok. 
stereo. radial tires. Good shape! $2.000/ 
B.O. m-0037 • 
truckslvans 
CHEVROlET SUBURBAN. 1977-314ton.2 
WID. 400c1. towing packag • • new battery. 
two now tirea. $1,295. 594-8293. 
CHEVY C-10 PICKUP with Flsh.r 
Quick_piow.1962. 6cyt.Goodcondl-
tion for age. $2.500. (207)774-9670. 
CHEVY-510BLAZER.1969-Automatlc.4.3-
Itr. Taho. package; loaded florida truck. 
$7.150. Pete. 797-6963/846-9558. 
FORO ECONOUNEVAN. 1990- 561<. auto-
matic. tuly loaded. captalns chairs. car-
peted.newtires, .""_.$9.000/8.0. 761-




A TTRACTlVE PORTlAND NYMPH Seeks 
Sexually Open Mlnded Men. Manied or 
Single 0.1<. Just for fun. not for money. CIIII 
Me: 1-900-745-245315. $2.99/min. 18+. 
BISEXUAl GIRLS. 1-900-745-7075. 18+. 
$2.99/min. 
BRUNETTE LOVE. HI.I·m Daria I'm IooIdng 
to ...- a man who wants to be with a sexy 
women for fantasy sax roI. playIng.l·m v"'Y 
cieanlWldsexy. Cal Box'4528hottime.1-
900-435-6120. 
DATE-NET Tho hottest voleo mall _ 
that comocta singles nationwide by a .... 
code and lifestyle orientation. 1-900-772-
7918 (ext.611 $2.951m1n. 18+. 
DIVORCED BEAUTY. Long brown hair. 
g reen ayes 36-26-34 sooks a man who Ikos 
a women In Ilngeri •• Uk. clnIng. sports & 
sax. Roach me In box 4596. Roxanne 1-
900-745-3111. 
LOVE. HAPPINESS. SUCCESS. National 
recognized psychics wantto helpyou NOW! 
Call for amazing message 24 1vI. 1-600· 
745-7894. 
CallSS4-0411 
SEXY ASIAN NURSE- Seeks a man who 
Ik .. rude body rube or a sexy woman In 
lingOI'io. Call Kimko today lor sexy fun lWld 
games. 1-900-435-1935 ext.5. 
SWINGERSI BISEXUALSI Get Portland 
names & harM phone runboro. Try it, k 
worIcs! 1-900-420-0420 Ext. 161. $2.95/ 
min. 18+ ZMC (702)593-0303. 
WHAT YOU Al..WAYS WANTED TO KNOW 
abo'- gangs but were afraid to ask. 1-900-
772-8184 ext. 0020. 51.501min. P ... cal 
$7.50. 18orasi<parents.TouchTonephone • 
SWU. P.O. Box 190951\, LA .• CA. 90019. 
MelIIOIIHIGIIIIIJICIIi ~ 
IhI Cia Bay Weekly 
PerlIIIIII ... 
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Weekly. Wellness. Directory 
recuning tensions and 
arguments, alcohol 
problems and family 
them. 
-'" - j;1y -jry - jIy .. j.ry - /tTy - i'Y -py- j.ry - j.y -;y - j#y - j#y - i"Y - j4y -n - j.ry -n -jPy - j.y-}tty ~ 
~ r '1C'.k S-c. - Nationally Certified ~. .~ nsune c:.n.u.res ' 
~ 9 Years Experience ~. 
'c ~ift C 1iC:--'a S'luailable - {. ·t - a' er ~ ~ Therapeutic Massage ~ 
k 761-4571 Emotional Oearing ~. 
.k • !First :Hour Session $25 • Energy Balancing ~ 
I . . . . 
_j.y_jly_foy_jvy -j1y -;y -jly-py '.;"'j-jry-~ -Jri-j.y -}ttJ - j1y -jly - )4Y -Jl'Y -J'Y-J'Y -}t'f-
Thomas W. Myers 
(207) 883-27S6 
Certified Advanced Rolfer-




'WHENutRE READY KRA. IEEPER CIfANGE... 
:tTRAGER 
J 
- 1!-.tL. -I!-.u... -1!-.tL. -
I I 
j Transformatiorul Breath'" Work r • Relieve Stress ft 
I • Increase Energy I 
j . Restore Joy & Balance r • Group & Individual ft 
I Lessons 
SWING - JI1TERBUG 
Dance (;Iasses 
Beginning Feb 18th 
4-week course on Sundays 
Beginners - 5:30pm 
tmtermedia:::3: Molin 
0'1-1015 
MAcROBIOTIC lJFEsmE CoUNSEIlNG 
Achieving Health 6. HappineSl 
through Diet 6. Way of life 
II 
Dr. Deborah waugh 
797·3147 
MASSAGE 
6- Energy Therapy 
Carla S. Keene 
The Bay Club. Porthmd 
7 72 · 7873 
, -- ----~ 
r-- ---- ' I! 
90 Imin. sessions. 
lntro. offer $30.· 
Michael C. Morrison 
On Balance. Portland 
7,)1 - 3315 
B ody wor k. J or W e ll . B eing 
C~r!ljl~d Tragf'r ProeHl/lHle,!'! 
I Gay Women ' s I 
I Therap)' GrOUl1 I I Tuesdays. 5:30p-7::l0p I 
I 
$80 monthly f' II 
I,L __ Call 775-79i~ Jl 
Krinen Watson. CMT 
RciJci II Practioncr 
Godwn, ME 839·7867 
CENTER FOR HEAUNG EDUCATION 
Shiatsu/Acupressure • Therapeutic Massage • nager 
• NaturopathylHomeopathy • Rubenfeld synergy 
• polarity· HolocraPhic Repattemlng 
• Roiling/Roiling Movement · Holistic COunseling . 
4 MIlK SlR(f1 
PoRTlAND, ME 04101 
lM-'tWl fo~~i~tI4't 
<f1Ai';iJoI1trmr .?ottr&IJ+ 23 
'Patricia '5rown 113-5653 
1.~ 'YIfJA (",IS at'" 
BODYWORK 




xxx ADULT PLAYGROUND XXX 
ORAL RELEASE FIND LOCAL LOVE! 
The best oral pleasure 
is just one phone 
call away. 
Get some now! 
1-900-745-4213 
Meet singles and couples 
Real names 
Real numbers 
INSTANT CONT ACf! /' 
1-900-435· 5485 
FOR THE KINKIEST, UNCENSORED, NOTHING TABOO PHONE SEX!!! 
gay 1-800-605-2428 straight 1·800·906·5347 
/.'_''''~iGAY • BI • CURIOUS? 
'f.··'+r'~1 
.f"'f1j' .." ,.~! Then you know 
1.!f!Ah"·£' ill there's nothing 
/HJ1l~ _(\ like a HOT STUD 
// - .;' ',I '.~, We're CUT and CARING 
'1 . )\ call us nowl! 
-" ,,' I 1-900-435-6275 
. '2.50 · '4.99/ min. 18+ 
HOT BI BEAUTIES 
It's true the sexiest people./ ·$,"'.;, .... ," <r ~~ 
11: ' r/",~-. 'I \ 
are bisexual ' 1.. .~ "I ~ ; \ . . 
Join these 2 babes #'~{,~.: ;;]/;" '1. ~ , 
for a time you will r; \ "'" : ~:"\~l 
never forget!!! ;/ ftf li/~ . 
1-900-435-07 44 ~\ , '. 
SCI customer Service (302) 996·2787 
W ARNING !! T HESE PERSONALS ARE SEXUALLY EXPLICIT AND MAY 
OFFEND SOME PEOPLE WHEN HEARD IN THEIR ENTIRETY 
H EATHER, very busty, with great body seeks afternoon lover for good times .. BOX 3986 
KATE, 35-24-35 seeks clean partner for nude body massage ............. .. ........... BOX 8745 
C ANDY, Very oral, lovers to watch dirty rated movies, Great legs & body ...... JlOX 1527 
KATIE, 18 yrs wants a man that can' t get enough foreplay. I'm for real.. ...... .. BOX 0776 
SUZEITE, 36c loves wearing garter belts, silk p anties, spiked heels .. .. .. .. .......... BOX 4359 
STACY, Hot wet lips. I do the right thing with m y mouth, if you dO .... .... .. ...... Box 1657 
ANDREA, R eceptionist by day ... kinky by night ... bring your cam era ............... _BOX 8075 
C HRISTINA, CENSORED, (EXPUCIT) ....... ........... .. ......... .. ..... ........................... ..... BOX 11 57 
AMY, 5'7'; 125 lbs. 36d, 24, 36 into men who like to use adult toys .......... .. ..... BOX 2660 
KRISTY, CENSORED, (EXPLICrr) .... ......................... .......... ..... ... .. ... ....... .. .. .. ........ BOX 9938 
<J'ftue Conl\ecHons 1 900-435·6125 $2.99 PER MIN 18+ 
HOT GROUP A<:TION 
<:ALl AND JOIN IN 
011 JUST EAVESDROP 
CUcI Bay WIIIIlIJ ' ...... 11 ... TI pilei y. III Fax RIfE Tllll'ldIy 715-1815 
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1 st Sunday of every month 
10am-12 noon 
F.M.1. call: Joan 
428-3399 
ow~~~~~? 
5 WllK WORKSllOl' • MoNDAY~ 5;go.7 
STAIITI~G ~~B. 12TH 
1Ilimo ~~ROlUA~~T 
1r041"du.,Aptol.""".t. A"'~b" 
Call: ~dgllt "om, Ct., au oS. 
Celttftlll ~plll 
'i74-797t 
O WHAT DO YOUR DRL\U5:"'~ 
'ltJ Hyp",,","'., Meditation 
Massage 
~ 1 Yoga 
~ ..... _.~ 781-3330 
5 WUK WORKSIIOI' • IAOIIDAV~ 5; go. 7 __ -::---:--:-: __ _ 
STAllTIW!: r[l!. 12TH r rsychutherapy ---, 
l ilimb ~WROLUAtWT Michelle IIolcn I..C.S. W. 
• .bIer ti¥Ol~ 
I.d,,'d .. , AItO' ....... " Anllobl. _...., """,,I 
• au W;1OOIt-AMI. 
Call: ~Ibrt "om, Ct., Il T oS. • , __ ,~ 
c.ttfted ~plll rdls. a...,,..f y...,. Life 
'i74-797t 759-0284 L-______________ ~ L-____ ~ _______ ~ 
aklhe-my\lIJ.ka-mil \n. 1; A powerful process of trans- ·t . . 
forming something common to something spedal. V 
2; BUILDING FREEDOM AND STRENGTH WITHIN 
CREATlI't UNBLOCKING - RELATIONSHIP' LIF E TRANSITION 
LESBIAN/GAy SUPPORT - CAREER D ECISIONS - SLIDING SCALE 
ANITA lANDINO, AlCHEMIST ... CHT • (207) 78O-G831 _ •. 
CHRISTOPHER Buell 
J UNGIAN ANALYST 
Dip!. C.G. Jung Inst. - Zurich 
32 Pleasant St., Por1tand. ME 04101 
m-2779 
GOLDEN SCHOOL OF 
, I 
GRI)UPTHERAPY 
for Women over 35 
Mondays 11.:30-1 :15 
$25 per session 
Lisa Bussey, LCPC 
Call 775-7927 
Stephen R. Aronson, Ph.D, 
Li<ooIed P choIOIist 
Integrating Natural Health 
With Natural Beauty 
[ncludes: For: 
• Clinical Skin Care 
• Ayurvedic Lifestyle 
& Wellness Consultations 
• Meditalive Breathwork 
• Custom Designed FuD Body 






• Stress & Anxiety 
GET 












Combining the ancient technique 
ofShamanic healing with the 
relaxation of body work. 
Also offering instruaion in 
Shamanic journey & drum making 




THE FITNESS I'RoGRAMs 
OF JAO<J So«ENSEN 
lance /Step Classes 
on going 








A Womm 's GrDup to 
nourish & support you 
during this long, cold stIlSon 




anita flores MAo LCPC 
EXP1ESSIVE THERAP I ST 
When You're In a Knot ..• 
Stressed Out ... 
Knotts Alley Muscular Therapy & Reflexology 
·30/min-$20 ·451min-$30 06O/min-$35 
By appointment 774-0283 







Elizabeth Berks • Patricia Bennett 
MembersA.M.T.A. 774-6876 
Gift CerttJlcalu Aoollable 
SORE FROM SHOVELING? 
DOROTHY DIGGS, L.M.T. 
NationtJUy ~d MCWIIlf Thempisl 
Portland • 775-7252 
Discounted 
First Time Session 
TAl CHI CHUi\N 
rAICHI FORM SELF-DEFENSE 
Practice S~ce 1970 . 
InsuranoeiMedicaid Reimbwsable 
Sliding Fee Scale Available 
~ -ty, IlopniIIoI\ SobsWKo _ 
~1oIoIIoftsIIIp -..-
I/yIIIMdIon, E.~ ~ • Therapeutic Massage • Polarity Therapy 
February 2 
MOON YOGA 
celebration for women 
Pam Jackson • 767-5607 =atQiveB~ 
toning opposing 
the body force in 
& calming order to 
the mind. control ~. 
STRESS REDUCTION ·lONGEVm 
EAlTH -INTERNAl. ENERGY flOW 
-,. System Promoting ll.alance 
on a Physical and Spiritual Lever 
-GlInt Golden 
~1I eo .... $1. 3rtI Flo. - m·1031 
..-. Carrie Pe1el'SOll. NA, N.s. 
.... LCPC I LMFT 
• • • • • 
23 WI'.ST ST. 
POR11.ANIl. ME 04102 
By APPOtN1M£NT; 773",'U 
IND1VlOUALS - CoUn.ES - G ROU P'S 
adult services 
LOVE MY LIPS!!! 
011 -239-8675 INTL. RAT ES 
1-305-704-7235 tNST. CRED. 
1-800-470-LIPS Sl/MlN 
Anxiety. DepN!Slion, Grieving, 
Panic Attacks, Strl!SS, 
Recovery Issues 
Brief or Depth Psychotherapy 
Individual, Couples, Groups 
Jungian Orientation 
772-3176 
M .... Th ... py Group MOD. 7.9 pm 
Mixed Therapy Group 'lUes. H pm 
~ CnotMty 1IoW.1 ..... DmIII 
, ... '1"" ...... 
0'lIl 25,.... of bperimc. 
All"",""", PIons A«",ted 
MNng Howl _ - Sfidtng Salt 
Initial Consultation Fm 
Dr. Martin lis 
invites JDIl tD tIN 
lew Face of FiIness 
The Pottland YWCA is one 
of only 30 sites nationwide 
to offer this pilot progra!n. 
Provtding a comfonabJe 
alm .. phere for people (§) 
of all ,}upes and ,ita I a 
FMI: 87~II30 
• Reflexology 
• Bach Flower Remedies 
• Colon Hydro-Therapy 






~ Anne f. Kaipts O.S.T. CM.T. 
'of'" ShimI.1 Aevpr"lOrt 
Karen Austen, MA, LM.T. 





• Sizzling Hoi. 




Help Maintain a Healthy Body, 
Mind and Spirit 
m s, joIonS, 
Sui.d I8. ronbnd ME. 
879-1710 
7 Days A Week, All Holidays 
Same dayappoinfmeQts 
Gift Certificates available· 
New Freeport Office 
By Appolllblltflt. .. 886-G172 
There ara lots 01 nsh In the sea ••• 
Don't miss your chance to catch the big one. 
Try the Casco Bay weekly Personals. 
See pages 34-35 to cast your line. 
34 CASCO BAY WEEKLY 
women~n 
A TRIPLE-A OPPORTUNITY! Attractiveand 
amiable SWF with a (good) lifo, seeks man, 
4O-young 50's, with similar Qualities tor 
advent\J'&, activities, and rrotuaJ affection. 
HlmOI" and honesty a must, animal lover 
and artistic a plus . ..6930 (2114) 
ACCOMPUCE WANTED to share Dlne-
Arotm. movies, rrusic, Pirates, banter,and 
philosophizing. Attractive (5'7', 125100 BU 
BR), articulate, professional F, new In town 
(brought my sense of humor, left my old 
strategies) looking for a playful, adventur-
000, intelligent new friend. Could get ro-
mantic and that's not a bad thing . ..6882 (21 
7) 
ALIVE IN 96! Portland area SWF, 35, Ig 
build, enjoys dining. dancing, movies, 
sports, qUat evenings and taking walks. 
Desires S/DWM, 28-40, for friendship/rela-
tionship. _11 (2114) 
AMAZON SEEKS BARBARIAN- SWF, 24, 
into the moon, animals. adventure, movies. 
and acting silly. Seeking big, tall guy with a 
good baart. Friendship first age/race unim-
portant. tr6868/1-fl) 
ASPIRE- TO FIND adventurous, sensitive, 
tlJmorous SM to 8xpk>re the inner dimen-
sions 01 a relationship. Artistic SWF, 38, 
educated, attractive, curious about ute, 
ready to share it with a similar individual. 
..6970 (2121) 
ATTRACTIVE, WELL-EDUCATED SWPF-
Early 40's, mentally and financially fit, Hkes 
a variety of activities Including, jogging, 
I1Idng, x-corntryskilng, theater, music, dln-
jlg.wtravel. Seeks self-aware S1DWPM, 
40-52, N/S, Who hassimilar Interests. ,,7007 
(2128) 
~GORAREA- DWF,5'6",44, long brown 
hair, N/S, shy, sweet spirit, caring natur., 
strong values. Many interests- skiing, gar-
dening, reading, art. music. etc. Seeking 
honest, sincere, Intelligent SlDWPM for 
companionship and more...sanse of humor 
a plus. tr6980 (2121 
CATWOMAN- Pr.-Raphaelit. female, 21, 
R,'owling for a corTl'Nlion who engages in 
phiIosq>hicai conversation, appreciates I~ ­
era!I.n. 5eNe me a bowl of cafe au iait 
Meow. tr6988 (2121) 
I Claulfteds 775-12341 
CELEBRATE BANGOR BIRTHDAY- Tall, 
eclectic, Bangor area N/S lady iust turned 
44 and enjoying life. Would like to share 
trava . theater. dancing, quiet conversa-
tions, and lots of furl and laughter with a 
great, normal gen~eman. Everydayls spe-
cial and I would eniOY keeping company 
~h you . ..6928 (2114) 
COMMITMENT MINDED- DWF w/children, 
looking for mid to lat. 30s honest, mature 
man w/sense of humor and good moral 
values. WPTH. Movies, reading, walks, 
homeI~ •. Personal Advertiser '709, P.O. 
Box 1238, Portland, ME04104..68n (217) 
COMPANIONSHIP IPLUS?)-SWF, 41, slim, 
5'9", regular looking, p'oIessionai. Read-
ing. films, museums, jazz-class;caJ, ironic 
humor I concerned about the world. Ganer-
aUy similar interests/age? let's meet. One 
hour from Portland- I'll travel . ..6962 (2/21) 
CUTE CHAMOIS SHIRT and blue jeans 
type girl. Young 40's. Loves outdoors, na-
ture, and the power of our minds. Hates 
cooking. Seeks similar type man who fikes 
kids and other simple things life has to offer. 
Must be comfortabfe communicating 
Ihoughtsand .motions. No stnOking . ..6964 
(2121) 
DlVlNE-DISCONTENT- Am I your 45, blue-
eyed gypsy? Wander througl Mexico with 
me this winter for arts, music, ruins. explor-
ing mountains and desem . ..6865 (217) 
DWF,40, LAURA ASHLEY-Martha St.wart 
type, with humor and soul wants architect 
(bad). I'm a classy, savvy bus.<1esswoman, 
gourmand, who otloys auctions, old book-
stores,antiques, Goodwill etc., var1ousarts, 
symphony to Motown. Let's do d1tf trips, 
dning out, ntNI adventures! 1t7041 (2128) 
FEMALE, SOUTHERN MAINE- SWF, 39, 
BRlBL, 5'6" , 132100, attractiv., honest, 
open. sincer., and romantlc seeks honest. 
attractive, romantic, NlS SWM. 30-45. 
..6914 (2114) 
FUGITIVE SEEKS ACCOMPUCE- Wanted 
post ... describos me: DWF, 51 (1ooks50 1/ 
2), 5'6" Ion 1_, otherwise 5'), 9OI>s 
(951bs aftOf hofidays), armed (1 right, 1Ieft), 
dangerous (life I. good), seen dressed up 
(prefers jeans), complet. description upon 
r9QU8St. Must run. Your wanted poster 
reads? ..6932 (2114) 
GENTLE, WILLOWY, BRUNETTE, 49, with 
sea-green eyes, SPUnk. Irish hln'lOr. Adore 
Mozart, Monet, and mongrels. Soothed by 
nature, enthralled by ancien1 civilizations. 
Well-educaledhelilthprolessionai. c.ea!Ive, 
caring, curious, casual, capable. Seeking 
spIcewith N/S, non-hunting, trim, oWcated, 
man, 45-55. Southern Maine • ..6901 (2/14) 
Personal Advertiser .713, P.O. Box 1238, 
PoI1fand, ME 04104 
GREGARIDUS, ArNEI'ITUROUS, energetic 
lady of 60, needs male friend to enjoy sum-
mer activities, dining, dancng, travel, Walks. 
financially secure. Blue-eyed blond 015'6" . 
,,7030 (2128) 
HONEST, PROFESSIONAL SWF, 305, en-
joys dancing and outdoor activities, seeks 
active S1DWM, 30's, N/S, lor companion-




1-800-SUN-LiL Y '-" !3fl'.~- 774-5946 
Personal Of The Week 
WELCOME TO PANDORA'S LAIR- Mischievous goddeS& 
seeks compatible deityforfun, adventures, romance, conVer-
sation-a tall god, who likes intellectual and emotional inti-
macy, is wann, affectionate, fit, healthy, with an affinity for 
movies, N/S, NlD, 35-50--for this 5'7' slim, sensual, bright, 
animated, beautiful redhead, :7028 (2128) 
Wlnnerw of PERSONAl OF THE WEEK rltCelw a gift ce~ cour'My of HMnon', 'BwIon's FIorIIt 
AI Meeting Place ads". en1IInd. Send your ptnOMlad to: c.oo e.y W .. 1dy Pef.onaJI, P.D. Box 
'231, PorIand, ME04' 04. 
K'BUNKSOR BUST- Nowdeslre LTA, N/S, 
4O's·5O's. You're tamty oriented, emotion-
ally avallabl., living HI. of sailing, in-depth 
news, music, sports, balance 01 active! 
cooch potato. ,,7047 (2128) 
LET'SSTARTTHENEWYEAR RIGHTlSWF, 
66, seeks SWM for dancing, dining, travel-
ling and generally having tun. BRlBL, N/S, 
NID. tr6909 (2114) 
LOVER OF EARTH AND SPIRIT- SWF, 41, 
marna. healer, musician, danc ... , deepIIy 
teeing and intuitively inclined, P'etty, sim-
ply and naturally am.JSed seek. hoaIIhy 
male companion of sell knoWledge and 
accessible hoar! to share mutual c<l1oslty 
oIl~e's wor1dng.lnunabashed '-llullnoss 
and mirth. Penobocot Bayregion. _4 (21 
21) 
MY DEEPEST DESIRE? A down to oath 
relationship with a 50Ish man based on 
mutual trust IIld delight Apar1nersh1p which 
Includes deep Intimacy, shared Interests, 
and creation of a warm welcoming home. 
I'm an IntelHgent, attractive, petit', ener-
'-, cost Sl ~y) '111111 
NEED YOUR LOVE- Outgoing, ettrective, 
kind. warm, classy SWF, N/S, UO. Aroyou 
handsome, fit, SO-60s, enjoy dining, travel, 
con_sation, romanc.? looking for L TA. 
..6890(217) 
NEWTO THE PERSONAlS- SF, 35, desires 
to meet a man between 35-50 for opene:ss, 
outings, and posItIv. attitudes. I'm fit, tun, 
and forover loyaIto the right man. ,,7011 (21 
28) 
NYMPH DESIRES PLAYMATE and friend. 
Intel~gent, adventurous, communicative, 
sensual, N/S, seeking similar. Petite, 25. 
passionate about cats, poitics, chocolate, 
et aI . ..6973 (2121) 
PINT SIZED SPRITE whose big on smarts, 
energy, Interests and dreams, is Iookng for 
anellwith atwinkle inhlsey. and a yearning 
for cotT'lfT'll..Wlion, moonlight, drinking mom-
ing dew in remote places. In my 40's means 
you're either the same or open minded. 
_83(2/21) 
PRETTY, INTELLIGENT, tr1endIy, nt, sexy, 
honest, caring, romantic, 42 y.o" DWPF 
ISO N/S, attractive, Intelligent, confident, 51 
DWPM, 40-52.1 enjoy movies, theater, sym-
phony, travel, skung, biking, roller blading. 
Ummedtimeoffer, calltodayl..6871 (217) 
PROTECTIVE MALE FRIEND- QuIck mov-
ing, artistic, 1311, stUI at1Jactive 60s Iemal. 
d8s1res maniCU'ed NIS male with atouch of 
class. Non-bisexual, with or without I>gh 
finances forserious collaboration on book(sl. 
Share pric<oof contract, pens, paper, space, 
music, walks, tuner, honesty . ..6883 (217) 
PUT A SMILE ON MY FACE .. .andthezing in 
myIWe.SWF, 36, BRlHZL. 5'8", Who enjoys 
a lot of dIff ... ent activities. Dosi'es SlDWM, 
26-35, for friendshiplrelationship. tt6963 
(2121) 
SEARCHING FOR SlDWM, 42-55, who is 
honest, kind, attectionate, and Into sharing. 
I'm DWF, 40's, 5'31/2" tall, 115100, attrac-
tive, and worth tho cal. 
SEEKINGSIITISFACTION- DWF, 50, seek-
ing a protessionaJ, S8CU'. partner to share 
a satisfying, peacetU, loyfuIfutt .... ~ can be 
done! tr6976 (2121) 
IT'S AUNT FRAN'S 40th ANNIV!! looking 
tor .nthusiastIc dance partner with suit and 
sense 01 humor. I wi" provide beauty and 
grace. _58 (2121) 
SEEKING WARM, INTEWGENT, unusual 
individ~ for conversation, fun and 8f'\CUess 
possibilities. Sweet 24F, 5'8", WPTH. Do 
you share these Int ... ests? Art, music, out-
doors, ocean, Independentfllms, cr .. ti~, 
conversation, good books, good walks. 
poetry, people, honesty, humor, tIoxlblllty, 
-..te, laughter, tranquility, rospect.lntro-
dJce me to yours ... ..6981 (2121) 
SEEKING- Young WW 60+ seeks gen~.­
man 50 or over for companionship, pos-
sible lasting relationship. VOf'/ tIoxlble, en-
joys life, caring, loving, seeks same . ..6873 
(217) 
SPIRITUAl, INTIMATE, ACTIVE, BUBL, 
5'1-\ 51 , into health, cDfTVTlUnicatJon, sim-
plicity, truth, country I~e, seeks SlDWM N/ 
S, UO Who is outdoorsy, sensitive, happy, 
healthy, secure, fill a special friendship! 
relationship • ..6922 (2/14) 
SWEET BUT, NOT INNOCENT- attractive, 
41, OWPF, family oriented but. room for a 
little spice of II • . Uk. outdoor activiti ... 
Looking lor energetlcllurmyman. Mak. m. 
laugh. ,,7035 (2128) 
SWEETSOFTKlSSES-WF,30,BUBL(5'6", 
125I>s), N/S, NID, .ffOfVescen~ extremely 
caring, Nkes music, theatr., Vestivals-lairs), 
ocean, photography, movies, Soinfold, hu-
mor, seeks adorable SM, 34-45, new age. 
N/S, kids. or6947 (2114) 
SWFGOLDILOCKS, 50+, seeks Papa Bear 
to share warm porridge and good times. 
HibomatOOl need not appIy- only grizzlies 
~h sensa 01 humor • • 7022 (2128) 
SWF SEEKING SWM- W01Jd lik. to meet 
gentleman, 50 or 60+, N/S, must be honest 
and caring. Who knows? Maybe that spe-
cial someone could be you ... tr6950 (2114) 
TAKE MY HAND, BEMYFRIEND-Together, 
we'll bring tov. and contentment to our 
Mves. Adventurous, aI·seasons, outdoors, 
"lady." SO, tall, trim. Personal Advertis", 
'714, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
TANGO, SWING, WIQ TZ- VOf'/young look-
Ing 49yo, pretty, petilll, profeuional ledly. 
Desires N/S proftmlonal gentieman to din., 
danee, travel, ski, picnic, canoaIsaII, and 
relax with. tr6906 (21'14) 
THE GIRL WITH THE MOST cak. wants a 
1311, irdJlgent man with more spice than 
auger. She's 21, attractiv., IoIlOS p'esents. 
UFE, LOVE, LAUGHTER, tho promise of • 
new day ... music, molries, the outdoors, 
NPR. Looking for , special friend (kind, 
caring 4O'slSO's)tosharethejourney . • 7002 
(2128 0.' f. • I": 
GET 45 WORDS FREE ON FAX FREE THURSDAY (207) 775-1615 
How to place your FREE 
personal ad with Personal callil>: 
• Filt out the coupon and mail it to: Personals, P.O. Box 1238, 
Portland, ME 04104; or FAX to 207-775-1615. (If faxing please 
photocopy first.) Please check appropriate category. Call n5-1234 
to..place ad over the phone. 
• first 25 words are FREE with Personal Cal~,(45 words n FAXED 
oo-'Tl'itYsday), additional words are 50¢ each. Others, Companions, 
lr.Lost Souls are $25lfirst 25 words for a two week ad. Ads without 
~I Cal~ are $1 per word plus $25 mail forwarding or P.O. Box 
C/larges. 
• Put your personal message on line as soon as you receive your 
easy instructions. You may not retrieve responses without it! 
·..Retrieve responses to your ad any time, 24 hours a day, through 
your own FREE 800#. It's safe, confidential, and FUNI 
lfOIIeto respond to a personal ad: 
... Read the ads. Circle your favorites. 
.. Call 1-900-370-2041 from a touch-tone phone. 
...pollowing the voice prompts, punch in the 4-digit .. # of the ad 
)/aU wish to respond to, or you may browse a specific category. The 
cf.Iteofollowing an ad is the last date you can reply to the ad. 
-.calls cost $1.99 per minute. You must be over 18 yrs. old. 
.Ads with a three-digit Personal Advertiser # can be contacted 
Ihrough the mail by writing to: Personal Advertiser # __ ~ P.O. Box 
123ff; Portland, ME 04104. 
25-Cbaracter Headline: includes spaces, be creative! 
OODDDOOOOOODDDOOOOOOODDOO 
Your Ad: first 25-words FREE with Personal Calli!!) 
Guidelines: 
Free POfSOrlaI ads are available for .lngle 
people seeking relationships. 01h .... , Compan-
Ions and Lost Souls require P"payment. Ads 
seeking 10 buy or sell sexual SOfVlces will be 
refused. No fu"names, street acldr ...... orphone 
numbers will be published. Ads containing ex-
plicit sexual or CW'la1omicaiianguage will no1 be 
published. We reserve the right to frd~, refuse or 
recategorize any ad. Advertisers must be over 18 
years of age. 
category/Rates: 
fifE '"WEEI ADS $25/11nt Z5 ..ns. 
Qwomen .. men z __ • 
Qmen .. women 
Qwomen .. women 
Qmen .. men 
Qothers 
Q companions 
Q lost souls 
Confldentlallnforllatlon: 
rNe cannot print your ad without it.) 
phone: ______________ _ 
name: __________________________________ _ 
address: ________________ _ 
c~:-----------~--------------
state: _________ zip: _____ _ 
First 25 words & headline fREE 
with Personal Call®: _--'== __ 
add'i words @ 50¢ each: _____ _ 
Without Personal Calf«j) 
all words @ $1 each: ____ _ 
CBW Box or P.O. Box (add $20): ____ _ 
Total: ____ __ 
o YEI, pilei lIlY fREE , ...... Ad .. l1li MMII TIII8I .... . 




IS THERE CHEMISTRY? Fill me this has 
meant tall, hair or not. aeativ., intelligent, 
pleyful, wHh ey.s that see end seek, earsthat 
listen, Ideas that stlmulat., and a touch that 
sends shivers. I am 45+, Independent, vi -
brant, attractive, with qualities above but, 
w~hhalr. K1I1Is oquelschemlstry between us, 
then Happy 1996 to us both! .6993 (2121) 
THE WORLD IS MY OYSTER; coIJd you be 
mypeari? DF, 47, Irish-Hispanic, well-trav-
.Ied In real and dream time. Whole brained, 
holistic, sensual, Intellectual, happy. Want 
to make you happy, too! Looking for man 
Whosings, dances, gardens, cormulicates. 
L.t's away to Costa del Sol! ,,7040 (2128) 
UNITARIAN UNIVERSAUST7 M., tool 
DWPF, 50, seeks mal. soutmatalplaymat., 
45-60, Who cherishes intelligence, creativ-
Ity, honesty, monogamy, movies, passion, 
backroads, eclectic musical tas1 •. NIS, 
occasional drink ... , NID_ ,,7031 (2128) 
UTOPIAN DREAMER, BANGOR- DWF, 49, 
outgoing, sociable, Imaginative, caring, 
cutured traveler. interested in intelligent. 
humorous, energetic, N/S DWM to dine, 
dance, explore ~fe's possibil~ies . ..69871?-i 
21) 
VIBRANT, VOLUPTUOUS, attractive, 50 
year old, w~h many cultut'aI and outdoor 
interests, wishes to meet a truty wonderful, 
good looking, taU, very bright young ... man 
Who Is affectionat., prosperous, adventur-
ous, curious, and IefHeaning for a serious: 
relationship ... 7008 (2128) 
WELCOME TO PANDORA'S LAIR- Mis-
chievous goddess seeks con"4'3!lble deity 
for M, advent168S, romance, conversa-
tion-a tail god, who likes intellectual and 
.motional intimacy, Is warm, affectionate, 
fi~ healthy, with an amnlty for movies, N/S, 
NID, 35-5O--for this 5'7" slim, s.nsual, 
bright, arimated, beautifIJ redhead .• 7028 
12/28) 
WITH THE REACH of my Imagining. SpIr1-
tual sybil, 40s, lit .... t., 1yricaJ, seIf-suffi-
cient,seekscen1allcountetpartwithwhom 
to romp, sing and share p.rp.tual 
affirmations. tr6937 (2114) 
WOULD YOU ... ftyto Paris for a weekend or 
stay l4I' untl 3am just to watch a cactus 
open? Do you ... Iov. the magic of Camelot 
and tha sience of early dawn? Seeking 51 
DM, N/S, 45-55, lor friendsl>p, dating, with 
posslblty for mor •. ..6975 (2121) 
X-COUNTRY SKI, LITE MY FIRE- Petite, 
advent .... ous, attractive, tMonde SWF who 
works hard but, wants to play hard too, 
seeks loving, intelligent, healthy man 45-55 
to share I~e's pleasur.s . ..6908 (2114) 
me~women 
LlAAH TO WRIU A FHUT CLASS 'ElUOMAL 
WITH TI-E STAfF Of MAINE TIMes! 
FllfIIUAJIlY 2ND. 7-...... 
AT BOIU)QS, SovrH PO"nAND 
(HIEA" THI HAINE HALL). 
See YOU There! 
ASIMPLEMAN,QUIETUFE,lrregularholn, 
goodiob, oIdefcar, 8V ... ag. good looks, WI 
H. Dad to one very otlw weekend. You? 
Attractive balance 01 inlLitionibralns, fo-
cUS/scope, today/lil .... 7010 (2128) 
ACTIVE A TIRACTIVE GIRL wanted lor fun. 
No strings, just nlngs. VOf'/ attractive, 28, 
SWM BUBL, 6', clean. romantic, hot body. 
Ag. unimportan~ good atUtude is. Many 
interests. Call . ..6995/1-/21) 
ADVENTUROUS, SPONTANEOUS SWPM 
147. 5'7", 1451bs, and fit). Seeks special 
person for love and sharing .. Jn the mean 
time ... snowshoeing, skiing, backpacking, 
kayaking, sailing, trekking In TIbet. flndlng 
the jar on KHamanfaro, homesteading in 
Alaska. kids, animals, gardens all sound 
good . • 7012 (2/28) P",sonal Advertiser 
'722, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
me~women 
Roses are red, Violets are blue, 
• this Valentine~ Day. 
let us find someone special for you. 
t£litk/ll/~y 
THE CONNECTltFOR PROFESS IONAL SINGLES 
207-773-7225 • 800-853-4442 
Ufe is a little more precious when shared with someone speciail 
BLACK DIAMOND SKI BUM looking for 
attractive ski bLmy. Professional, M lov-
Ing, handsome, open, honest, caring, N/S, 
DWM, 5'1 0", 1831bs, emotionally andtinan-
clally secur • . Enjoys staying fit by rumlng, 
biking, weight training, golfing, hiking, ski-
Ing. Balancfrd w/qulet ovenings savoring 
fine foods, good wines, .verlasting conv ... -
sations, special times. looking for rela~on­
ship w/someone in her 30's Who shares 
aimilar int ... ests . ..6992 (2121) 
BLACK HAIR, BLUE EYES- SWM, 28, 1001<-
ing lor Iemal., 25-38, Who Kk .. dining, 
movies, and romantic nights. Hope you cal . 
,,7018 (2128) 
CAN YOU LOOK IN MY EYES? indepen-
dent, proltmlonal, young SO, fit , educated, 
SOH and sensuous. Seeks 35+ SlDF who 
values honesty, communication, and de-
sires a quality relationship. Friendship Is 
Important but so Is chemistry. l.Bt's find 
someone in 1996 ... 7037 (2128) 
FRIEND, COMPANION, LOVER, WIFE· 
SWM, 47, Curnbor1l1ld County, N/S, N/D, 
UO. Outgoing, energetic, communicative, 
artictJat., ftexi~, fit, honest, and sincere. 
Seeks SWF or BF for dinner, dancing, the-
atre, travel, Boston, Anha, ocean, rain-
bows, romance, plus. Serious replies only 
pleas •• tr6972 (2121) 
GREGARIOUSLY SHY - Athietilcallyincilned, 
intell.ctually I nv~vad, humor in1ensive, 
poHticaily astute, lactose tolerant mal., 31, 
seeks SlDF 25-35 to engage In planned 
schedul. coordination and subsequent 
implementation of mutually agreeable rec-
reational endeavors designed to faciHtate 
active participation In possible convritment 
based relationship and to help with run-on 
sentences . ..6974 (2/21) 
HANDSOME, ATHLETIC, DWM, 46, intOf-
esting, professicnal, w~h P'optIf~, worth, 
and wisdom. Devoted latlw 01 one son 
(14). Selective, SO<iJctlve, spir~ually aware, 
supportive, and so easy to talk to. Soeks 
40ish woman who is a pleasur. to k>ok at, 
talk with, and know . ..6982 (2121) 
HANDSOME, GREAT FATHER- raised 3 
teen aged kids. Bunds boats, loves music, 
politics, the ocean, skiing, and the out-
doors. Need partner In adventure and ex· 
pIoring I~ . . .. 7033 (2128) 
I WISH WE'D GET SOME SNOW- SWM, 
almost 40, 6', BRlBL, good SOH, In good 
shape, attractive, easygoing, would Hka to 
meet anice, pleasan~ attractive, SWF ,30'0-
40'., Portland area, lor possIbI. LTR. Cal, 
1'1 call back, we'A talk, maybe meet for 
coffee? ..6986 (2121) 
INTROVERTED AND ERUDITE- Yanke. 
hedonist, 55, seeks blxgeonIng relation-
ship, compIet. with pleasures carnal and 
platonic, with a woman, 35-50, whose body 
can climb mountains and mind understands 
why . ..6966 (2121) 
LEWD,CRUDE, ANDTATooED?No~Hon­
est, with SOH, dermagraphicallydecorated. 
N/S, SID, ISO SlDWF, N/S, SID, 38-48? 
WPTH who's sensual wI SOH, and not 
embarassed to be seen with, or iltimidated 
by, a 6'1 " 240lb, 46yo DWM comicbook 
with twin t_-aged girls ... ,,7024 (2128) 
LDOKiNG FOR LOVEinail the wrong places! 
Thoughtl'dtrylhis. Me: 5'11", 175100 blond. 
You: 20-35, slim, -. burned. Try m. first. 
..6961 (2121) 
LOTSOFEYECONTACT- HandsanoDWM, 
54, 8', BRlGR, intellectual, sprituaI, good 
SOH. seeks affectionate, ferninIM femal. 
lor friendship and Who knows? .7048 (2/ 
28) 
MAN SEEKS WOMIAN· 31 , SWM graduat-
ing trucking school wants you. Let us have 
fun today and possibl. marriage In 1997. 1 
wish to buid a family and house. Let us 
share our dream togethOf. Looking IIll N/S 
and NID. ,,7025 (2128) 
PINHEAD SEEKS TELE·BUNNYI Fre. -
heelln' dude, 26, seeks back country babe 
for stoep n' deep romanc • . • 7014 (2128) 
QUESTIONING THE EXISTENCE of an ex-
troverted 30's SF with quick wit, artistic 
twist, Who Is open minded and phyoIcaily fit. 
Sougttby: SWM, 30, busywithwor1<, oomo-
thing of a prude, conservative ( __ I'm 
screwed), Introvert type needing spice in 
IKe ... 7000 (2128) PoraonaI __ '719, 
P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
SCULLY? WHERE ARE YOU? Educatfrd, 
qIJrky, n.w-age guy, 39, likes Bond, 
Scoreese, good books, great cottee, IIld 
travelUng New England; seeking SlDWF of 
similartastes, ago25 e 4O, for furl and friend-
ship. _7 (2121) 
SEEKING FUN, EXCfT1NG, physicailovOf 
and friend. Emotional love can follow. I'm 
also passionat., intelUgorrt, friendly and 
obviously direct, sincere, discriminating, 
aware of some of my neuroses, and 39. 
Let's both take tho gamble and orjoy what 
I~e has to off .... ,,7023 (2128) 
SM SAILOR SEEKING SF od adventurous 
nature for auising, oorrc>arionship. Am vwy 
active, trim, middI. aged, N/S, NID, readng 
Is an obsession, intelKgent oonversatilon a 
pi ........ Immersion In the wonders of na-
ture, vioient and pIacid,is • dream to be 
pursued .• 7034 (2/28) Personal Advertiser 
'721 , P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
SWEET, KlNO,ANDCONSIDERATE- DBM, 
36, 1751ls, 5'6", ikes dining, dancing, and 
IWe, most 01 the time. VOf'/ good SOH. W 
similar interests, cal .• 7016 (2128) 
SWM. HANDSOME, ARTISTIC, gentle soul, 
37, tunny andtasl~, indivldualist. looking 
for my socjmat., she Is P'etty, Intelligent. 
and maybe slighUy off the norm. Long hair 
I plus . ..6969 (2121) 
TALL. HANDSOME GENTLEMAN In great 
health, loves HI., cares about people, furl 
Ioving, _,~abIe,practicaI,would 
lik. to meet a mature woman, 45 or okter, 
lor a friend and potential partner. Someone 
inter. sting, educated, not afraid to share, 
.rjoys having a good man around to arjoy 
tho heights and depths oIIW., has a sense 
01 humor, likes herself, believes In equality, 
and dreams of making a difference. Let's 
startwith an exchang.ofidentities. A photo 
availabl. W requested. Personal Advertiser 
'718, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
WHITE KNIGHT SEEKS comparion on his 
quest for the holy grail, courtly romance, 
grand banquets. andsla)ing a I.wdragons. 
AWMS ledly with pa~enc., kindness, and a 
sense 01 hlrnor (SmPSWNlDF for those 
with a knack for acronyms). What Is the 
airspeed velocity of a cocnut-Iaden swaJ· 
Iowanyway7 Ctip-clop, clip-ciop. ,,7027 (21 
28) 
WINTER-WEARY? JOIN THIS hoe spirited 
6 footer and leap Into springIsumrner with 
northerty lake tun and warm entwnement 
'til then. Zany and serious, not perpetually 
stuck athorneorjob,and with anar. lornew 
adventures, you'd rather converse, play, be 
active than T.V.-lzed.Agelrace? Any. loca-
tion: Watervill~ North. tr6985 (2/21) 
womenl&women 
A DIAMOND TO BE FOUND K you answer 
this ed. GF, 40, seeking a woman Who 
appreciates a true, precious gem. A btU· 
Hanc. that shines from wlthln ... a smooth 
cut, not rough around the edges. V.ry nice 
to look at..your friends will wonder where 
you got such a good price. Strong and 
,esiient. .. stil sparkies aft", IW.'s nicks and 
scratches. VOf'/ .nque ... you1Ifind no other 
lik. it. Looks .xpensiv • ... a rare 'find. Don't 
let this bargain slip away. ThIs diamond will 
lest a IWetime ... ~ cared tor propet1y. ,,7009 




1amiRlR8 g , ~i 35, .. ~U:I ,IAlilill' iRtwe&t1 
..6913 (2114) 
JANUARY 25" 1996 35 
wome~women melH1llen ----------------------BROWN-EYED REDHEAD, 30+, Iemlnlne, 
discreet, real. Enjoy travel, nature, nshing, 
c""1'ing, fine dining and good wine, muse-
...... , coffee houses, reading and the 500· 
day morning paper, cooking, 
psychoIogy ... UFE! Appreciato solitude and 
country9UToundngs. 1.JboraI political views. 
N/S.SeekIng compenIonshipolwomon30-
45. tr6931 (2114) 
DESPERATELY SEEKING SF Who Nkes to 
have furl, 20-23, Great« PoI1fand area. 
Must know Who they are. Into monogamy, 
No baggage, please. tr6927 (2114) 
FAMILY IS FIRST! 33yosoclalwor1<orackxee 
7 nieces and nephews. I have boon trying to 
have my own child and....,...d love 10 share 
this journey. tr6952 (2114) 
FIESTY FEM TOP eeeks match. Blond, po-
tita, v.t1ite ~oh looking for exotic beauty to 
adv.nttn with. tr6979 (2121) 
GOOO VIQUES! Feminine, profossional, fit, 
and attractive seeking same, 30-35, with 
both feet on the ground. Sense of hunor, 
I~, Intelligence, passion, spon-
taneity are just 8 few of the qualities I find 
Important . .ea75 (217) 
I KNOW WHAT I WN:{T, Is ~ yotII Fun 
loving, attractiY., petite, professional 
femme, N/S, early 40's, seeking same, 35-
55, love music, romance, dancing, exotile 
cars, theater and cultural OIIents, entertain-
Ing and travel. Join me In discovering new 
adventll'os •• 7019 (2128) 
I'M A SWEET AND ATTRACTIVE 29yo WF, 
5'6", 13Ot>a. Professicnal bt.t, know howto 
heve furl. I'm seeking similar woman for 
casual, discroetencounters.I'mnew, noet, 
nice, and very naughty. K you're the same, 
please call .• 7038 (2128) 
IF JUST ONE PLAYFUL, smart dame roads 
this with mild curiosity, IIld uses her brains 
and humor to take the next step ... my good 
lortune. tr6929 (2114) 
LET'S START SOMETHING-I want to try 8 
few "new" things IIld this Is my time. I hope 
youwll be adventurous, P'otty, petite, and 
have $Ome playful Ideas In mind. My first 
time out, so be suggestive. _ (217) 
SINGLE,PROfESSIONAl,35,seeklngother 
-30 something- woman who enjoys 
snowshoeing, trying new recipes, sharing a 
glass of Wino, lazy weekend mornings and 
seeking new adventures .• 7004 (2128) 
WINTERED OUT - Bl, 'ttrective, lemlnIne 
prolessional _ same. Enjoy movies, 
conversation, toys, notgarnes. Tred of cold 
and snow. Let's warm up this winter to· 
gether . ..6971 (2121) 
ZEST FOR UFE-51yofit, attractive, profes-
sional seeking special "S<Jr!lOOOO" to share 
IW.'s pleas ..... with. Nature-lover, otloys 
skiing, hiking, kayaking, nne dining and 
mor •. SmokOf, social drinker .• 7032 (2/28) 
me~men 
A MIGHTY LOVE· GM, 23, 6'1", 1651bs, 
attractive, Intellectual, dean-eut. NIS, rela-
tionship oriented, looking to meetsorneon. 
(18-27) with similar qualities. CalilWrite 
(photo a plus!) .. 7006 (2128) .,personal Ad-
vertiser '720, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, 
ME 04104 
ARE YOU INTO ACTIVITIES outside of • 
bar? Are you not afraid of com_I? Do 
you Hke romanc. in your lif.? Are you me-
chanically inclined? K 90, I'm an active 34, 
5'11",175100, In shape mail looking for a 
spark in lit •. ..6978 (2121) 
Gay/lesbian Travel 
call 
ADVlIm'lJIm TRAVEL. Il'Ic" 
(207) 885-5060 
AREYOUOUTTHERE?BiPM,6'3", 1951OO, 
BRlBR, board, 34, IookIngfor special friend , 
BI or GM, N/S, 20-35. I'm laid back, earthy, 
open mirdad, humorous. Call for more de· 
tails • • 7001 (21281 
BAD BOY- Young, normal, slender, cool 
guy looking for tha same. Long term p" -
torred. ,,7049 (2128) 
BOUNDTOPLEASE- SWM,38,BUBLlem. 
Soxy in stockings and heels. SeekIng big, 
dominant, demanding stud to make me his 
gir1frillld . ..6951 (2114) 
CENTRAL MAINE RURAL ELECTrification 
sougtt. 50s, lightweight, 6', wanta friends 
(more?) with wheel', any ago, for high volt· 
ago winter and beyond. Intellgonce, oon-
v«Sation. no ~, and discretion a 
muat for 11110 hem1it type. Call IIld we'! 
arrang.to".., No couch pota1Des . .easa 
(217) 
CLDSETED BI MALE, 35, eeeks under-
standing friend lor great and sensual en-
count .... Please be trim and vOf'/ discreet. 
NflWlosceno but, very anxious to..-that 
special peroon fill long term diacr'oot en-
count ... , Ilgtt drinks, good smokes, vId-
100, massage • ..6948 (2114) 
ENJOYS GARDENINGIlANDSCAPING-
GWM, 37. 6'1", 1751ls, TDH, Ilk .. dogs, 
books, travel, music, intimacy, sensuailty, 
and sexuality. SeokIng -. healthy, dI-
roct. trust-worthy man with sir .. "" IntOf-
..... tr6991 (2121) 
FABULOUS HOMOSEXUIQ- GWM, 27, 
looking for oxtraordNry man into iongterm 
rnorogamous relationship. Must have a 
passion for something which can be re-
directed lowards me. All my best friends, 
Who are not wildy IIIJCC8SIfIJ In th enter-
tairrnent industry, are fats, femmes, and 
senior cl!iz_ so they need not apply. 
Coo .. dating OK but plutonic until you 
adore me .• 7021 (2128) 
FIT/ATHLETIC &. THOUGHTFUL- GWM, 
5'11",46, writer, handsome, Hkes sports, 
music dance, and the arts. Seek. trin GM 
2O-40's to spend time with, ski, movies. 
Relationship/friendship, maybe more. 
tr6907 (2114) 
GooD·LooKlNG, HEALTHYWM 40s, 5'7 
1/2", 1451ls seeking honest man not Into 
games. Lata 30'.-40'0 lor ·friendship and 
maybe more. tr6918 (2114) 
GWM WN:{TS TO MEET MAN Who knows a 
IK. besides the bars. Cal me for more 
details, 6', BRlBR, beard and 'stache and 
loads of furl. fr6889 (217) 
HANDSOME, MUSCULAR male looking for 
someone to massage rrrt sore muacJes 
aft ... my wor1<out. tr6956 (2114) 
HIV+ GWM SEEKING FRIENDS- 30, 5'8", 
good looking, healthy, N/S, N/D, not Into 
bars, likes <pat times at home, movies, 
dining out, road tJ1>$, let'. taik soonltr6996 
(2/21) 
HOPING ... GWM, 49, EDUCATED, orjoys 
out_r(lndoor activities. Seeks slmiartrlm 
man for mutually respectful and possibly 
passionalll relationship .• 7035 (2128) 
I AM NOT FAIRLY NICE GUY- WM,38, BRI 
BL. I'm not skinny, I'm not tat I wor1<out, 
smoke, petty, lik.outdoors, peopI. and 
plenty 01 clean furl. Call me . ..6997 (2121) 
LOOKING FOR FRIEND- 81WM, 34, 5'11", 
170100, BR/HZ, mHd-mannet'ed, discreet. 
You: cut8jock, 20-30. l.Bt's have a boor and 
see what happens. ,,7046 (2128) 
LOVERIFRIEND WANTED NOW-GWM, 31, 
trucker, wants top male as friend when 
cominghomehomthedustyroad. Pref",N/ 
S, NID Who wants IW. t~- let's talk 
today, all it takes Is a cal . ..-1026 (2128) 
MENTOR WANTED- 37 y.o. professional 
man seeks mentor. You be compassionate, 
InllIlligen~ and have a heart for mentoring 
and gliding. Non-sexual only. Due to an 
error, voice mail responsesfromthelast n.n 
of this ad were not received. Pktase try 
again • ..6880 
NEWTOAREAand lifosty1e, 25, 5'9", wotAd 
Ilk. friendship and gym par1nor. Enjoy mov-
ies, travel, and cooking. You: under 30 and 
clean . .6869 (217) • 
NOWISTHETIME- Funlovlng, free spirited, 
Intellgen~ caring, happy go lucky, 32yo, 
looking for younger brother type. You will 
be happy. _57 (2114) 
RECOVERING MALE, mascIJin., robus~ 
fit, N/S, 40's, seeking hoMst, fit malo to 
explore friendship,greatoutdooro, IIld have 
tun. Maturity more important than age, 
..6920/1-/14) 
SAME AGE AS BRAD PITT- GWM, 5'7", 
1251bs, BRlBR, N/S, NID.I am kind, consid-
erat., honest, intel~gent (but occasionally 
do something dtJrnb), adventurous, and yet 
sometimes shy. I arjoy biking, canoeing, 
hiking, wat.rskiing, and cross country 
skiing. I am masculine, but not "macho-
and am aptIC photogrpah abeautlful now", 
0( cry at a good movie. Personal AdvertiSOf 
'710, P.O. Box 1238, Portland, ME 04104 
..6862 (217) 
I Clalslfteds 775-1234\ 
SEEKING A WARM ME UPPER- WM, 45, 
5'10", 1651ls from 1ropicaI climote eeeks 
sornoono with apeclol teI...u In keeping 
relaxed, warm, end comf~, _ 
35-50. tr6990 (2121) 
SON/CAMPANION WANTED! Unusual 
GWM, SO's, We ........ Into travel, health, 
arts, auctions, Ilea markets, outdoor ed-
v.rtU'ee, rapport, kink, «c. I sook compat-
Ible young """' to share the good If. with. 
I'mcierln,healthy, sincere, 1Ild_-
Ing. You be the same. No drugs or phonies. 
..6934 (2114) 
THAI? LAO? ASIAN? I need you! Excep-
tIIonaI SWM, 40, 6'2", epIrftuaI, mascuine, 
devoted ... klng same. What'. Insldo 
COIrts- apreclate yoo< culture .• 7015 (21 
28) 
WINTERADVEI'ITURE FRIEND- 35 yo SWM, 
cieanClt, nt,rnasc\Jino, 5'11", 1751bo,seeks 
younger, 24-35, fit good-looking, straigtt 
acting for friendship . Outdoors, 
snowmobiling, diecreot, Ilk .. boar, apply 
soon! tr6924 (2114) 
WINTER WONDERLAND- GWM, 20-25, 
tom, N/S, to ~ winter evenings to-
gether with GWM, 5'8", 160100, N/S. Call 
soon . • 7017 (2128) 
YORK COUNTY GWM, 26, N/S, N/D- TIred 
of tho Portland corrmJt.? So am I. Seeking 
straight acting, discreet GWM into dining 
out, movies, quiet times, physical fitness 
and more ... CalI. tr6994 (2121) 
others 
FIRST AD- Melo, ago 31, tall, dIark, hand-
some seeking GF, BSF, SF for frtandshlp, 
8nd 90me furl and hot times. tr6968 (2121) 
LOOKING FOR FRIENDS- SWC, attrective, 
both In lheir 30's, seeks sam. or SWF for 
tun Umes, good conversation, movies, din· 
ing out, and relaxing at horne . • 7003 (2128) 
MWC LATE 30'0, ettractivo, medium buIds, 
both straight, very clean and discreet, 
searcling for ano1her couple or straight 
woman to join us for erotic evenings . .6989 
(2/21) 
- 1 
SPERM DONORIFATHEIl ~;;t'itf~-----'"'---~. 
fossional women couple '" want 
a child seek creative arrangement. We are 
noxible on fathe~s Involvement. PI .... call 
so wo can talk .• 7036 (2128) 
lost souls 
SHAWS SAGO - 1113196 - We had, good 
laugh! AItrK, you went out of 011' way to 
bt'Ing me a basket. I was tho guy with tho 
cut., heavyset woman. Call me, would liko 
to talk more! .. 7039 (2128) 
., > 
> 
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*PAINTERS* 
CS-SOOO FINISH SPRAYER 
WITH ACCESSORIES 
MAKE ME AN OFFER! 871-8655 
FINE INTERIOR PAINTING 
SEASONED PAINTER OFFERING 
EXCELLENT REFERENCESIWORKMANSHIP. 
KEVIN,775-4941 
THE FUN WAY TO RECYCLE! 
ROOSEVELT TRAIL FLEA MARKET 
1399 RT. 302, Westbrook*854-2345 
OLD TREASURES FOR EVERYONE FROM 
YUPPIES ... TO YAHOOS ... TO YOU I 
Open daily, Sat&Sun 8-5, Mon-Fri 10-3 
* CHECK OUT THE NEW CBW ONLINE!!! 
http://www.maine.com/cbw 
INTERNET MAINE 
PPP $35 Shell $25 
780-0416 
These ads appear on 
THE INTERNET 
at no extra charge. 
***DON'T PAY 
MORE THAN $25 
to sell your vehicle! The Sure Sell Classifieds 
will keep your car, truck, bus, RV, or motorcyle 
running until it sells for only $25! 
Call 775-1234 or FAX it to 775-1615. 
Visa/MC accepted. 
SICK OF RECYCLING? 
.rerpTnd,viduals with disabilities work 
successfully In the community. 
Donate your 5¢ bottles and receive a 
recycling service at your home or office 
F.M.I. 761-2960 
WICKER & RATTAN 
FURNITURE 
Factory order clearance sale 
20% OFF 
The Wicker Shop, Wells 
646-8555 
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES 
result in employment interviews. 
Call Career Planning Services · 
(207)885-0700 






Tell your sweetie how you feel with 
Casco Bay Weekly's 
"Tunnel of Love" 
" 4 lines for S 15 00 
Deadline: February 1 at 5:00pm 
Call 775,1234 
Ilft1(,j :£\'1 
1""44 ~ "I 
These messages will appear on the 
Back of the Bay the issue of Feb. 8th. 
The most imaginative message will win 
dinner for two. 
Resolve to help others 
in the New Year 
"Smartest, easiest thing you ever heard of...1 
get cash for a good deed . $130 a month , 
$1560 cash a year, all mine. Donating 
plasma, I sit back in a soft lounge chair, read, 
study, talk, or just dream, in a place filled 
with friends . 60 min. later I'm up and PORTLAND 
BIOLOGICALS away, smiling, cash in hand." 
Come In ... it's that easy! 
685 Congress S1. 239 Main S1. 
Portland Lewiston 
772-5715 783-3230 
DO YOU HAVE SOMETHING 
TO SHOW THE WORLD? 




SERVICE OR ART 
TO THE WORLD 
THROUGH THE INTERNET! 
We'll design your website 
and put it on the internet! 




In-home care for city kitties 
while you're away 
Insured. Member National Association of 
Professional Pet Sitters 
Call 761-9651 for brochure 
e-mail: vnuz56a@prodigy.com 
MEDICAL ENVIRONMENTS 
Specializing in the adaption of home 
environments 
call: (207)828-0115 
Do you need a ramp built, special 
shower stall installed or anything done 
to your home to make it easier for you 
or a loved one to get aroun'd? 
WE CAN HELP!!! 
FREE ESTIMATES 
FULLY INSURED 
TAROT FOR MEN 
Ten-week introductory level class 
begins January 31st. $145.00, 
FMI Jeanne Fiorini 799-8648 
LIGHT of the MOON 
with over 40,000 book titles available, 
also has a large selection of Tarot 
cards, unique gifts, and tools to heal 
the body, mind and spirit. 
324 Fore St., Portland 
828-1710. Open daily 
T-Shirts Custom Printed 
$3.50 from Fruit of the Loom, 
Hats $2.75, mugs and more 
Full line of embroidery, 
Free color catalog. 
1-800-242-2374 
Berg Enterprises, 40 
GEO METRO 1989 
174k, looks and runs great. 5sp, 
hatchback, sunroof, red, one owner. 
Very well maintained. 50mpg 
Asking $1,200 
828-5432 days, 
646-9482 evenings and weekends. 
" , 
' .• 1'hrtMt~""'mum .' 
Frequoncy DI$cOuntsAvaJf.. 
able « DeaditneFlfdays ' at 
Noon·· AffAd$ PrePaId 
